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Lawrence F . O'Brien, NBA Commissioner, and Four Others To Be
Honored at Bryant's 115th Commencement
F ive distinguished
Americans will receIve
Bryant's highest honors at
the College's ll5th
Commencement exercIses
o n S a turd a y, M ay 20, 1978
al lO :OOa.m. on the College
th letic field (in case of
Inclement weather. In the
I l Iege
gymnasium).
F. O'Brien,
m mlSSloner,
National
k t b all Association,
I b the Commencement
. k.er. ver 5,000 co llege
ial , fa c ulty me mbe rs ,
nl , reJali\e , frie nds.
dignitarle
a re
c.:ttleC [Ca 1
1

.,J .

Along with Mr. O'Brien,
honorary degrees of
Doctor of Science In
Business Administration
will be conferred upon Azie
Taylor Morton, Treasurer
of the United States; and
Frederick R. Glassman,
Founder a.nd President,
Ford Products Company.
Receiving the honorary
degree of Doctor of
H umane Letters w ill be t he
Honora ble J. Jos ep h
Garrahy,
Govern o r of
Rh ode Is la nd. F . Robert
Black . Ch airma n of t he
Board an d Pre s ident,
T r an p o rtat i n

Industries, Inc., and a 1962
graduate of Bryant
College, will be honored
with the degree of Doctor
of Science in Commerce.
M r. Black will present the
Alumni Charge to the 1978
graduation class.
Seven-hundred and
eighty candidates will be
presented [t)r Baccaluare
eate and Associate Degrees
In cours es. The G radu ate
S ch 01 wiJ i awa rd M asters
o f Business Adm inistration
(M .B.A .) degrees to 114
Inen and women.
Dr. W illiam P. Robin

son, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, will
officially convene the
commencement cere
monies
Governor
Garrahy will deliver
greetings from the State.
Presiding over t his year's
exercises will be Dr.
William T. O'Hara.
Presid ent, Bryant College.
The invocation will be
given by the Reverend
John W . Lolio, Bryant
o iiege C atholic C haplain,
and the benediction will be
prese nted by R everend
John R. C arlson. Bryant
College Protestant Chap

lain.
Frank G. Eldredge, Jr.,
President, Smithfield
Town Council, will bring
the greetings from the
community; honorar"
degree citations will re
read by Jacquelyn Low,
President,
Purlie
Vice
Affairs.
Immediately foll<)wing
the formal eXerCISf':;, the
entire assembly is in vited to
attend the traJitional
Commencement
Recep
tio n whi ch wiH be held in
front of the U lIistructure.
Hiographie.: of'l (iI/OraiT dl'grcf:'
recipiem .\' on p IKC 4.
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THE OPINIONS
WJMF Services
Hindered by
Budget
Dear Editor:

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
Ten days hence. yet another graduating class will parade across the
Commencement podium as thousands sit bored in folding metal chairs. I wish them all
well. and good luck in their future lives. but.. ..
If you have spent four years at Bryant and all you have to show for it is a diploma.
you've wasted your time. The classroom is not the only learning experience to be found
here; the extracurriculars are at least as important. Lectures may teach you how to
reconcile a bank statement, but they aren't going to give you experience in dealing with
people. and they aren 't for the most part, going to contribute to your development as an
individual.
Thi s isn' t really aimed at the graduating class (suprise!) It's forthose of you who fail to
contribute to your fellow students and yourselves: You 're missing the best part of being
here. You've got the summer to think about; it's time for action in the fall.
One way many students have found to co ntribut
WJMF. Speaki ng of wh ich (smooth. J.w.L

is through membership in

Roughly a year ago . THE ARCHWAY approached the Student Senate for money to
finance the purchase of teletype services tram United Press International for a year. T he
request was justified partly on the grounds that it would be used by WJMF Over the past
year. THE ARCHWAY has proven, as the Senate suspected. that a weekly newspaper
cannot make cost·effective use of such a service; at best it has been an expensive filler
service. and a source for news which is inevitably outdated.
However, WJMF has made intelligent use of the machine. Particularly. this past
semester. the station has produced daily news programs with copy from UPJ. serving
as the core. This service has brought the latest National and Intemationall news to a
campus where these events. if most students were left to their own devices. would be
ignored. Further, the comprehensive coverage of the Blizzard of '78 which WJMF
p rovided was largely facilitated by the U.P.I. wire. Now the future of these types of
services to Bryantonians is threatened by the refusal of the Student Affairs Office to
assume the finanCing of this news source in the light of a substantial U.PJ price
increase. and the increase in the WJMF budget which would be needed.
The days when the students expected a "bush league" operation from the radio
station are gone. It is time for Student Affairs to finance the station accordingly, and to
stop playing the " maximum percentage increase" game. Quality, relevant, timely, news
reportage is an invaluable part of providing a full radio service to the Bryant community.
If you agree, I urge you to let Dr. Fullerton know of your views.

THE ARCHWAY

Edltor·ln-Chief .... .. ...... .. ..... .. ..... ..... .. ................ .......... .. .J.W. Harrington
Business Manager .... ...... ............ .. ...".... ...... ......... .. .............. Joe Butler
Managing Edltor.. ............................" .. .... .. .. .... Dean Marchessault
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Production Manager .. .. ...... .. .. .............. ...... ... .....Dennis O'Connell
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News: Rod Cohane, Paul Demers, Brian Duke, Linda
Holgerson, Ed Kasinskas, Donna Lampen. Jay Metzger, Liz
Windbiel
Sports: Harry Cohen, Jerry Gaynor, Debbie Luciano, Craig
Lustig, Mike Ne'vins, Dick Pomerantz, Joyce Stockman, Joe
Welch
Entertainment: Debbie Brunner
Photography: Joel Angelovic, Chris Blasko, Sue Chan, Ann
Ciaccio, Mano Howard, Jane Lumsden, Kevin McKenna,
Sean McNamee, Karen Miller, Gary Shaw, Elaine Wuertz
Production: Karen Berube, Patty Brennan, Bill Huckrr.an,
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The purpose of this letter is to
publicize and comment on a
decision made by the Student
Affairs Office, specifically by
Dr. Barry A . Fullerton, Vice
President of Student Affairs.
The United Press Interoat
ional teletype machine has been
cut fr o m WJMF's bud get fo rthe
next schoo l yea r. Thi s d ec isio n
was mad e du e t o a n increas e in
the ra teo [ th e serv i from $ 1400
to S I 700, an no u nced by lJ PI
after WJMF had submi tt ed its
budget.
1 \ iew th is as a slap in t he face
to a n o rga niza ti o n of stu de nts
th a t ha ' co me a hell o f a long
way in t he pas t three yea rs.
W J M F ha s n e ver h a d
co mplete access to a ny kind of
d a il y new s s ervice . THE
ARCHWA Y has given the
station a taste of what it wo uld
be li ke to have this a nd the
st a tion has been able to make the
best of the situation . This has
only been when THE ARCH
WAY was open and when they
remembered to turn the machine
on.
I a sked Dr. Fullerton why
UP I was eliminated and he
explained that WJ M F wa s nn a
Ii ed budget
Well. here we are agam fol k~ .
where ideals meet costs.
W J M F is a radio station.
Let me say that again. It has a
nice ring to it.
WJMF is a radio station.
The school has helped this
station quite a bit. They have
rebuilt the studios, provided
equipment with which to
properly function, even a
typewriter to write classy memos
to anyone interested in reading
them.
What
wonder about is
whether Student Affairs noticed
that WJMF has over 75 people
actively involved and ha s
matured into a major ,
innovative part of this College?
Have they noticed that
W J M F has met and exceeded
the goals they have set for
themselves?
The UPI machine would be
developed as a major input into
the station's actiVities and
extend itself to the student body
on a daily basis.
Dr. Fullerton. I ask you to
reconsider your decision.
Sincerely,
Kent Fletcher

Bryant Players

Advertising: Nancy Delis

Dear Editor.

Phototypesetting: Lynda Babitz, -Ann Heatley, Cindy Kolle,
Maureen Lyons , Donna Racine, Janet Swartz

A slight controversy has been
going around this campus
recently . Last Sa turd a y and
Stmda y the Bryant Players
presented Plaza Suite of which I
was a part. Since then a furor has
arisen over a possible review in
this paper of that play . Since I
have not read that review and am
not even sure it will appear. I '
cannot comment on it directly .
But the word is I did not make a
favorable impression on the
reviewer. And a large group of
people who enjoyed my

THE ARCHWAY is composed weekly during the academiC year excluding
vacations by the undergraduate students of Bryant College. The publisher is
Bryant College. This newspoper is written and edited entirely by a student
staff and no form of censorship at all is exerted on the contents or style of any
issue. The news and opinions expressed in th is publication are those of the
students and may not necessarily retrectthe official views of the faculty and
administration of Bryant College. THE ARCHWAY is printed by Colony Press.
Inc.. 770 Southbridge Street. Auburn. Massachusetts 01501 . by offset.
Copy considered objectionable by the Editorial Board will not be
accepted. Announcements and news releases from the College and
surrounding community are printed at the discretion of the Editor-In-Chief.
Offices are lacated on the third floor, east wing of the Unistructure. Mailing
address is Box 37. Bryant College. Smithfield. Rhode Island. 0291 7. Office
phone is (401) 231-1200. extensions 311 end 313.
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fair. But each person is allowed
his or her opinion . EVEN
CRITIC. If the 'critic felt my
performance was not quite up to
their standards, that is their
opinion and I respect it. So no
matter how the review reads , I
hold nothing against the
reviewer. TH AT IS TH EI R
JOB. And to all those people
who have been telling me how
good I was and have given me
enc ouragement I say thank you.
And I would like t o say
congratulations to my fellow
players on the tremend o li S j o b
they d id. And if my revi ew is
good. t hen I say thank yo u (0 my
reviewer a nd if not. a li i can sa v
is that even the grea te~l star
have gouen a bad rc iew at one
tim e or aO(lthe r.
David Ba tzer

You Can't Always
Blam e the Coach
Dear Editor.
At all levels of sports. when a
team begins to lose the coach is
the first to be blamed . Here at
Bryant the Baseba ll team has
lost 19 straight ga mes. We would
like it to be known that Coa ch
Reali is not the blame for our
record . The reason for our
disappointing season is our own
ineptitude and a schedule we
have no business playing. The
Baseball team plays one of New
England' toughe t chedule. in
. I Ion 11.
learn re CI e 0
money to recruit like most of its
competitors, but is expected to
play on their level. We go out
and give 100% every time we
play, whether it looks it or not.
Ask yourself this, how well
would Bryant's Basketball team
have done this year with no
recruits (virtually all them are),
just giving 100%.
In closing, we are just 22 guys
who love baseball and want a
fair shake: for us and our coach .
Losing 19 in a row could ruin a
team and end a program, bur
thanks to Coach RealI we still
are a team and for that he
deserves the praise of everyone
in the Bryant Community.
Captains:Rich Pomerantz
Bill McMahon
Chris Chase

No Cooperation
Dear Editor:
We write in response to our
recent dealings with the
administration and various
other organizations, concerning
our effort in the presentation of
"Plaza Suite".
Let's start by noting the
intense, back-breaking
cooperation of Central
Scheduling, Public Relations,
and THE ARCHWAY, itself.
Thanks to no one but The
Players, the pUblicity necessary
for the play was done. If the real
world is as organized as the
Public Relations office, we're
heading for Mars . We
understand that time is scarce
during these unusually busy
months , but we would have
considered it a common, if not·
logical courtesy to inform us that
Public Relations wasn't able to .
cover our production! We could
have done a better job ourselves.
Three, count 'em, three times
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by THE ARCHWA \' and were
stood up! Mad, you say?
Accordingly, we do appreciate
your public apology .
When ap'p roaching the Senate
for fund s, God forbid you don't
know the correct procedure for
going through all the red tape.
We were lucky we didn't get our
heads sna pped off--chewed a
lit tle. but not snapped off!
We learn from o ur mistake -
and w hat a les on WE lea rned : If
YOU WANT SOMETHING
DONE. DO IT YOURSEL F! !
The ha, sies o f bure uc ratic B. S.
are too much to cope with .
B r yant ha . just a bout
anything anyon e could dream
of--but cooperation is definitely
lacking.
P .S . Long live freedom of
speech! !.
Sincerely,
Janet DeGruttola
Shelly Krasner
Peggy Kosciak
Donna Chenail

Ring Delivery
Delay
Dear Editor:
101.
I , "' 0 em T. man}
Bryant
tudent. i nohHMllr - " :'
myself, have ordered their
college class ring from Josten's
Rings, Ltd. As of this date, not
one of the students has received
his or her ring.
. As the Brycol Director in
charge of the ring program on
campus, I would like to let you
students know that Brycol is
fully aware of this problem and
has been tryng to find the reason
for this delay .
After several phone calls to
Josten's Rings, Ltd., I have been
given the following reasons for
the delay: the Blizzard of '78, the
miners' strike. and a change in
ring manufacturers (Josten's
Rings, Ltd. is no longer receiving
their rings from Josten's, Inc.;
your rings are now being made
by J. Louis Small.) Upon asking
whether it would be possible to
get your money back, the reply
was "no". When asked when the
rings" ill be in, I was told that
the expected delivery date at this
time is May 27. They are
working on an earlier date .

If you are one ot the anXiOusly
awaiting people, thank you for
being patient. Brycol realizes
this is an excessive time to wait
for a ring and is-dissatisfied with
the service obtained from
Josten's Rings, Ltd . There is a
campus ring committee looking
into College ring companies to
continue the Brycol Ring
Program. A decision on a ring
company will be made before the
end of the semester.
In closing. Brycol t hanks you

all

again for being patient . We
hope this controversy will be
resolved soon.
Nancy Delis
Member
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Bryant in Arbitration with
Former Professor
By .John Anderson
Bryant College is involved in a
law suit with former Social
Science teacher Dr. Eliza beth
Palter. The issue of t he suit
being: will Dr. Palter receive
tenure and be reappointed to
Br>'ant'J
Palter's case is based on two
major points. One, did she.
according to her contractual
agreements. receive fair
treatment in the tenure process.
Two. did the administration
judge Palter fairly based on
actual evidence or was this
evidence fabricated" Dr. O'Hara
would not comment on it
because he said it might
jeopardize the case.
Under the terms of Dr .Palter's
contract. four steps wcre tak e n
by the college in determining if
she would be re-appointed and
granted te nure . First . the Social
Sciences Depa rtm e nt chairman.
Jim Ingraham wrote a letter not
recommcnding Palter 10 re
appoi nl men
1 he Ie ILr
an
I he
Rna d
tha t

3t

the

endorse it. He sent a Jetter to Dr.
O'Hara that opposed Palter's
re-appointment.
Dr. O'Hara then conducted
his own review and decided
against Dr. Palter. This sent the
case- into arbitration because
Palter. backed by the teachers
umon. contended that her
contractual rights were violated
and that the decision reached
was not a fair one.
Thus far the college and Dr.
Palter have met tor seven days of
arbitration hearings . The
hearings are still in process. This
will result in a decision being
awarded by nationally-known
arbitrator. Marsha Greenbaum.
Her decision will be final and
legally binding to both parties.
Dr. Palter has filed her case
with the R.I. Commission for
Human Rights which auto
matica lly involves the Equal
Employment Opportunities
Commission . This is a federal
regulatory body. making this a
state and federal case based on
the grounds of discrimination.
Due to
the confidential
aspects of the arbitration . there
is no indication a s to the type of
d I ion lha \\ ill tle rc dcred _

time was an ex-officio member.
Smith had no voting powers but
he could voice his opinion.
The R a nk and Appointment
C ommitt ee conducted an
inv e sti g ation. receiving
testimony from various tenured
members o f the Socia! Sciences
Depa rt ment. The Committee
o ncl uded in Palter's favor and
recommended her re-appoint
ment. Lowell Smith then
recei\ed the letter of
recommend lion and did nOi

IMPORTANT::':
New Changes in Add/Drop
By Rod Cohane
Earlier this semester the
Committee on College
Organization (COCO) met to
discuss potential changes in the
grading system and also the
Add-Drop period . Dr. William
Wood , chairman of COCO.
invited Student Senate
representatives to participate in
the discussion.
The possibility of changing
the present grading system from
only A. B. C, etc. to a system
with "between grades" (+ and )
was thoroughly discussed. hut
the committee felt that it needed
more consideration before any
decision could be made.
After discussing the present
Add-Drop policy. the committee
members and the Student Senate

representatives all felt that there
was a need to make changes.
After much diliberation the
changes were made . Thechanges
arE as follows :
I . The Add period is one week ;
2. The Drop period is two
weeks;
3. In the event a student fails
to attend at least one class
meeting during the first week ,
the instructor has the option of
removing the student's name
from the class list.

These changes were drawn up
and sent to the Student Senate
for approval. The Student
Senate did approve of the
changes . The "new" Add-Drop
Policy will go into effect 10
September.

IS pring Weekend
By Jayne Morris and
The anticipation had been
building up all week. It came to a
peak on Thursday night in the
Pub . "Las Vegas Night ,"
sponsored by theSPB. proved to
be a succes sfu l opener t thi
~car ',
prt
\1,.
end

Candy LaBombard
Students became "big-time"
gamblers . betting their play
money on such games as
Blackjack. Craps, and various
form s of Roulette. From the
h ginning of t he e\ening. "ictol'}
10

th

BUI

th h

COMPUTER CENTER
By

Brian

Duke and
McKenna

Kevin

terminals to work on and only
one (I) sign up terminal. The
simple solution to the problem
seems to be to add more

terminals

n
\\ h n t he
system was brought
(familiar to all "Intro. to Data
Processing" students) , it was felt
that the Administration woul.d
playa relatively minor part. In
fact , out of 40 terminals, only six

Culmination Period
As we know, May II to
May I g is Culmination Period.
For all students this final week is
important. FOR MANY IT IS
CRUCIAL!
Although some students are
not aware of it. there are many
I students on academic probation
this semester. and many more
who are approaching it. It
. should be evident to all that a
poor culmination period for
some students could result in
dismissal. Just as important.
however, are the interests of the
majority of the students. Thejob
market . graduate schools and
law schools are
becoming
increasingly more competitive,
and a good G . P .A. is just as
important to some students as
passing is to those on probation.
The warm weather of the past
few weeks seems to have led to
an increase in partying. (The
excessive amount of noise and
litter seems to attest to this.) This
atmosphere is not cond ucive to
an academic environment.
Therefore. we. [ ti C under
ig ned ~tuden t org:' nizations.
lronl!l~
II hJde nts who

are available to the lntro classes
to use. Intro. students are the
tud 'n
he

to the existing
sv stem.
However.
Bn'
len

concerned during the culmina
tion period, to remaIn
considerate of those students
who do have work facing them .
It is our desire that a more
academic environment prevail
during the last week of school.
For those students who cannot
be a little more considerate
during this crucial academic
period. we recommend a severe
penalty.
It should be emphasized at
this point that we are first and
foremost an AC ADE M IC
community.
With the above mentioned
concern in ,mind, a period of
quiet hours has been established .
This period will start on
Wednesday evening. May 10,
and extend to Thursday, May
18. Quiet hours start at 7:00 p. m.
and continue throughout the resi
of the night.
ARCHWAY
BRYCOL
Greek Letter Council
LEDG R
Resident Stu dent Jud i -ia l Board
Studen t L'enate

I

I n
JU lilted

on the groun
\ast/y increased efficiency in the
Admission , Registration and
Financial Aid Offices. But the
Administration is not without its
share of the blame . The
C omputer Applications
Committee and students
working in the Computer Center
agree that administrators do not
know how to use the system; as a
result, faulty programs and
slow downs affecting the entire
system occur.
I

Though the Administration
slows up the process, why
wouldn't it be better to add more
terminals so more students will
be able to share in the time?
Again, the simple solution is not
the correct one. Ideally, the BTl
system is designed to hold 16
terminals. with a capacity of 32
terminals . Obviously. 40
terminals is already over the
designed capacity of the system,
so adding further terminals
would not solve the problem.
With many administrative
offices that have terminals. a few
are not used efficiently. For
example. the Physical Plant
Department has only a couple
programs used on the system. A
more efficient use of terminals
would be to allow students
access to more than the five
currently used. in the Computer
Center.
The overcrowding pro blem
results from a system that is too
small for the needs of the college.
The Comput e r Applications
C mmi ttee is now revie wing thi

t

i ves

who

IU

are

U

ad m int t rallo n.
When and if a new system
pu rchase is approved, I # to 2
years would be needed for
installat ion .
A computer faculty member
would like to see the systems
department combine courses
with other maJors . Thi s
experience would add to the
career potentia l of many
students.
If you have any comments or
suggestions. forward them to the
Computer Applications
Committee. c / o TH E
ARCHWAY. Box 37.

Traffic Tickets
Still Unresolved
With an attorney still
reviewing the case concerning
the splurge of traffic tickets
handed out to over 20
Bryantonians last week. TH E
ARCHWA Y and the senate
unfortunately do not have an
official deci s ion to report
concerning the legality of the
tickets.
The question revolves around
the legal aspects of the tickets
because the stop sign at the end
of Jacob's Drive is not registered
with the state.
The Senate expects a reply
from the lawyer early next week.
F or those still hold ing their
tickets. call Howie Rapaport,
St udent S enate Vi e President.
lor add iti on al infor mati ( nan d

f1 ct
olle!!e. B UI Br\ant \\ ould n o t
gi\'e in to Mother ~ature! The
outdoors was brought indoors.
"Orium" and "Storm Warning",
originally scheduled to perform
outdoors. were moved into the
Pub . Attendance was not as
good as it would have heen if the
weather had been more
agreeable; bUl as the evening
progressed . the crowd grew. At
9:00 approximately 150 people
were present for the start of Jerry
Hartnett's puppet show. The
puppeteer enterlained the crowd
with a variety of acts . "Trixy
Treat" and the other puppets
proved to be a great hit with the
audience. At the end of the show,
the crowd had grown to almost
700. Whether this was due to the
anticipation of "Silverado's"
performance. or t he excellent
show by M r. Hartnett. IS
anyone's guess!
Despite "Silverado's" late
start, caused in part by
equipment difficulties. they were
well-received by the audience.
Their concert seemed short, but
everyone appeared to have a
good time.
('(mI. 10 p . AIS, cuI. 3

Senior Class Gift
The Senior Class Gift
Committee in their last phone-a
thon Sunday night put the
amount of pledges for the Senior
Class Gift to $15 .500. This
exceeds the goal of $15,000.
The Senior Class gift this year
is for an Electronic Protective
System to protect the books in
th e Lib ra ry. It i e xpected th Jt
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HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
Doctor of Science In
Business Administration
(D.S. In B.A.)

In 1977, he received the
National Brotherhood Award
for "distinguished service in the
field of human relations," given
by the National Conference of
Christians and Jews. In 1978, he
was awarded the Israel Prime
Minister's Medal for his
"services to democracy and
freedom."

Doctor of Science In
Business Administration
(D.S. In B.A.)

~

He is married to the former
Elva Brassard of Springfield,
and they have one son , Lawrence
F. O'Brien III, an attorney in
Washington , D .C.

Lawrence F. O'Brien

Doctor of Science In
Business Administration
(D.S. In B.A.)

C ommissioner. N ational
Basketball Association

Frederick R.
Glassman

Lawrence F . O'Brien was
Basketball
elected
National
Association Commissioner by
the Board of Governors in June
1975.
Prior to his affiliation with the
N. B.A .. he had a distinguished
career in politics and
government . From 1968 to 1972.
he served as Chairman of the
Democratic National Commit
tee . He directed the Presidential
campaigns of John F . Kennedy
in 1960, Lyndon' B. .Iohnson in
1964, Robert F. Kennedy and
Hubert H. Humphrey in 1968 ,
and George S . McGovern in
1972.
As Special Assistant to
Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson, he coordinated with
Congress the legislative
programs of the "New Frontier"
and the "Great Society."
From 1965 to 1968, he served
as Postmaster General of the
United States and developed the
concept of restructuring the Post
Office Department into the
nonprofit U.S. Postal Service.
He authored "The O'Brien
Manual," a primer on plans and
procedures for organizing
political campaigns, which has
been adopted by both political
parties in this country and many
others abroad . His autobio
graphy, "No Final Victories."
was published in 1974.
Born In Springfield.
Massachusetts , he graduated
from Northeastern University in
1942 with a Juris Doctor Degree.
He holds honorary doctorate
degrees in Law . Public
Administration.
Humanities.
Public Affairs. and Humane
Letters from Western New
England College, Villanova
University. Loyola University .
Xavier University . Northea stern
University. St . Anselm' s
College. American International
College. Wheeling Co llege. and
Seton Hall Universit y.
Fo r his accomplishments in
basketball as Commissioner of
N. B.A .. he was elected "Sports
Man of the Year for 1976"bythe
editors of THE SPORTING
NEWS. This represented the
first time any sports commis
sioner was so designated . He was
also named "Man of the Year"by
he editors of BASKETBALL
WEEKLY .

President. Ford
Company

I
The Honorable Azie
Taylor Morton
Treasurer of the United States
National Director. ' . . Savings
Bonds D i Isi on
Mrs. Azie Taylor Morton
became Treasurer of the United
States and National Director of
the U. S. Savings Bonds
Division in September. 1977.
From 1971 to 1976, Mrs .
Morton served as Special
Assistant to the Chairman of the
Democratic National Commit
tee and was Deputy Convention
Manager of the 1976 Democra
tic National Convention in New
York City.
Mrs. Morton was first in
Washington in 1961 asa member
of President Kennedy's
Committee on Equal Employ
ment Opportunity. In 1963, she
was named to the President's
Committee on Equal Opportun
ity in Housing. From 1966 to
1968, she was with the United
States Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission in
Austin, Texas. as an investigator
and conciliator. In 1968, she
became Director of Social
Services, Model Cities Program,
Wichita, Kansas. where she
remained until 1971 .
A native Texan. she graduated
in 1956 cum laude from Huston
Tillotson College. Following
graduation. she worked as a high
school in structor, ass istant to
the President of her alma mater.
and a s an admini strative
assistant Texa s State AFL-CIO .
In 1977 . Mrs . Morton
received an Honorary Doctor of
Laws Degree from Huston
Tillotson C ollege. In 197 8. she
received an Honorary Doctor of
Laws Degree from Atlanta
University.
She is married to .lames H.
Morton and they have two
daughters and one grand
daul!hter.

Produc t~

Frederick R. Glassman is
founder and president of Ford
Products Company in Pawtuc
ket , leading aluminum
fabricators , specializing in
products for the building field .
During his active career. Mr.
Glassman has been a journalist,
advertising executive, merchant,
engineer , inventor, industrialist,
and a prominent civic leader.
A native of Worcester, Mass.,
he was a sports writer for the
Worcester Telegram and became
t' n
I.
covering one o f Clarence
Darrow's famous murder trials.
He then went into advertising
and came to Providence in 1934
at age twenty-three as
advertising and general manager
of a chain of twenty-six shoe
stores. Two years later hejoined
the original Apex Tire Company
on Westminster Street in
Providence as advertising
manager, later serving in
positions of greater responsi
bility.
He left Apex two years before
World War II to become
director of the major accessories
division of an eighty-nine-store
automotive chain. With the
advent of war, he was called to
Washington as Chief of Rubber
Conservation for the War
Department.
At the war's conclusion. he
returned to Apex as general
manager of Apex Tire and
Appliance Co., the forerunner of
the present Apex, Inc., discount
house.
He started Ford Products
Company in 1952 and
simultaneously began a career of
voluntary public service. His
first major involvement was in
1957 when he spearheaded a
community effort to provide "off
street" parking for a decaying
downtown .
Hi s enthusiasm
ignited a drive re sulting in
t aising $300.000 in three weeks,
the founding of "Park and
Shop ." He served as its only
president and become known as
Mr. Park and Shop.
He was a leader In
reorganizing Business Chamber
into the revitalized Pawtucket
Black stone Valley Chamber of
C ommerce.
Affectionately, and perhaps
better
known a s "Mr.

serve the Chamber and many
other organizations . He was one
of the founders and the secOild
President of the Ten Mile
YMCA branch . He has served.
and continues to serve, as a
Trustee and Director of
numerous civic organizations.
He was among the pioneer
leaders who for many years
fought to bring a trade school to
Rhode Island. Today he is
Chairman of the Davie s
Vocational School advisory
group, the only fu ll-time trade
school in the State.
For his community contribu
tions , he wa s the first to receive
the Citizens League Award. the
Corning Award . the YMCA
Di stinghished Service Award ,
and the only Rhode Islander to
be a Lane Bryant Award
national malis'.
In 196 6, as the Small
Businessman of the Year. he was
hosen third in the nation . In his
presentation of the Award ,
Senator Pell stated that M r.
Glas s man exemplified the
"imagination, initiative,
cont. (0 p. A 7. col. 5

Garrahy graduated from
LaSalle Academy. He attended
the University of Rhode Island ,
and also attended the University
of Buffalo while serving as a
member of the United States Air
Force during the Korean
conflict. In 1974, he wa s
awarded an honorary degree
from Salve Regina College in
Newport .
He resides in Providence with
his wife , the former Margherite
DiPietro . and five children .

Doctor of Science In
Commerce (D.S.C.)

Doctor of Humane Letters
(D.H.L.)

F. Robert Black
Chairman of the Board and
President. Moran Transporta
i n Jnd uSlri es. Jnc o

F. Roben Blae

IS

ham n n

of the Board and President of
Moran Transportation Indus
tries. Inc .. of Providence. Rhode
Island. the parent company of
J.F. Moran Company. Inc ..
international custom house
\
brokers and foreign freight
\
forwarders: Moran Shipping
Agencies. Inc .: Moran Air
The Honorable J.
Cargo: . and Atla-ntic Offshore
.J oseph Garrahy
Supply Company. He is also
Governor, State of Rhode Island President
of Moran-Thibo
deaux
Shipping
Agencies
J. Joseph Garrahy was elected
Governor of the State of Rhode of Houston. Texas and Kurz
Island in November. 1976. As Moran Shipping Agencies of
Lieutenant Governor. he was New York City. Mr. Black
first elected in 1968 and re joined .I.F. Moral in 1962 and
elected in 1970. 1072. and 1974. become a licensed custom-house
Governor Garrahy served as broker while developing the
Deputy Majority Leader of the firm's export operations and
Senate and Democratic State expanding all operational
divisions of the vanous
Chairman.
companies
.
Involved in the health field
Prior
to
his association with
throughout his public career.
\.1oran. he served as Administra
Governor Garrahy is co
Chairman of the Cancer Control tive Assistant to Ma\'or Ke\'in R .
Board of Rhode Island and a Coleman of Woonsocket.
member of the Brown University Rhode Island.
Former Preside.PI of the
Medical School Ad v isory
Committee. Recently. he was World Trade Club and the
named Chairman of the Health Propeller Club in Rhode Island.
Committee of the '\ational former member of the Board of
Governors' Association. and Governors of the Propeller
serves as Lead Governor on all Club of New York. Mr. Black i ~
a member Cif the :\ationa l
health matters before the
Defense Executive Reserve 01
Congress.
Governor Garrahy has been the United States Department of
the General Chairman of the Transportation . He ha s sen 'ed
Heart Fund . the Cerebral Palsy on a number of state . regional.
Drive. the 1976 Meeting Street and Federal commissions and
School Campaign. and a organizations.
Mr. Black graduated from
Division Chairman of the
Bryant
College in 1962 with a
United Way . He is a member of
the B ard of Directors of the Bachelor Science degree in
Busines Administration . He al so
nation al ~'outh in Government
did graduate work in the College
"Project C lose-up" and a Fourth
Degree Kn ight f Columbus. as' of Public Administrati o n at the
well as an act ive ember of St. Universit y of Rhode Isla nd.
He re s id es in Seek o nk .
Augu t ine" Paris
in Provi
Massachusetts. with h is wife.
dence
Patricia. an Lbree 0 •

\ .
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Bryant Economist Presents Proposal
For Major U.S. Airport In R.I.
Dr. William B. Sweeney,
Associate Professor of
Economics, Bryant College,
Smithfield, R.I. will present a
proposal for converting the
surplus U.S. naval facilities at
Quonset Point into a major
United States Airport. This
paper was delivered at the
Eastern Economic Association
Conference held in Washinl!ton,
D.C. on Saturday, April 29,
1978. The three-day conference
at the Park Sheraton Hotel
highlighted papers from
outstanding economists
nationwide.
Calling his proposal the
"pivot point" for Rhode Island,
Dr. Sweeney bases his proposal
on the fact that nowhere in the
United States is there a site in
which four modes of transpor
tation meet, except at Quonset
Point. He points out that the
former Naval Airstation and
adjoining Davisville property
boasts of an airport large enough
to handle 747 Jumbo Jets, with
port facilitie ' d e ~igned for laree
.
hi. pUT hn v.llh

of generating a substantial
increase in the state's Gross State
Product (GSP), producing
thousands of new jobs within
five years , and engendering a
much needed economIc
recovery.
Dr. Sweeney's research study
recommends that all commercial
air traffic now handled at the
State Airport should be moved
to Quonset Point. He feels that
the air transportation potential
of Quonset is much greater than
that of T. F. Green. Research
indicates ' that first class air
transportation facilities do in
fact accelerate economic growth.
An integrated air terminus
should support many more jobs
than its Warwick counterpart.
with ancillary industries
attracted to this combination
air-rail-port. "I envision
Quonset Point as a "long-haul"
commercial airport for both
passengers and freight on a
domestic basis," he stated.
Dr. Sweeney has been a
me mber of the Bryant College
De
.

"If My Friends Could See Me Now"
By Jayne Morris
This song title summarized
how Sharon McGarry felt
during her three weeks traveling
as a Miss U.S.A. contestant. .
Having left on April 12 for her
"unforgettable experience",
Sharon arrived in New York
City where she spent three days
sightseeing with the other fifty
one~ contestants for the Miss
U.S .A. pageant. They visited
such places as the Empire State
Building, the U.N ., the Friar's
Club, a play, Sardi's, Sybil's
(a disco) and ate at many "high
class" restaurants.
However . stringent rules
restricted the girls' freedom: no
shorts in public. no smoking or
drinking; curfew at II p.m.
except on special occasions
when it was extended to 12 p.m.;
wearing a banner at all times; no
giving out numbers to or
conversing with strange men . In
New York, the girls had only
four chaperones, but in South
Carolina every two girls had one
chaperone with a car. To enforce
he rules. all calls to the girls
\\-ere received
by the cha
perone . And. finally. before
It ing any function. a horn was
10v. nand t he girls had three
e~\'e the place and

,

\\ as neces al). and the area in a
restaurant where the girls ate
was roped off.
After 'ew York . all fiftv- one

Seniors: Is There Life After
On-Campus Recruiting?

u

n , mar
Yo

t

.\B. OLl'TEL Y NOT!! There
re lots of options left. You have
m r ' table skills and a solid
education . But how do you
parlay these into a job of your
choice?
Thc Career Planning &
Placement Office wants to help
YOU start planning for the
NEXT phase of your job search.
One-session workshops are
being held to discuss the

"Frankly Speaking"

by Phil Frank

WE MAY f\CT BE A LARGE
', 6UT WE ARE BE'r'OND ll-\E
~HAoow or A DO~ - SN\A
I

C

FRANKLY SPEAKING

t"t

Sc\'eral sessions will be held so
that you can pick the most
convenient time for you.
Enrollment will be limited for
more individual attention.
Sessions will be held:
Wednesday. May 10,3-4:30
Thursday. May II, 12-1:30
Come to the Placement Office to
register for the s~ssion of your
choice. Let us help you prepare
for the next phase of your job
search.

POS! OffiCI Bo. 1~:<J

e ll'

••

01 :J~.

t 'ifrlrtJl'f tkandl

r h r
11_ Irom I a .m. to 10 p.m .. in

preparation for the big event on
April 29. Each girl had to assume
Cant. /0 P. A I I. col. I

at a local mall . a
B''1an/on;an

,tip"

e erything for three weeks.
Sharon was lucky as her roomie.
Miss Maryland . a professional
model. hared the ~me idea

W •• l

Dave Simpson
By Rod Cohane

Dave Simpson, Bryant's
extremely friendly Bursar. is the
last (but not least) person to
be "Bryantonian of the Week"
this year.
Dave feels very comfortable
here at Bryant. and for a good
reasoll . He is a graduate of
Bryant College.
While at Bryant, Dave
majored in accounting and was
very active a~ a member of THE
ARCWA Y and of Tau Epsilon
Fraternity.
After graduating from Bryant
in 1968, Dave went to work as a
public accountant for Christen
son and Company in Woonsoc
ket. He remained there until
1970 when he was asked to come
to Bryan't College as the Bursar
and he's been here ever since.
While talking with Dave he
contrasted the "old" Bryant
campus and the "new" Bryant
Campus basically stating that
the Providence situated
campus was good but that the
campus here is better. The
Unistructure where the students
walk to get to all their classes and
also the beautiful setting of the
college are what make Dave feel
th at way about the "new" Bryant
. ese.
I

immediately rolled up their
sleeves and gave a hand.
The first few weeks were tough
Dave recalls. but. "It brought the
students. faculty and adminis
tration closer together."
One problem Dave feels he
has is "too many interests."
Among them are hockey. golf.
tennis. auto racing, which
occupies part of his time as a
mechanic and flying which he
sees as a "confidence builder."
Whenever the job or anything
gets to hectic Dave likes to take
off and lose it in t he douds.
When he comes down he's ready .. . .
to take on whatever the problem
seems to be.
However, Dave is home more
Photograph by Kevin McKenna often doing what he really enjoys
The construction of the
best, and that's being with his
U nistructure was only three wife and two children. He nas a
quarters completed and only one daughter, 12, who is a terrific
day before the first students were tennis player and a son, 7. who
to arrive the dormitories were enjoys skating and playing
still not fully equiped with beds,
hockey with his dad.
desks, and suite furniture.
Dave admits that when hewas
Dave was working in an office
first asked to come to Bryant as
,t hat had no ventilation and was Bursar he was rather hesitant
very hot. It was typical for most
because he didn't like the idea of
of those working to stop in order working at the college he
to get some fresh air so they graduated from. But Dave likes
wouldn't faint.
helping young people. he says,
Then the students arrived.
being surr{)unded by the college
to see the faculty and crowd . Overall, Dave says he
administration hard 'at work finds Bryant a "very pleasant
ng muc h needed beds into experience." He's glad 10 be with
tudenl
us .
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Spring Weekend

1978-1979 Calendar

co nI. from p. A3, cu I. .5
O~ Saturday, after rea lizing

fALL 8EME8TEIi 'Sla

September 4

Dormitories open for all students
Orientation for new students
Registration and Testing
CI'asses Beg in
Final Date-Submission
Drop and Add Forms
Monday Schedule of Classes

September 5
September 6
September 20
October 11
Holidays:
October 9
November 22

she could not defeat us , Mother
Nature decided to be a little
kinder ; the sky cleared and the
da y turned out to be nice .
During the afternoon "Wild
Turkey ," a blue-grass band ,
performed in the Dorm Village.
Everyone enjoyed themselves,
while listening to the music and
filling up on the SPB's food and
the Servitium Club's beer.
Saturday night brought a
slightly different type of
en te rta i n men t. .. Acro ba 1's"
performance, highlighted by a
trampoline act, was brief, but
interesting. Since it was outside,
there was a very large crowd .
The next band, "Eyes," was
inside, but many people
remained outdoors despite the
cold. The Pub was, however,
filled to capacity for the second
night in a row. Once again that
evening, the band offered a
different kind of entertainment.
"Eyes," playing everything from
rock-and-roll to mellow tunes

Columbus Day
Than'ksgiving Recess Begins
12 noon--Dorms Close
November 26 Dormitories Reopen
November 27 Classes Resume
December 15-22 Culmination and Examination Period
December 22
Semester Ends
December 29
Grade Reports Due No Later
than 10:00 a.m.

WINTERSESSION
January 7
January 8
January 26
January 30

1979
Dormitories Open
Classes Begin
Classes End
Grade Reports Due No Later
than 10:00 a.m.

SPRING SEMESTER 1979
Dormitories Reopen
January 28
Orientation and Registration
January 29
Classes Begin
January 30
Final Date-Submission Drop & Add Forms
February 13
Monday Schedule of Classes
February 20
Monday Schedule of Classes
April 18

Retirees Honored
.,

Bryant College will honor two

service wi)) be presented to

retirees , Raymond Blanchet of
Woonsocket and Laurence
Paulbus of North Smithfield, on
Wednesday, May 1'0, 1978, with'
a reception to be held in the
Gulski Dining Room beginning
at 4:30 p.m. Messrs . Blanchet
and Paulhus joined the CoJilege
maintenance
department
in
1974.
The College wi'll also present
service awards to fourteen
members of the faculty,
administration, and staff for
their years of dedication.
Commendation for 25 years of

Carmela Pettine, Head Order
Librarian of Warwick, and
Henry Foley , Associate
Professor in Accounting and
Finance of Rehoboth, MA .

(led by a flute), kept the crowd
happy.
Luckily, Saturday's weather
carried over into Sunday. The
sky was clear for the all-day
Crafts Fair and the two fine
performances by "Locomotion"
(an acrobatic / gymnastic group).
Thus , the 1978 Spring
Weekend came to a successful
end.

March 25
March 26
April 13-16
May 17-24
May 24
May 26
May 30

Undergradu te,
Graduate, and
Professional
Courses

The Pufrm fare
for youths.
Get ahead at Bryant, the College of
Business. This summer Bryant offers si x
academic programs. Programs 1, 2, 3
offer undergraduates an opportunity to
accelerate their degree programs o r simply
take courses for personal enrichment.
Program 4 offers graduate CQurses for
students presently enrolled in the Bryant
Graduate School and allows new students
a chance to start a graduate degree.
Program 5 presents more than 12

But the re's more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
Youl1 get a
great dinner and
e xcellent service
on your trip. And
Icelandic will
set you down
right in the mid
dle of the Euro
pean Continent,
where youll be
just hours away by
train from Europe's
most famous
landmarks.
So take a travel
tip from Iceland's

~';\ P:O. Box lOS,
.•\ \ West Hempstead,
;j N.Y. 11552. CaII
.
,. 800-555-1212 for
. ....;;~~ toll-free number
in your area.

$345
$400
Icelandic to Europe
Roundtril) 14-4:; day " I'EX fart' hum N.Y.·

Roundtrip Youth Fare. (;ood Ihru age 23_

•$375 from ChicaJl<'. Tid ... must be re""",.,.j 30 dilys
pnor In drpanure a..t paid lor wdhD Hdays nl reservalion.
AI'EXfare eff<><liv" June I, 1978.

management related one~. tV.l O- . and
thre e-day pro fessional se minars and
worksh ops. Program 6 is an intensive
C PA Revi ew for th o e preparing fo r th e
Nov ember CPA Exam . Call or write for
information tod ay.

~ Bryant College
May 30 to June 16

1 Day Intersession
2 Day Summer

favorite bird.
Leam to fly Icelandic.

See your travel
agent. Or write
Dept. # 352,
Icelandic Airlines,

Programs and Services;
Professors Kenneth Long, John
Zeiger, Hsi-Cheng Li, and
Chester Piascik; and from
maintenance,
Anthony
De
Britto.

Bryant
Summer
Programs

. Washington 's Birthday
Spring Vacation Begi,ns
At 4:00 p.m., Dormitories Close
Dormitories Reopen
Classes Resume
Easter Recess
Culmination & Examination Period
Semester Ends
Commencement
Grade Reports Due No Later than 10:00 a.m.

Onc of the fi rst things
young Puffins learn to do
is fly Icelandic.
Beginning April I,
1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12
thru 23 years old
roundtrip from New
York to LuxcmlxlUrg
for just $4()(). $4 30
from Chicago. Re
turn tickets arc
good for a full
year. Fares are
subject to
change.
Book

years of ' service --Thomas
Folliard, Bryant Athletic
Director; Roy Nelson, Dean of
Admissions; Dr. John Hannon,
Dircector of Library Services;
Jane Fahlquist, Secretary to Dr.
Hannon; Margaret Quinton,
Secretary to the Directors of
Residence Life and Student

1978

Holidays:
February 19
March 16

Others to be honored for
length of service include: 15
years--Kathryn Fairbend, Head
Cataloger, Bryant Library; and
Arthur Roulet, Associate
Professor of Science, and coach
of the Bryant Golf Team; 10

'1

3 Evening Summer
4 Graduate Summer
5 Professional Management
6 CPA Review
Bryant Colieg" admits " ud nt.

Dr " ny race

June 19 tq. July 25
May 30 to July 20
Two sessions; May 8 to June 15, and June 19 to July 27
Held throughout the summer
May 23 t8 Octobe r 28
color a nd nati 6n al or ethnlc 0" 9' "

-------------------------------------------------------Please se nd information o n Program(s) - _ _ __ __. - -_ _ _ __ _.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _____ - --- - --- Phone
Address ____ ___________________________~_ _____
City _ __ ___ _________

State _ _ _ __ _ __ Zip

Director of Summer Programs, Bryant College, Smithfield, Rhode Island 0291 7
(401) 231-1200, Ext. 210

!
I
I

--------------------------------------------------------

.
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Bryant Passion Poll
A report by Joan F. Marsella
Which is the more passionate
sex? Is passion joy and happiness
or misery and despair? Which
experiences it more positively?
At" what age does passion first
occur for men and women'?
Does the saying "Once
burned, twice wary," apply for
those singed in passion or do
they yearn for yet another
experience? Is passion the
special purview of the young or
do those old enough to know
better fall victim to its tyranny'?
Is rejection equally damaging to
male and female self-esteem'?
These and other questions
were asked of members of the
Bryant Community in a
questionnaire adapted from that
employed by Freud's grand
daughter, Sophie Freud
Lowenstein, who is currently
researching the passionate
experiences of women. The
survey was a project of t he class
S.S. 293 Social Structure & Sex
Identity.
The main issue of the Bryant
College Passion Poll was to
determine if that emotion is qill
around in the 'e da\"s of non
commitment. and if men and
women experience passion
di fferen tly. Are women more

under age 20, while 78.5%
women experienced the second
under age 20. One woman in the
sample reported a second
passion after age 31. I n bot h first
and second passion, the data
verify the earlier experience of
women.
5. DO MEN AND WOMEN
CHOOSE LOVE OBJECTS
(L.O.'S) AT T HE SAME
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL?Yes.
Our data show that both men
and women prefer the same level
with males stating that
preference at 86% and females at
76%, Only 4 responded from
each sex chose partners of
higher education while 7 men
and.5 women chose partners
from a lower level.
6. TO WHAT EXTENT DOES
BEING MARRIED INSU
LATE AGAINST BEING
CHOSEN AS A L.O.'?
Apparent ~ y it is not complete
protection, as 10% men and 16%
women listed married L.O.'s in
the first passion and 9% and 15%
respectively in the second.
7.

IS

ROMANTIC

LOVE

for men.
9. HOW DID THE PASSIONS
AFFECT THE LIVES OF
MEN AND WOMEN? For the
three negative effects (damaged
marriage, damaged self-esteem,
and permanent bitterness) 6 men
responded in the first passion, 2
in .the second. Women listed 9
gegatives for the first passion
and 3 for the second.
Positive responses inclu.ded
continued passion, creative
marriage, compassion, self
know'ledge, autonomy, friend
ship, new passion and no
permanent effects. Men reported
112 positives on first, 60 on
second. Women reported 115 on
first passion and 96 on the
second.
Data reveal that long-term
positive gains from the first
passion were made by both men
and women with women having
the edge on the learning
experience.
10. HAVE YOU EXPER
,IENCED PASSION FOR A
CAUSE? 43% Men; 37%
Women.
II. HAVE YOU BEEN THE
OBJECT OF AN ALL
CONSUMING PASSION?49%
Men; 76% Women.
O N E-SIDED
Y
PR FER

m

pooped?"
First,· PASSION is defined in
the questionnaire as "a strong,
c n 13nt e mot ion of I ngi ng for
and in! n. e lhm m
b Ul on
part icula r pe on. Yo tb
r
""' lthOUl e ual
pta
WHICH SEX IS M O RE
WILLI~G TO REPORT O\"
PASSION? Men!! Of the 425
questionnaires distributed a
total of 89 males and 59 females
responded with the highest re
turn from students who showed
a 43% response to the 250
distributions in that category.
Administrators and clerical
personnel returned 19 or 38% of
the 50 distributed in their
category while faculty
responded at 13 or 9% of the 75
distributed and maintenance
registered at 10% responses to
the 50 distributions. The total
return rate was 35% .
I.

2. WHICH SEX REPORTED
.THE HIGHEST NUMBER OF
PASSIONS EXPERIENCED,?
On a percentage basis - females
of whom 47% reported
experiencing 3 or more passions
versus the 37.5% males who
reported 3 or more.
3. AT WHAT AGE DO MEN
AND WOMEN EXPERIENCE
THE FIRST PASSION'?
Ninety-two percent of the
women experience passion
before the age of 20 and 100% of
the sample experienced it before
age 25. Men in the sample
reported a somewhat later
initiation with 77.5% exper
iencing it before the age of 20,
15% between 21-25, 2.5% age 26
30 and 2 men experienced the
first passion after the age of 31.
4. WHAT AGE FOR THE
SECO l\ D P SSIO" ) Of the
men
Ion

le I n '
documents a decline of passion
after sexual consummation.

qu lion
OUI

om

In

uded

(marriage. ub

tllU le

relationship , joy and happiness)
to which males gave 69
responses. Negative outcomes
included rage, despair, illness,
marriage endangered, suicidal
thought, damaged self-esteem,
confusion, divorce, separation
to which men gave 35 responses.
For the second passion, men
registered only 47 positive
responses, (a decline of 22) and
25 negatives, (a decline of 10).
For sample men, the second
passion was less rewarding and
also less painful.
Women in the sample
registered 21 positive responses
and 72 negatives to the first
passion and 46 positives (an
increase of 25) in the second.
There were 17 negatives in the
second passion, a decline of 55
from the first.
Clear evidence was preserited
here that women experience the
first passion more traumatically
but that they are more in control
in the second.
The most frequently reported
positive ~ffect for both men and
women was joy and happiness..
The most common solution was'·
"found substitution" and
marriage was reported by an
equal number of men and
women ( 14) in the first and
second passion. For both sexes
there were some extreme
sufferers as a total of 5 men and
women considered suicide.'
Women only sought psychiatric
hel p and reported 16 responses
to damaged self-esteem versus a
c unt fl O da maged ~ elf-e ~ teem

L

f

n T

"

ORGAN~ZATIONS

~

This being the final article for
the school year, I will tie up some
loose ends and relate some of the
happenings over the summer
months. Mike Travassos and
Dave LaFleur will be working
with the CETA program in Fall
River this summer. Mike did it
last year and is happy to go back
to the job. Mike and Dave will be
receiving experience in the
Public Administration field
while getting paid.
ATTENTION JUNIORS:
The PACE exam will be given
during the month of August for
those of you that are interested
in obtaining a job with the
federal government. Consult
your local Civil Service office for

15. WAS PARENTHOOD A
PASSION?
"initially"
5 men, 4 women
"some point" 7 men, 3 women
"ongoing"
5 men, 4 women
"never"
0 men, 10 women
The declaration of some
passion experienced by a total of
17 men as parents versus a total
of 13 women plus the statement
of "never" by 10 women
challenges the assumption in the
common wisdom of the
universal maternal instinct.
16. TOWHATEXTENTDOES
MATUR IT Y COOL THE
F I RES OF PASSION'? Though
the caution of experience may
control the outcome of passion it
does not seem to extinguish the
heat. Due to the small number of
faculty, administrator, clerical
and maintenance persons
responding, (total 37) valid
categorical comparisons can not
be made but some interesting
observations can be noted. Of
persons In this non-student
categolY 57% declared
themselves to be ready for a new
passion and there was a clear
plurality of positive responses to
passions experienced. Some
respondents chose to embellish
the language of the question
naire wi,t h romantic phrases,
(beautiful, long-lasting,
satisfying, deeply passionate
relationships.) One female
respondent included a photo of
her L O. On ly three respo nde nt

further details, but do it now
because applications have to be
in early.
Janice LaBelle will be the first
Bryant student to participate in
the Americn University
internship through t h e
Washington Centerfor Learning
Alternatives (WCLA). The best
of luck for rewarding experience
.
in our nation's capitol.
This is my last. article for the
Public Administration Depart
ment and I would like to take
this time to thank a great pers09"~
and a dedicated professor for «M'
his time and concern the2.t~0
years that II, have been here at
Bryant, Thank you, Dr. "0."

L. E. Association
On this past Tuesday, May 2,
nominations were held for board
positions for next year. On
Tuesday, May 9, at 3: 15 p.m. in
Rom 261. elections will be held
on these nominations. The
results of the nominations were
as follows: President--Steven
Schlamp; Vice-President--Dave
Bennett and Nancy Whitcup;
Treas ure r-Pete Riu.i a nd \ like

l

une

would like to decline their
nomination for a positIOn,
please contact a board member'
or attend the next meeting.
At the meeting, the L.E.
Association also sent Qut letters
of appreciation for those
attending Law Day. Lambda
Alpha Epsilon has received its
ffi lia lion from lh '\ tional

r. and

l

BE
THELO\ I\"G O~ E'? 3 1 ( men ;
32% women. Both men and
women express preference for
the more powerful role, the L.O.

1
\\ A.
P
10 :-;
P ZZLE, SHOCK, S li R
PRISE? 40% men; 43%
women.

I

Public Administraliion News

l
lilll

n.

r

Lay. Enfo rcement Meetmg

0

May 9, when Lambda Alpha
Epsilon will hold its next

IInternational Student Organization I
Professor James Ritter of RIC
was the guest speaker at the
International Student Organ
ization Spring wine and cheese
party on April 27, 1978.
Professor Ritter spoke on "How
do you know what goes on in
Government?" He illustrated his
talk with references to the Rhode
Island Staff Budget process and
documents. ISO members and
guests had many qu~tions on
this topic.
The president of ISO, Henry ~
Dorley, .discussed the most
recent ISO activity in which the
organization participated in the
in this category listed despair
and suicidal thoughts occuring
from rejection.

Harvard National Model United
Nations. Our delegation played
the role of Cyprus. It was
to play the role of another
country, but the Bryant Delega
tion rose to the challenge and did
quite weJll despite heavy comp
etiotion from schools such as
Yale and other large schools.
These two activities were the
highlights of the Spring
Semester for the ISO. For 1978
1979, the ISO is already looking
forward to another fruitful year
of successfu l' activities, including
gastronomic dinners and Model
UN participation.

Glassman
cont. from p. A4, col. 4
independence, and integrity
characteristic of Ameri.ca's
millions of small businessmen
who make a vital contribution to
our growing economy."
As an inventor, he holds
patents on many of his products,
including two games which were
marketed by Parker Brothers.

17. EMOTIONAL QUALITY
OF CURRENT COMMIT
MENT? A total of 55% men and
56% women checked affec
tionate / close; 15% men and
4.4% women listed dependent I
affectionate; casual/warm for
12% men and 24.4 women while
9% men and 4.4% women
Mr. Glassman lives with his
checked cool/indifferent. An wife, Doris, in Pawtucket. They
equal number of men and have two children, Marilyn and
women (5) described their William, and a granddaughter.
commitments as conflict ridden. Their daughter is a Social
This question verified the equa l Worker, and their son is a
satisfaction and equal misery of psychologist, teacher, and
men and women in the sample.
author.
Bryant Receives $8000 Grant
By Bill Pepler
program in Accounting. The
Bryant College received word program wil l be run in
last week that they will be the
recipient of an $8000 grant to cooperation with Accountants
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','Seduced"

Perr~

H()\~ ard

Hughes is alive and
living at Trinit~ Square~ This
world rremiere play by Sam
S herard and directed bv Adrian
Hal l , lars (ieorge Martin a~
He nrv Malco lm Hacka more .
Mart in portrav~ a n old and
\\t\fn man who j , no t ex r ec tcd
to li ve mll ch longer. T hat is , he
leels that he will d ie from an
out side ge rm or be kilkd by a
" hired Il un " He ha s closcd
himsel f "ff f n m t he outside
urld ' f1 tirel\
H i~
h uJ I gucl rd . Raul
(R I(ha,d .I cn Ki lb/. h a ~ ,I ood by
Hac ka mo rt t or a iong tim e. So
Ion!! I n . II", fact. that Rauil Sable
to Ill n t hc emrlle for
Hackamorc IIi, word is law.
r hi s s u cc enls be ca u se
Ha ckamnrc i~ s ) tar awa\. so
j'iolated fn rn lir..' that no one
even kn ow' what he loob. like.
k t alone if he really exist s.
Whe n Hughes was younger.
he transformed ,orne of the most
heautiful women int o stars at
MG M. Hackamore ha s done the
,a me and now wants to see all
the "d ol lie s" that he made into
starl ets. The "dollies", Luna
(Marg.o Sktnner) i1n d Miami
(Cynthia Weus) come to see him
on his deathhed. Thcy taunt him
with their sex ualit v as they
taunted thc American public
while o n th e silvel Sl'rcen. They
taunt him a he h:Hl au ntcJ

them. He neve r called them.
never told them whcn he needed
th em nex t. Now, the y were stars
in their o wn right. They didn't
need Henry Hackamore.
Why IS the ria )' calle d
"Seduced"') I feel it i ~ because
Henry Hackam ore was seduced
by himself. He was so concerned·
with projecting himself covering
his as" that he lost hi s o wn
identit y. He no lo nger knew wh o
he- was , or. even worsc, what he
wa ~ . He had los t all control ov r
hi s money and himself. He can
be. a nd i ~. driven by Ra ul. Hl
has bui lt ' uch an ern pm: th a t it i.'i
no longe r his worl d.
T he acting is good but no t the
best. Raul IS pla yed with
precision , by Jenkin s. Mart in j,
'Is o a fine rerformer. T he
"dollies" are good in essence. bu t
lack dertn.
In the riot, there are a few
loo:ie ends. One of th em is that
Raul injects HacKamore with
roison. Any se lf-resp ec tin g
actor would have died
Ha c kamorc lives on and on. He
becomes morc alive and starts
standing on the stage telli ng the
dollies how he no longer knows
himself. The second problem
arises when Hackamore,
su pposedl y a criprle, walks as
well as you or I.
See the play. You will enjoy
this Howard Hughes spoof. It
will give you anothc'r insight into
the "h idden millionaire ..

Bryant Players

"Plaza Suite','

By .I ayne Morris
Last S u nd a y aft e rnoon,
"Plaza Suit e" , a three-act
comedy by 1\'eil Simon, was
performed in the audito rium hy
the Bryant Pla yers. T he
company includes: J oe
C occhiaro, M aggie D a~ , Shelly
Krasne r. A nn C iaccio, D avid
Batzer, L isa Eldracher. J anet
D e G r ut ool a . Bob Tillman ,
Ba rn G usd orf, Don na C ht:: na il.
and ~ P ggy K os clal as the
director.

In the first act. Mr. J esse
K ipl in ger. a H oll y w oo d
producer i ~ re un ited in th e pl aza
suit e with M uri cl Til te (Lisa
(Udracn er ). a swee thean who m
he ha s not see n fo r s \ ntee n
years..
ously. 'he ac ept, .
drin k. ins i ting t hai s h mu st get
back to he r hu~ban d . Ho \\e\" er.
Kirlinger (Da\id Baller ) has
little trouhle convincing her to
stav and chat. He ovcrsters
himself. however. hy giving her a
kis . At firsts she scolds him. but
then forgives his aClion. He
changes the subject to

1O. 'ra!)h h 1"

Ma ggie D ay. Jue Cocch ia ro &
avid had done wel l and that
Li~a had been un easy in the ro le,
oft en stumhling on her lines.
In quite a different mood, th e
second act opens with a wcll
dressed woman asking a bellhop
(J oe C occhiaro) if t he room is
Plaza Suit e fl 719, as th a t is where
she spent her honeymoon.

WJMF Concert Report
13\ l.ec-An n Kenney
At the Paradise Theatre III
Boston ... May 9--ROBERT
H U 'iTER' . COM FORT. one
,how onl\ at 7:30 ... May 10-
STANK Y BROWl\; GROUP.
one show o nl v at 7:30 ... M ay 11-130;\i\iIF BRAMLFTT. one
show onl\' at 7:30.. May 12ROOT 130)" SI I M and the S EX
CHA1\G)- BA\lD ... Ma\ 1:<
.I0RMA KA l! KO\.; E\ .. Ma\
14-0R fGO'\. one show o nly at
730 .. . T hcre ar e t\\() shows
ni ghth at till' Paradise at 7:30
and 10:.10 rm. unless otherwise
sfll'cilicd.
On M~I\ ! I' . at th e Orr he um
I ilcatre I II Bo,ton. the
!\l/\\H ATTI\ '\S and srecial
guc,h B.T. D\ PR ESS . will he in
co ncert at 7:30 .
f' or all YOU "dcad hcad s" out
there. be sure to truck on down
to till' Srringfield Ci\ic C enter
on \1a~
II and sec the
(jRAT EFl'l DEAD in conccrt
:tt ):;;00 rm . The\,'11 also be at the
PrOVidence Civic Ccnter on May
14 at X:OO rm .
On May 13. at thc Orrhcu m
Theatre. the POUSETTE 
LAR 'l HA:\D will be in concert
at )<:00 rm
nn May 19 and 20.
JEFFERSHIP will be at the

E

R~A
I,

T A

April 28, 1978
In "SMASH" on Page I. the
la,t sentence should havc read :
"Fo rmerh. car thelh occurred
regularly, and va ndalism was
hea\)' . Sincc that time, only
three thl'fl-. have (lcc'Hcd. and
\a l ldali~m, with the exception OJ

Musi<.: Hall. with both shows
starting at ):):00 p.m.
At the Ca rl' Cod Coliseum on
May 27. the OUTLA WS will be
in concert at X:OO R. r.l.
MEI.ANIE will he arrcaring
at the Ber-klee Performancc
Center on Ma\ 2X at ):\:00 p.m .
She'll also he at the Bushnell
~1cl11nrial Hall in Hartford , CT
on June 13.
Th ose rock ' n roll outla~ s
F-OG 1-1 AT, will be in <.:oncert at
the Springfield Civic Center on
\1a\ 21) at X:OO p.m .
The legendary KIN KS will be
at the Music Hall on Jun e 4 . a t
7:00 p.m.
The lirst summer jam will get
underway on Sunday. June 4 a t
th c Manning Bowl in Lynn. MA.
Arrearing will be RICHIE
BLACKMORE'S RAIJ\BOW ,
SWEET, JAMES MONT
GOMERY BAND. ATLANTA
R YTHU M SECTION, AND
FOG HAT It all starts at 1:00
r .m .. and the raindate is June 5.
On June 9 at the Music Hall.
AMERICA and AZTEC TWO
ST E P will be appearing in
concert at 7:00 r.m.
At the Music Inn, In Lenox,
MA .. BOB MARI.EY & THE
W A I L E RS will be in concert on
June 1):\, at 5:00 p.m.
the retty variety, has been
reduced to periodic rashes, such
as Saturday morning's .
The asterisks in the editorial
should have been credited to
Paul Demers.
In Charlie Pickett's · ad
offering his boat. mot or, and
trailer for sale, we quoted the
rri<.:e slightly ILlW - it should have
been S700, not $70.

Photograph hr Michael Brand,

Da"id Blatzer & Lisa Eldracher
Hollywood, its surcrficial
people, and his bitchy ex-wives.
Meanwhile, she helps herself to
drink after drink. Sllowly losing
control , she admits that her
marriage is not as happy as it
could be. Jesse takes ,t he
opportuni,ty to move in whi le
telling her of the stars he saw at
the Academy Awards.
David Batzer as Jesse
Kiplinger was somewhat tense in
the role. While his actions and
expressions were good, he
seemed strained and unable to
relax, sometimes stumbling on
the lines.
H is performance
lacked depth and seemed an
effort. In contrast , Lisa did quite
well, portraying Muriel as
something of a floozy . However,
it should be noted that those who
saw the performance on
Saturday night said that the
situation was the reverse: that

•

~~ BRYANTONIANS
Bryant is to receive a silver
award from the United Wr.y for
participation in the 1978
campaign. The award will be
presented to Michael Lynch,
College Coordinator for this
year's efforts.

Her husband. Sam Nash
(Shelly Krasner) . is tired and
distraught from a hard day at
work. What ensues is a series of
well-played arguments about a
variety of su bjects . A n amusin g
exchange between the husband
and a waiter delivering hOls
d'oeuvres breaks the tension Jf
the scene. A little later. "a sweet,
young, and skinny" secretary
(Ann Ciaccio) enters. Intimat e
glances and a brief touching of
han9s between her and Mr. Nash
makes it apparent to Karen Nash
(Maggie Day) that something is
gomg on. After the secretary
leaves, the wife dema:1ds to
know if he wants out of the
marriage. They discuss his affair;
Karen accepts - it without
hysterics, and Sam Nash feels
cheated as he had hoped to see
himself as a martyr.
Both main actors portrayed
1978 Outstanding Young Men
of America Awards were
presented to William F .
Valentine, Manager, Purchasing
and
General Services, and
Professor Michael Lynch of the
Accounting Department. They
were chosen for their
outstanding professional
achievement, superior. leader
ship a bility, and exceptional

'h ell ~

the' ; r I s well. The tension a nd
anger of t he characte rs came
acr o s~ perfectl~
espite th e fac t
tha t thc s ituation was hlatantly
st ereot ypical--execu t I vc Ica ve~
hi , wife for hi s young ,ecretary
in an a ttempt to rrove he is stltl
yo ung--thc audience can easily
sympathi 7c with the character,.
A Iso worthy of ment ion is Joe as
hoth the bcllhor and the waiter.
He ron rays the former with a
Midwestern drawl. but switche
to a Sout hern accent for the
waiter. H is role as the waiter was
essential to hreak up the tension
in the act.
Th
- . I j '\ I 01 _d lh
parents at a }oung bnde \\ ho ha~
locked herself in the bathroom
on her wedding day. The father
(Bob Tillman) is concerned
about th e costs of the wedding,
while th e mother (Janet
DeGruttola) tries to exrlain that
their daughter may he frightened
-at the rrospcct of marriage.
After several futile attempts to
hreak do wn the door and coax
their daughter to come out,
Mimscy (Donna Chenail) allows
her father to enter. He returns.
calls the groom. and expla,ins
that Mimseyisafraidofwhatthe
marriage will be like in later
years. The groom (Barry
Gusdorf) appears. calms his
bride down , and the wed d ing is
on . The lights dim and the
c urt(lins closc for the final time.
Once again, the act was done
well, although not quite as
dramaticall y as the previous onc.
Janet was excellent. as the
hysterical mother, as was Bob as
the money-conscious fat her.
Overall. the perform.ance was
very good . Ihe directing was
effective and the acting, for the
most part, good. The set,
although rather simplistic, did
not detract from the surcrb
rerformance. All students
deserve to he praised for their
efforts and interest which made
the playa success.
service to the community. The
award is presented annualily by
the United States Jaycees.
Tim Cartwright was elected
1978-79 Secretary-Treasurer of
Association
for Continuing
Migher Education at the New
England regional srring
conference held in Newport on
April 20 and 21.
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GLC DINNER

Glass Championship Close
By Doug Stone
accomplishment!
This whole program was my
dream as a freshman, a reality as
a
a sophomore, and now
complete sucess as I graduate!
But even though the program
took a lot of work and
.. persistence on my part, there is
NO WAY it could have
happened if a lot of you hadn't
saved your glass! Who ever
thought that broken glass could
be turned into something
GOOD? And don't worry, next
year the program WILL
HELLO AGAIN!--It's now
time to decide which dorm has
saved the most glass! The
trouble is we haven't decided yet,
but should within a week.
Things are hot'n heavy
between Dorms 12 and 13 (last
year's champ), for first prize!
First prize is a case of brew for
each suite in the winning dorm
and is based on the total amount
of glass each dorm has saved,
since October! Brew?--ya just
caught my attention~ An~\\ay.
Dorm 13 h
barr
"cd
and Dorm 12, _, barrels. Four
barrels difference isn't much
because anything can happen
NOW, during the "ru h" season
-no, I don't
dri ingqu

improved saver, coming from
sixth place after the first pick-Up
last November, to virtual
ownership of the lead ever ~ince!
That deserves a prize!--and right
now we are thinking about
donating a couple of kegs
somehow.
And one more thing to get out
of the way (before??). Next
Thursday, the II th , we're
planning a Paper Drive, so
please don't throw out ver
pa pers 'til then. Dorm students
leave: papers near the dorm's
main entrance and Townhouse
people stack them outside the
front door. We'll pick up at the
nd of lhal da~ un)

continue because
know we
have some good people to help it
along.
A very important part of the
program was Glass Pick-Ups,
and I'd sincerely like to thank
everyone who has helped in this
area - your work was very much
appreciated! At times it was
difficult to get help, but at the
same time. interesting to secwho
wouldn't let you down .
In any organization, there arc
two kinds of people - jawbones
and backbones! The jawbones
always talk about helping, but
when the time comcs, they are
always "busy" and can'l help .

The

cople

a\ \\ a ..
nd to

I

I

C

from all the glass dri\e!>, so \\e
can "donate" the prizes!
up is
May
e ond prize')
bOU I
H \\
There ma ~ be 8 P ITC t r lh
w 're n
econd be t
I
u 'Olhe
sure ~ e . \\ b
Townhou e!>~
\\ nh u
'ti ba
have saved the most glass 01
ha vc saved over TH R E E
to conduct a sermon, it was
anyone (over 31 barrels), but
HUNDRED barrels full of glass
always to speak cheerfully about
there are more people down
by the end of this month - almost
a project well done by you, the
there. and first prize for them
TWENTY TONS, since Glass
students! And that's how I'd like
wouldn't be fair. Nevertheless ,
Recycling began just two springs
to end my sixteent h and last
the Townhouses ~a~r~e~th~e~m~o~st~~a~g~o~._l~t~h~in~k~~it~'s~a~h~e~lI~o~f-=a~n__~a~r~ti~c~le~.______________~____

Photographs by Sean McNamee
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Computer Applications Committee Progress Report
I. l'II AR Gr I U I II [ CuM!'1 I F R API'IIC ,\
'IIO:O; S CO MMII IFF
1 he Computer
I\pphcalion-, Cnmm iuC'c ilo.
rt,"pon lo lhh: lor n:cnmml"ndmg, compUIl"r appli(31I o n:.
and Ihl' p nnrl l} of applicallon.\ . 'f hl" Commitlee ,hall
con,idcr and den-lop a plan for l!lng-rangl" u'agc. and
", ill hc In\(l hcd in Ihc rtcommcnding oll he ,clcl.:lion
and imr1tJ\cmenl n f t.'qui pme ol .
., hc Compulu Applicall()n~ CommJllel' ha:»
JOc:urrccJ the addllional t.:harg«= pUI 10 il b} Dr. O'Hant
or implementing Ihc specific r(cummendatlon:» or the
H "hk,lO:" and Sclb Rcport and kc-crlln~ thl.: 8r~arll
Cummunil\ ;.hfl'a~r 01 dnl.:lopmcnt" I·urth('r . Iht·
CnmpUIl"r Applkalion ' ("ommith:l' hot, dt"' j,cd 11:\
own ,cl 01 rl"(o mmcndat HIO!o.

I V. IIS ·II'I(; Ot· (TRRr'iT 1 ' ~rRS
CH ..\MA SYS r FM
1\ . Vice Prc,ident

lor

~· ilnt.:\" Arock . Adm illo.\jon:...

2. Prc!troid..:n!', KC:»fh1n:»e - 1ht.: fl' .If... linrl" wht:n
unu:»u ;'11 dt.:miUllb Olilkc Ih... (~l' ~ Plllllo h) Imll"hil1 l"
una\·ailahk. 11 Ihi, arran~e,"enl PW\l':» \(\ hc
un"'tu·kahk . IUfthl'r "'(In_'IJera l lll n ",ill hc gi Hn hl
rl' aehj n~ it ,oluti o n.

Pm~r;101'

Fat"ul l ~

v . HIS I OR Y 01 · ·1111· HI ,\ ("llAMA SYS II· 1101 A I
BR YAN ·I COl I 1(;1·

I. IBM !loo~l: Clul-n! -~ i~hl)
2. Rurrou~h,
.1. Df(" (SI.''' ,I)f)())-c4uipml·nl hard\oloolHC only

I Ihi.. n (iud. X 2"2

4. Hewkll-Pa.d:anl
S. Huney"-ell
" . ATI fSIOO ,f)()C) -clj ui pml'n l hiHd\olo.m.· ,tnlhultwan:
)( Sf'AN fSI4U .t)f)(l)

2. AI.. n Olin~ky. X 271\
.1 Rill S\oIo'eenl'~ , X .l fl2
4. I.ak,hman I hakur . X 145

(". ATI ("llAMA "'it , tht" nnl~ ri,d:a~.t" wilh PH"
"''l"mhlcd . ~ luJe nl data- h;"t'd , I iml"Sharin~
Inte~ralinn .. ul!Wit n' thai w.. , a\ailahle a l Ihl' limt·
Impicmenlatlun wHuld h':, t"umplt,atcvdy C"a~" .

I. KcglOa Antnnun:.. X 212
2. Dcni, Houllard, X 212
("~' r. X 212
t( tt.:haru,. X 212

.1. Kl'\in
4. Aria n

D . Imrlemeolfllinn lurnl'cJ OUI I n he nol
PfI)hll'ms dt",clllpl"d dllnn~ I he li r' t 't· ml'!-.I l'r
hy Ihl" ( ulleLle .

D. J· x -Offfic.:lo

RnWHS

1111

ANIl

A II -i Iht' ll I uril.:-Sh4l1lr,~ . Inc; · I hl' l"l mrU!er
manutitt'l u rcr R II pUI tllJ!:dhl"r thl: ph y!trolt"al
e'-lu lpnx n,

A

h"rd"~rc

2. I ln4Jnt ll'l palctf l·., p' IIl"llIl h,· U\l'T' leI In... plllnllli
cl\'crlnild l' n:HIl',1 ildd lllt }Il;1 1 prn h ll'rn,
... l'rl",u!t:nt', Ollll"l" ~l· arnt· il\oloil fe III tht" ,itllill iml
lIurinl.llh... ' pr in ~ 'CTnI..·,tn HI IQ 77. I)r () ' II ~lf;llt:h Ihl'
l'1l0l·...'·n' III .he Hnillli ( ' llmnHlnll\ wefl' jll\lillcd .
I hc:rcl fl rl.: , ttk· I'r l'~"k nl " O flil.'l· ~'omnll" itl ll\:lI :1
Uk

", .-J

20 Pre~idC"nt\ Mt-s pon ...e · ·1hl" lousl in\"nh"l'd in (this)
rel'lImmcndalinn m~kcs i. impt,sl<.ihJc Itl impll"m!'"nt
flhi)!» ,uR!e~ricln at Ihi:» tinll~
( '.

Il'rminctlltnt'k-I ) p~

I . ( 'nmmiltCl'

KCl'IIOlll1l·nd.u inn-lnl<ll<Jlliit iun III
Il'rminal huuk-up, in d .. ~ ,room~ -,N) ;10U .11\1 fur
tll-monslr"linn .

2

"h'~ idl" n" , Kl":» pun !trol'A pprmt"~' fn nl l·nmpil-tt"u) .

I >. Additi (,"~ to l'l'fMl nnd

("timider p.:mo\'iot! ,t'kned arplil·itlj,'n ., frnl11lh l'

H'II wmput l" r
fil!..

melhodl<l .

A. Fx pand

Prc~ent ("omputl'r ("apabiltllc!tro

I. A s~ paral (" · llme ·S harin~ l'o mpuler .. h. ,uld nc
nhlain('d primar ily fM U !tro~ ny sludl'nl!tro and I"l'ulty
(The Compuler Applicalions l·t.mmillel· fl'l' ls thai a'n~'
sys lcm purchased shoulu he a ....;tilahlc 10 all
lace,", 01 the Rryant ( \ 9(JlmuniI Y rathcr Ihan rl!"slril'll'd
III a specilic l' lil'nlt:lk)
.2 . Pha!trol' "iii Ihl" IR~ 11.111 cumpulcr s~SII: m. (Thl'
("omputer Applil·.uinn!tro Cum01 illl"l" dOl·... nut a~fl'e . )

D. rhe (\Imm l ll l~ 1\C'i."d, III idenlil\ a p urpo:»c o a
d lrel'l ion , 1m thl' Computer ("eOll"~ (i.e .. .. tud en!.
rat"ull~ , ,Ind ad miniSlrallH' prinritlc ~: thl' rclal1l1n!tro hip
In Ihe ~encr;," eduloali,'n II' thl" S~~lem~ Ma na~ l' ml' nt
m ail' r).

F. The CUrT\{1Ull-r Aprlit'ali()n~ Cummiltl'(' i~ l"llrn.. nll~
;lddrC'ssin~ i"'"'lf 10 thc: purchase !"If ma.inr wmputer

t"~uipml'nt . Salt'1'> rrpn',enla!in~ have h('l' n in\ itl'U h~

thl' Commitll' l' 10 prl'~~'nl 'Ipliom for l'qllipml'nI
pll rl·hasint!.
1. ltirea l'rn~fII0101l' r Ani.II~~lln\\m~ wilhfal"llll~'
anu !tro 'lIlknh .

2. Hirl' tW11 PfIILlwmml'r Analy s l ~ In \oIo,)rlo; with Ihl'
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X. DEI AYED

:lIl ,Of,\oIo'all'

l· hal1~I..':» .

2 Prl'~LJl"nt'!Io I{l"ponH' ~ I hc l"1l!-.1 ill\plH'd IU nhi,1
rl't.:llmml·lldalinn makl', LI imptl\!troihk (II impkl11c,'nl
(Ihi~) .~unc: st ion ill Ihil<. IIml"

fl'I\~l h~

O f'

All

A . Timl' l"onSlrainb in purch..~in~ 01 cLlUlpml"nl-The
Cnmminc(' ", a nb III tn~urC" Ihal Ihl" right t~pl..' of
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VIII. (,OMI'II1I'R APPII<'AIIO NS ('01101110111
rn RFSI'ONSF ro HASKI NS A'I1l SFlI S
RFI'OR ·I A~I) '\IlDITlO:"IAI ('OM 1101 1':0; IS

C J rai nin~ ('I ne\o\ Com pUler l"enl(r ptriOo nnd ··
PrnglamOlcr AnctlYl<Il and or Compuler Operal"r
mll:»1 learn ho" 1\1 handll' Ihe hardware a ntJ , oft"' ilrl'
on hand in Hr .' ''nt 'l<. Computer (\'nll·r .
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r.

I I hl"" l'ump,lIl' l ,h"uIJ he ,,:hn lu ln l '''lh;11
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R FCO MMF.~DATIONS
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III
IlI S'IINCIIONS
<"llAMA

H. Addillnni.l l 1crmlllil h

R. lilt Cn mmill cc co nscmu'> I~ Ihal all t nli fd~ nc \o\
syste m be purcha ~ed in addiliun to the BT l 10 alleviale
(.' qUlplOcOI pr('lhkms rather Ihan up-grading or
c xpandin~ Ihe (' u rre nl RT I ,~s t(m . l"h i" ne w '~.\Icm
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major at H";lnt C o lkgt'.

c

at"cl' .~~
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I ·a t.:ull~
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(I
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O.

1
4.
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I",
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X 2.15
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R.
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hope to see everybody next
September when school starts
once again.

Hi e'>erybody! Well. the year
[£(rd,C l.
is coming to a rapid cIose--with
W ~ K
much excitement yet to come.
Phi Epsilon Pi
d(....d
'" We're all especially looking
The brothers would like to
~~ ~W J;J
~ forward to our Pledge Formal thank everyone who partici~. this weekend . Let's all get pated in Mr. Bryant Weekend.
.j,
psyched for an excellent time! We hope all the students had as
Daniel
Meachen,
Michael
~
Our annual Parent's great a tl'me as thl.' brothers of
Mansella (pending cancellal Banquet last Sunday at the Tau Epsilonand Phi Epsilon Pi tion), and John Vincent.
~ Admiral Inne was a great did putting on the weekend.
Special congratulations to
our sophomore brother, Harry
.;; success and a lot of fun. The Congratulations go to the
b
partners got a little insight into winner of the Mr. Bryant
Schwartz. for his early
~j the sorority. and we all had a competition. Barry Lynn. and
'acceptance to graduate school.
; chancetoreminescewithallthe tothewinnersofSuperteams ,
This summer fraternity
~ parenb.
TKE and Basketcases.
President Frank "REBEL"
A-tearn ~ofthal'l is looking
Since the school year is
Branca wil he taking summer
4 great with a 2 and I record. coming to an end the brothers courses in Germany. Some 01
j.
Let 's get psyched to go all the would like to wish the
his studieswili include Dictator
wa\,'
graduating seniors thc hest of
ship 101 and Authoritarian
~
We would like to extend a luck in their future plans. The
Leadership 300 . Good Luck
.. vcr~' s'pecial thClnks to o usentorsare:.
r'
St eve.S purre II . 'J"1m
Frank! HElL HITLER!--------... graduating senIOrs:
Maric "Hoot" Farrell , Tim Whitton,
Only Kidding!
Carlino. l.auren McCusker. Tony Markey. Brian Dwycr.
In concluding, we would like
;;'.. Sue Krupski. Amy Norwood. Ray Shideler. Mike Sullivan,
to say that we have had one hell
1 Carol l.arson. Martha BelL and
to transferee: Tim
of a good year, BUT WE'RE
"' Holly Roherts. and Rene Vanderbeek.
NOT! We would like to thank
We would like to thank you
; Thomas for all the warmth.
all the Greeks for their help this
~
love, and devotion that you've for the hard work and
year. especially those who
t. shown to us. We're really going dedication you gave us. and for supported our weekend. Good
.j;
to miss you guys~ and hope showing us into the brotherLuck on Finals--I hope you
;;i.
you'll visit often.
hood of Phi [p.
choke. Have a Good Summer.
Well. culmination is almost
Also. the hrothers hope that
P.S . Very Special Thanks to
'" upon us--hang in there and let's everyone has a safe ' and
Bob Atkinson! He has helped
~ do some partying this weekend enjoyable summer.
TEP tremendously while
~ hefore we all buckle down .
Be S'
O·
attending Bryant College of
~
Also. we would like to wish
ta . Igma mIcron
-i
Carnal Knowlege.
;;; the SPB the hest of luck on
Last Friday, BSO held its
their Spring Weekend . Look's Pledge Formal in Newport, Rl.
Sigma Lambda Theta
.~ like it's going to be a great Every year certain awards are
The Sisters of Sigma
.;; slIccess.
given to different sisters in
Lambda Theta would like to
H()pe everyone has a great appreciation for their efforts.
congratulate the newly elected
Best Pledge (given by the
; summer: we're all about duefor
officers:
J: " a nice long vacation. Have fun! Sisters): Cindy Caldwell
Debbie Szczoc7.arz
Worst Pledge: Sharon Mc
Ki lric
P re id ent
Delta Si~ma Phi
n
Be t SI leT ( g l n b~ th
In .
1
\\I c '-I(ou ld hke 10 IhanJ... the
1 graduati.ng brothers for their Pledges): Michelle Martin
President
Kathy Bergeron - Secretary
W 0 r s t sis t e r: R 0 san ne
help and guidance, and wish
Surmeian
Lu-Ann Porzio - Treasurer,
them the best of luck in their
Best Sister (given by the
Chaplain
future endeavors: Al Adams.
•
Sisters): Mary Suffoletta
Sue Mariani - Pledge
.;; Dave HalL Tom Hurley. Scoll
It definitely was a great
Mistress
! Komita, Boh Lang. Kevin
Barb Buchanan - G LC rep.
'" Rathhone, Jeff Schneider. and weekend for all the Sisters and
thanks
goes
Athletic
Director
their
dates.
Special
j
Bob Wavne. The work Ihat
to Sister Michelle Martin for
Kathi Jurewicz - Alumni
they've d~lOe will live on after
Secretary, Historian. Activities
.~
t he names and faces are arranging everything so
perfectly
(and
also
for
her
Director
~ forgotten.
entertainment:
you
too.
Russ).
We would like to congratuOur A soccer team is
Tuesday, BSO played its first
,ate APK on the outstanding
'"~ currently 2 and I. and battling
victory over us in softball. Fine
~
for a playoff spot. In softball. softball game. We didn't play
too bad, but somehow we lost.
.10 b ,glr
. I s.
.. our A team is 4 and 0, and
It
was
fun
anyway.
We
would
Thc
sisters wuld also like to
picking up momentum for their
like
to
thank
Ollr
friends
who
thank
a
very special person : our
~,
.~
semi-final game and hopefully
coac h, Bo b by. We reaUy
a final round game. In both played for helping us out.
On Monday , the Sisters will
appreciate all the time and hard
soccer and soft ball, our B
be
getting
together
with
their
work you put into our team It
teams ended their seasons with
parents for a Parents' Banquet
was a great time, Thanks!'
, tough losses.
Compliments to Phi Ep and
Hope everyone has a great at the "Classic" in North
This
function
Providence,
cunl. //Ill.AiI. co 1.1
~. summer and an even better ball
parents
to
get
to
allows
the
;A
when we get back. Goop 'Luck
T au EpSI. on
kno'..... all the Sisters and also
.;;
to all.
one another to help them
The weekend of April 21,
Tau Kappa Epsi 'lon understand what BSO means Tau Epsilon and Phi Epsilon
to us.
Pi held their annual Mr. Bryant
We would like to wish the
.
Ph'
Weekend. We \"ould II'ke to
Tau .pSI on I
'
a Best of Luck to our graduating
thank all who participated .
:i.
Seniors: John Hastings. "Doc"
We would like to congratuLast weekend we had our
Resnisky. Mark Rossini, and late Mr. Bryant of 1978--our
annual Pledge Formal at the
j,
Rob Young. We hope they brother. Barry 'FLEX' Lynn .
Dutch Inn in Galilee, RI.
~ have much success in the.... Real We would also like to thank his
Everyone had a fantastic time.
;, World".
escort Nancy Schmedlin for all· The new brothers got sworn in
;u
1-hanks go to K. e"vin the t,ime and effort she gave
and Steve Masasi was True
.. Heckman for coaching our Barrv in preparing for the
Brown's choice for Asst.
~.
~ softball team to a successful competition. We would also
Treasurer and Steve Bator
~ season. which hopefully won't like to congratulate TE and Phi chose" Warren Alper for his
;;; end for a few more game's, Billy Ep on the great job they did on
Asst. Pledge Master for next
~ Eaton has aJso done a firie job their weekend.
year. Best Brother for the year
~, coaching our soccer team to a
The brothers would like to
'77-'78 is Peter Greco and Best
.: 3-1 season.
extend their appreciation to the
Pledge is Bud Primomo.
..
This Saturday we will have graduating brothers (that is IF
Our bowling A team has
; our Senior Party at Alumni they graduate) for their
made it to the semi-finals. The
.;; Duane Goulding's cottage. A services to the fraternity. The
softball team is still on the
fine time is expected by all.
TENT ATI VE Graduates are:
move. Their play is getting
..
TKE wishes everyhody a Gred Rideout. Hector Marotti,
hetter and hetter. Their last
safe and happy summer. We Raymond .1 . DiCasparro. Esq.,
game they won 10-0 in four
-:.

i
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innings. The indoor soccer
team is out of it after losing to
Wi1!ow Brook 1-0.
We would like to wish all the
Brothers leaving the best of
luck with whatever you do.
Warren says, "I ain:t even
gonna try ."

S'
I Be
Igma ota ta

The Sibhies brought their
softball record to 3-0 with an
astounding victory this past
Tuesday. We played without
our starting pitcher and catcher
due to two broken noses.
Needless to say, we all had a
good time at the Annual AllSorority Happy Hour this past
Thursdav at the Country
Comlort. Spunkie did her
annual "Instant Cnffee"along
with many other enjoyable
songs and skits.
We all attended the yearly
All-Greek Dinner Monday
night. Lee lead the clean-up
committee so that she could get
free beer. Advisor .Jane even
attended in her Levi's Clnd
topsiders.
This Sunday SIB will have
their last get-together of the
year, Installation. The rivalry is
growing between the seniors
and the remaining sisters! We
all a.re anxiously awaiting the
day Grctchen has to hand in her
Journal because WE'RE SICK
OF HEARING ABOUT
IT!!!'!
Our Mixer this year will be
May 12. Fran is psyched
hecause she heard that the band
plays Aerosmith. Let's hear it
for the groupie SIBBIE
, h' lim
IA ul d I ke I
bid tarew 11 10 our gra d uati ng
sisters. Because of the fact that
we were small this year, the
bond between us became
stronger and we were closer
than ever. We wish you the best
in all your future endeavors
and we hope to see a lot of you
next year.

Alpha Phi Kappa
On April 2Ist-23rd. APKKT held our annual pledge
formal in Newport, RI. Friday
night's function was at the Cliff
Walk Manor and it was an
excellent time for aiL Awards
given out by the pledge class of
1975 were:
Most Helpful Sister: Donna
Ellison
Pet Peeve Award: Stacie
Sh
' c eu b er
Mig Langa Mathur Award:
Jean LaFreniere
Forgot you Not Award:
Donna Lampen
Shaton Quackenbush, this
year's Pledge Mistress, gave
h B
PI d A d
out t e est e ge war to
Kate DeLaney. This yeara new
award was started, The Sister
of the Year Award and it went
to Stacie Scheuber. This award
is for the sister who has been
most helpful during the year,
done more than her fair share
d
d h I
f
an
promote
t e ove 0
sisterhood throughout the
sorority. Stacie also announced
during the ceremony that Gina
.Moore will be her assistant
Pledge Mistress,
Saturday night was our boat
ride on the Viking Queen from
Goat Island in Newport. The
wea the r wa s g rea tan d
everyone had an excellent time.
We would like to extend

.dd• • li:tlt. .~dJV!.ltIl ...-'~.II"tlltdd~ II'I1 ' a . dd"!l n.llldd:rA

!!

thanks to our two KT brother .f.'
softball coaches. Dave Ward ;_.
and" Barry Paden, for the r
superb job they are doing. Our
record now stands at two wins
and one loss.
~
We would like to wish our ~
graduating sisters--Clare ",
Gerry, M.J. Gulla. D.! Russ, 'i
Jean LaFreniere. Donna r-r
Ellison , Donna Lampen, f:.
Sharon Quackenbush, Dehbie _
Stevens and Colleen Cullinan ,'!'
--thehestofluekintheirfuture;
endeavors.
5
The Sisters of Alpha Phi
Kappa would like to wish ~
everyone a good summer and ~
to come visit tI" anytime in i
Dorm 9. 3rd floor.

r

f

Kappa Delta Kappa

f

r

We would like to take this
time to congratulate all the ~
seniors who are graduating this II,
spring and also to express our e
condolences to the ones \vho ~.,.
are not. Goodbye to I.auric. }
Lynn. Missy, and Peggy. Little ~
do you realize that you've given !
people hope hecause they know (;'
that if you can do it. so can f::
they,
For the studious people who ~
have decided to take a summerl'
course or two. "GOOD ~
LUCK." you'll need it!
~
Have a ntce summer f.
everyone. and we'll see you
next year.
'.11
.~

f
'/:

Beta Sigma Chi
The Brothers of Beta \,-Iould
like to announce the new
officers for 1977-78. They are
he f('l ll \\- ing: T im La. ley -

1

r
r
l
~

I

Pre!>ldcnt: Da\'e Barrett - 1";:
Treasurer: Doug Boyle
.t
Secretary: Wayne Batter - ;
~
Pledge Master.
Beta wants to wish the hest of
luck to our graduating seniors: .,.
R a I phS a h i a ( () U t g 0 i n g 'i
President) and Pete Ryan ;
(outgoing Vice President).
f
The Brot hers a II had a good :
time at the Greek Happy Hour. f
All of us hor' ''here \\-il he a f
Push for mor~ of them next ,II·
semester.
~
Finally. we hope everyone ?
has a great tl(ne during this r
year's Spring Weekend. and we
will see everyone out theret'
partying.
~
Have a good weekend .

r

r
.~

f

Phi Sigma Nu
'and
Congratulations
good ~t'.'
.
~
luck to our graduating semors:
.
=:'"
Karl Boisvert. Dave Chastanet. :
Petcr Mantavini, Mick Quinn, ~
Jim Reinhart and Drew it
Taraian.
h' h
h::
The brot ers wts you.. t e _
best of luck and success in the .'1.'
future . Peter Mantovani was ~_.
given the honor of becoming .,.
the "Biggest Ball Buster" for }
the second consecutive year. ~:'"
We hope that everyone has a :
' .'t'•
great summer an d returns In
i
one piece.
~

f

Kappa Tau

~

l'

Kappa Tau held its Pledge !,:
Formal in Newport over the
weekend of April 21 and 22. !
The following awards were ,t
given out at the formal: Best ~
Pledge - ' Jerry Cross: Worst
Brother (given by the
Pledges) - Glenn Bradfield;
Best Brother (given by the s
cunl. 10 VAil, ('o/. 2 ~.
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Nude Beach Movement Gains in Appeal
If the beha vior of colJege
stude nts is any test, the nude
b ac hes movement is really
g tt ing its act together . The
summer of 1978 will fin d many
more taking it all off at the
na t io n's beaches .
T ha t's the wo rd fr o m the Free
Beaches D ocumentation C enter,
the people who publish the
annual GU IDE TO F REE
BEACHE. .
You can obtain the 1978
GUIDE by writing to Free
Beaches at P.O. Box 132,
Oshkosh. Wisc. 54902. They ask
a contribution of $2 or more to
cover the printing and mailing
cost.
The 1978 GUIDE will list
hundreds of skinny-dip sites in
nearly all states plus abroad.
There are photos, information
on what sun ointment to use and
the history of nude beaches in
America. and how to go to these
clothes-optional sites for a first
visit.
Free Beaches says the many
new sites are proof of

Sharon
conr . ./i'Ofl1 p. 45. n )/. 5
that she would become a . emi
final i . t. which required
additional hours of practice .
During thi s la ~t wee k th e girls
were judged in a pre lim ina!}
bat h ing ,uil and c coin
comr
.

udg tor II'

mln utc~ . Quc~t1on~

concerned their goals.
p rofess io n in life . contribution
t the page nt. ad\ ic 10 futu~
contc'tanl . III a I
.IU
nu
c liege act lilt' •
\\ ith lill\-one diU rent
p n na illie a cmhkd In c ne
place for the a me t: \ cnt. UnI\juc
problems arose. Gossip a nJ
competition were. of. of course.
present. but misunderstandings
about the dress requirements for

By Ed Ka sinska s

Black's Beach in San Diego was the city's top recreational
attraction until closed by a 55% majority in a municipal vote.
acceptance .
So. too, are
approving in-depth articles on
the nude beaches In many
straight newspapers. A
referendum vote in San Diego, a
notoriously conservative city,
nearly gave a majority in favor of
nude beaches .
A legal nude beach has opened
this year at Portland, Oregon's

Rooster Rock State Park. Many
swimsites are nude by custom if
not by vote. Free Beaches
request that people send
information on the sites they
have used.
Free Beaches also coordinates
National Nude Beach Days.
which are August 5 and 6 this
year.

particular nents also occu rred.
On
u h incident invol\'ed a
ha r or cruise which req uired
ca~ual dress . Sharon, following
this request. dressed in a nice
pa ntsuit. II wever. many of the

received a silver crown pin , a $50
savings bond. three dresses, two
swimsuits. a few T -shirts. and
many cosmetics and promo
tional material.

t he ~ lt uatIL)n.
Sharon found the

t he ~1t ~ Amenca
June of 1978.

TE . - You really put on a
fantastic'
weekend. We
especially enjoyed [he
Superteams·-Theta ca ptured
the tug o'war championship
that day. It was an excellent
time for all the sisters.
Congratulations are in order
to TEP and Barry for their fine
job in the Mr. Bryant Pageant.
- Good job Barry.
Last Monday. everyone had
a blast at the all Sorority
Happy hour - it was a good
rowdy time for all the sisters.
We especially enjoyed the AIl
Greek dinner.
Finally, we'd like to wish our
graduating senior. Sue
Donovan the best of luck in the
future. Sue, you mean so much
to all of us. Without you. we
would not be what we are
today. We won't say goodbye,
because we expect to see you all
the time.
With all the love, from the
bottom of our hearts: Debbie.
Sue,
Lu-Ann, Cindy,K.C.,
Goober, Kathi . (Theta Love is
forever!)
We'd like to wish everyone
best of luck on exams .
Have a super summer! ! See you
all next semester.

Class Day. May 19. wil be hazy. hot and humid with the
thermometer reaching the high 70·s. It'll be pretty uncomfortable.
but a dip in the pond will cool you off. Later that afternoon a cold
front will pass through, causing showers and thundershowers. Some
hail is possible. By 7 p.m. the front will have ~assed and the skies will
become sunny . It will be very cool and relreshlOg at mght with
overnight lows in the mid 50's.
Saturday will be sunny, with highs in the 60·s . A cool northerly
wind will keep the temperatures from rising too high, so sitting in the
black caps and gowns will not be unbearable . Y u might g et a Ian
fro m sitting in the u n. 0 b are ul.

may you

Office Ot ch e Regis crar
p

.
have the memory .
For participating in the Miss
U.S.A. pageant. Sharon

Theta
10. ('ol.J

Since this is the last time "Ed 's Alma na c" will be printed . I co u ldn't
decid e wha t was the most i.n portant to pic I could write about. I have
mu c h i nf or mat ion conce rning hurricanes. torna do es.
and weather items (a mong other things) whic h I neve r got a hance t o
report. T hu , I decided to write about something which is of concern
to all seniors--the weather on Grad uation D ay.
G ranted. May 20 is two weeks away and not even the best
computers or meteorologists can predict the weather that far i n
advance. Anything can happen in Rhode Island . Remember the six
inches of snow we got last May 9-10 that caused a power failure
which cancelled school on Tuesday? Some of my long range forecasts
have been accurate while others have left much to be desired (like
when I called for sunny weather the days of the blizzard). So when I
do mess up on a prediction. I do a good job.
To my knowledge, it's never rained during a Bryant Graduation in
114 vears. so the odds of it being nice again this year are against us.
Ho~ever. don't despair. In Waynesburg, Pennsylvania it has rained
on July 29. 89 times in the last 102 years. While that has nothing to do
with graduation. it may prove useful in some trivia contest.

r

Greek News Continued
('of/l. li'um p. A

Ed's
Almanac

KT
('ont. Jrom p.A 10, ('01.5
Pledges)
Barry Paden;
Most Helpful - Cliff Lawton;
Most Athletic - Cliff Lawton.
Also at the formal. Kappa
Tau announced the addition of
a new brother. Mr. Steward
Yorks . M r Yorks has served
Kappa Tau as an advisor for
the past 30 yeas. and we wish
him many more . Thanks to
Glenn for al the work he put
into making the weekend a
success. as everyone had a good
time.
Congratulations go to Tony
Richards who took 2nd phlce in
the M r. Bryant competition.
We would also like to thank his
escort. Donaire.

.

The bowling team ended the
regular season with the best
record in the league and
entered the semi-finals by
beating the Gold Buds in a tight
match in the quarter-finals.
Lastly. we want to wish
good luck to our graduating
seniors.
They are:
Gerry
Massie, Cliff Lawton. Brian
Olschan. Scott Gelinas. Mark
Gelinas. Barry Kaye. and Steve
Miles.

11
25027
25038
25087
25116
25273
25277
25334
MAY 12
25001
25002
25036
25054
25074
25094
25108
'fA Y 15
25030
25035
25056
25062
25078
25144
25146
:-lAY 16
25040
25077
25083
25140
25155
25163
25183
MAY 17
~IAY

-::ss~

0: 30 a.m.
' 2 :30 p .::! .

:::

8:00 a.m. e 9 ~! 8 T Th)
25554 25790
25655 25933
25668 25946
25717
25722
25748
25789
FRIDAY 8:00 a.m. e10 :1 I. F)
25111 25261 25576 25749 25765
25112 25300 25611 25759
25142 25306 25652 25802
25148 25358 25676 25807
25217 25412 25713 25925
25227 25454 25714 25955
25256 ?5568 25737 25697
HONDAY 8:00 a.m. (l M 11 T Th )
25151 25521 25698 25917
25216 25586 25725 25945
25254 25601 25732 25972
25259 25614 25783 25979
25269 25635 25784
25368 25645 25859
25461 25659 25860
TUESDAY 8:00 a.m. e9T Th F)
25218 25541 25731
25268 25544 25743
25275 25555 25843
25278 25675 25844
25316 25685 25898
25388 25695 25938
25463 25723 25991
\V'EDNESDAY - READING PERIOD a.m .

THURSDAY

25342
25362
25442
25443
25452
25535
25540

ecort'l:l ic ts )

18
25007
25028
25029
25037
25104
25136
25139

:IAY

THl'RSDAY

25149
25255
25260
25322
25323
25453
25520

8: 00 a.m. (10
25542 25739
25561 25752
25571 25939
25610 25947
25641 25767
25643
')57?8

T Th 9 \01)

1: 00 p.m. ( L ~ '" F )
25418
25646
25782
25953
25456
25718
25799
25458
25719
25856
25473
25733
25891
25545
25756
25894
25617
25760
25918
? 7
25620
FRIDAY 1: 00 p. m. (2 ~! W F)
25276 25436
25740
25919
25294 25472
25745
25940
25303 25569
25757
25958
25329 25633
25801
25989
25351 25683
25850
25386 25712
25857
)5416 25730
25892
XONDAY 1: 00 p.m. (2 T Th 1 W)
25221 25382
25644
25861
25271 25494
25724
25864
25274 25513
25735
25929
25291 25597
25736
25957
25311 25608
25746
25983
25330 25612
25763
25361 25639
25854
TUESDAY 1: 00 p.m. ( 1 T Th F)
25197 25543
25753
25899
25267 25609
25785
25928
25292 25640
25786
25950
25313 25642
25846
25962
25331 25721
25847
25968
25441 25734
25855
45478 25747
25863
. HAY 17 (-lEDN ESDA Y 1: 00 p.m. (8 ~[ W F)
1 25026 25194 25444
25656
25849
i 25039 25257 25445
25689
25904
, 25068 25262 25455
25690
25905
25072 25305 25515
25742
25906
25088 25317 25539
25744
25907
125138 25406 25615
25806
25949
25158 25435 25647
25808
25954
~IAY 18 THURSDAY 1:00 p.m. ( 11 ~l f"; F)
25055 25258 25538
25696
25810
I 25063 25264 25578 25715 258 51
25075 25295 25589
25716
25858
25106 25333 25607
25720
25926
25137 25354 25629
25726
25948
25 141 25459 25665
25729
25956
25147 25460 25672
25762
25974
. IAY 11 THURSDAY

25034
25073
25079
25107
25143
25 145
25152
~IAY 12
25032
25042
25046
25080
25098
25157
, 25263
j MAY 15
25033
25059
25071
25110
25176
25180
25200
~IA Y 16
. 25031
: 25041
25053
· 25057
, 25150
, 25156
! 25170

I

25214
25265
25266
25293
25296
25304
25312
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illt's Finally Here"

SENIOR WEEK '78
---Tuesday, May 9 - - 
"BE NICE TO SENIORS NIGIIT"
9:00 PM. to 1 A.M. in the Pub. Reduced
prices for Seniors! (Buy a senior a beer
anyway).

Saturday, May 1 3 - 
"BOSTON HARBOR BOOZE CROOZE"
Busses up and back. 4 hour Tickets $10 per person. Only 250
Harbor Cruise featUring moonlight tickets available. Tickets on sale
dancing 'vith "l\Iinus One." SL"'C l"Ionday May 8 from 12:00 to 2:00 in
complimentary kegs and/or Cash Bar. the Rotunda.
SENIORS ONLY
Person buying ticket must be person
boarding boat! Bus leaves 6:30 P.M.

--

---Thursday, May 1 8 - 
SENIOR DINNER DANCE
Enjoy a night at the Chateau De Ville Cocktails at 7:00 P.M. Dinner at
in \V"arwick, Rl featuring "lJ VL". Your 8:00. Tickets on sale Mondav Mav 8
f
rinl
Rib r
nc le 5 th.r ugh ri . : , ~Iay 1.... frolll'1 2: 0 to
eh i
Breast of Chicken. $18.00 per Couple. 2:00 in the Rotunda.

Friday, May 1 9 - - 
MASS
10:30 A.NI. in tile Rotunda
SENIOR ALUlVIN I L TCI-IEON
11:30 A.l\1. in the Salmanson Dining
llall. Senior Awards, Alumni and
Friends.
SENIOR PI CNI C
SENI OR PARENT RECEPTION
3:00 PM. to 7:00 PM. in the Dorm
8:00 P .M. to 1:00 AM. in the Pub.
Village. Enjoy beer, food and music by
Wine and Cheese ,vill be served.
"Ne,v Bay Colony". Everyone is invited .
Enjoy one last evening with Parents
Come and congratulate the seniors.
and Friends.

BIAL WDILD
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Jeffy Tunis and Karen Miller

1
9""
1
John Anderson
• Joel Angelovic
Lynda Babitz
Karen Berube
Patty Brennan
Bruce Coates
Rod Cohane
linda Holgerson
Robert Jean
Kathi Jurewicz

Cindy Kolle
Craig Lustig
Jane Lumsden
Debbie Luciano
Lynn MacRae
Susan Neville
Mike Nevins
Peter Paulousky
Dick Pomerantz
Cindy Pelletier

Janis Reed
Ken Sorge
Barbara Strain
Joyce Stockman
Janet Swartz
Fred Tanguay
Pat Williams
liz Windbiel
Joe Welch

8
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THE CLASSIFIED
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;;~.i
Looking fo r a ro o mmate wit h own car

Notice
%%%%%%%%·· %% ·%%·%%%S%%%
T~'p ing

Awards

to heir loo k fo r an arartment or room
for the 197X -79 ,chool vear. C a ll
Shel ~ 1-- 231-034 X,


%% %%%%%% %%%%·S%%%%%%%%U

.I LJIJ Y 01 N has been awarded
the Advanc e d T ' pew riting
C ertificat e for ha ving co mpleted
t he typewrtting req u ire ments of
at least 75 net \ o rd s a minute,
[) . rNA R AC INE (83 wpm),
M A RY - E U E;"\i REGI~E (83
wpm). and DEBBIE THOMAS
(82 wpm) have bee n awarded the
Expert Tvpewriting Bracelet for
ha ving satisfactvi iiy completed
t y pewriting requirements of at
least SO net wu rds a minute .

Shorthand A wards
DEBRA DUNfORD, l.INDA
MANCIl\1. MII.DRED
KILEY, JEANNE SALLEY,
BRE DA SOUZA, BAR-
BARA SPRATT, SUSAN
WEGRYNIAK have been
a war d e d t h e A d \. a n c e d
Shorthand Certificate for ha\'ing
satisfactorilv
completed
the
~horthand requirements for 140
words a minute.

Summer ,Jobs

Personal

Pam- Throw aro und kegs mueh ')
Be th a nd Pegeen . J anel. Jim, and Bob:
T hanks for the heir'
Scrubby: Get any 2 a .m . eall s lately'?

Debbie, l1t ank s for the info - Su e
Beth and Jeannie, Have an excellent
weekend - The adjoining suite
Vivo Deb, Corinne - C an we possi»ly
know each other') - A friend
l\ancy - What is a

friend ' )~n

- Your

roomie
Ca!he - C o mc get t he vac uum .
Joan - Empt y the basket s in the
bathroom.
Ang - Thanks so much for sharing this
weekend with me . I know it's gonna be
super! Love, Sunshine

Joanna th e banana, Peg t he e gg, Ter
the hear. Gail the snail. and Bern the
fern :
This semester was great' Thanks for
always being there! Remember snake
bites. Steely Dan , tunafish grinders.
and keg parti es ' You got it! Have a
fantastic summer and take care!!!
Loye,
A.M.
Bernadette: Good luck always and
stay the way you are. Be happy!
Ann-Marie
Nancy : How many is it now')

SIX - This weekend is going to be
great' I'm really looking forward to
spending this s peCial time with my
sistl:rs. Oiny

Nancy: I'm really looking foward to
next year! This year was great. I'm
really glad I got to be such good
friends with such a sweet person as
vou' Hu\'C a g reat summer and don't
fo rget to write'
Lo\'e ,
~ OUf n(:xt year's ruomie

Sweens - How dll ~ ou fec i toda < '

"S",een,"

Amy - I salute you. You are my friend,
and I am yours. We can beat anything
wgether.

"Wild"

Sweens - You're a pisserll .lust for you,
I'll always try to stay WILD'

Everyone at \V .T.O .S .
Have a great summer

T-- VILLAGE - You're the greatest!
It's been a super year together. and
remember to rut aside a day next
semester so we can go get some
"Chink" Food'

"Curls"
(iood Luck and Best Wish es for
ne x t vea r. H 0 [le everyt h ing wnr ks out
Kare n
.Iust because I haven't been corrupted
doesn't m ean I've neve r wanted to be.
I'm just waitin g fo r the right force to
come along.

SEX'

Lea - When the hell arc wc go ing to ge t

Happy Twenty'

steamer~ !

[asl Sick
I';III-l im e
421-()()~()
.. t

••

'lIghl '
..\\ on
Ci nema
Kennl,th D ull'"rr;llI ,

,,4.

• it :::..,.· i.,\.·.'\,

«

Lost and
Fotuld
rw o gerbils in a gla , s lank rOllnd latc
afternoon . Mav I on car in rarking lo!.
1'0 claim call 2.l 2-0IlX .

\, \\,'%,:::. ....

."#nit· .

Happy Birthday, Coo kie . and lots of
luck in your future endeavo r '. - Love .
i\ancy , Karen and Pam .
Xavier: Do you know this surer g uy
who has great lips and loves to hang
around in the darkroom , Ifvou dO , tell
him he has a secret admire·r.
Xa\'icr: We haw grown so close during
the last few months that I r ' ,t1I\' can't
ima~inl' my' life with ou t \( Il . You're
the hest. - All my love, J , P Morgan

For Sale

PUIll & Beth, Lynn & Ellen - Psyched
for a "super suite" next year .
SU1Y & Mama

SA II. BOAT: 22' Wond slo .-, p. fiber
glass seams, cabin , main sail and Jib .
1'i76. 7,5 H . P, Auxillan' , Man\'
e xtras. Good condition,
I ~OO o'r
REST OFHR . Call 7H I-oI55 .

SU 7Y C. - Gonna miss you over the
summer hut "get psyched for next
yeat ." - l.ove, your roomie ,

S

-I fuut Refrigerator--l.ik e ncw, guod
cundit ion--a sk ing $1 OO--call 232-0331.
all be stu red on ca mpus o\'er
... un1m cr

CA \'01': 15 Ft, J-ibcrglass cushioned
Sl'ats. F.xcellent condition. Includes 2
oars and 2 Life saying rillows. S150-
Call 7H 1-0155
Blue Arm Chair in Excellent
Condition. BEST OFFER . Call: Brad,
232-00!! I, or come to 8-3 .
Cas!f() cuucb tbat oren, to double
bed - S.lO: swi\L'1 plat form rocker - SIS ,
Great for townhouse ' Buy nO\\' and
;Iore in·I . H . storage. aliGregat232:J15:l

For Rent
To share: Furnished house for
summer students or faculty members :
(our mikos from Bryant Campus : M ay
22 a\ailability: utilities included . Call
Ste\'(: at 2:l1-072H . Also taking
arrlications ror next rail and winter
semesters . CllSt : S 125 rcr rersun rcr
month, Hl i RRY SPACE IS CiOI\(i
I' AST"
An apartment or room for thc 197H-79
schonl \car , 'l: I: A R the college . Ca ll
K evin--2:l2-020H ,

Sheryl-Thanks for the TLC. I couldn't
have made it without it.
Sh e ryl - You got caught in bed , I've got
the picture to prove it ,
The S5 4 orgy was worth it at Jeff and
Joe's.
Pam - Save us some wine next time.
Basket Cases - We'll have to do this
more often.
Sheryl - Prime time is now available.
Basket Cases - The party was great Thank you ,
Sheryl - We still have an open bed Jeff & Joe
Le:gh Ann - To a great weekend cook
Jeff & Joe
Joe-Walk much? Where's Gimpy?
Bearded Clams - Shave your beard,
we'll take it.all next year

Lynne : If Tobe is yo ur son, who's the
father?
LVllnc: What Cycle is

Bruce - Have a hangover on Sunday?

Lt. G o llan : H ope you get a'\l your
tanks blessed before battle.
Mike: Sorry yo u have fire watch on
graduation , I guess CV62 comes first.
Rem e mber. sailors have more fun .
Pam and Sue: Thanh for being
around when I needed you (especially
o n weekend s). If I go to OCS I'll come
up to visit.
Ed
S.LX- It's finally our rledge formal.
Let's go wild!
Yakety Yak- I'll mIss ya but we'll
al\\-ays he friends.
Love ya, Janice

Kim-Rae- Congratulations on your
engagement. I know you and Billy
ha\'e many more veal'S of happiness
together.
Love,
Debbie
Amy, Lauren, Holly , Marie, Sue, Sue
~ .. Renee, Martha- Thanks for all
you've given to Sigma Iota Xi . Your
hard work ha s helred to keep SI X
No. 1, I'll miss you all so much ,
Sigma l.ove ,
Debbie
Holly .
We've gotten so close this scmester.
Your fricndshir and sisterhood means
so much to m~ and will never be
forgotten . See you ove r the summer,
For su re'
.' ig m a I O\ C .

LA lI,' .
I am \\-lit ing this to you. sO that \'ou
will write me one , I'll be lo o king for it'

Jay

Harry - Hey. man, yo u're cool.
Kenny - We pulled it o ff. He was
surpri sed. we nearl y ha d heart a ttacks,
but he was surprised . Thank goodness
for laundry .
Scrub - We mi x a mean salad,
Judy - The peas

\\a '

a little bit oggy.

Peej - How many mistakes
make with thc cheese?

m did you

Jeff and Joe - Thanks . We wouldn't
have been able to have the dinner
without your heir .
Midge - Who ever told you to stop
sideways at a stop sign. Didn't your
m o ther ever tell you, "Ladies before
gentlemen." But we still beat you.
To Ellen - I have e njoyed being with
you this semester. I hope you have a
good summer, and never forget our
good times together, even though it
was only for a short time , You are the
best' - Love, Paul.
To the girls at A4 - Have a good
summer and I'll see you next fall. 
Love, Paul
To Kilcup Hall 221-3 - Best ofiluck in
the future in all your endeavors , I'm
looking forward to our dinner party
with all my friends - Love, Paul

O ·S ----: KII\K Y S ., '
Sweens - You ' re a r---er !' .Iust forvou.
whoever l
Amy and Ra\': liet psyched lor thi s
weekend I
D . M. : I hore this we ke nd will he as
great as last time'
l.o\·e ,
Stallion
SIX: Thanx for making my first year
at Bryant a surer one I I'm going to
miss all our graduating sisters, but I
know you'll be back' Get psyched for
OUR WEEKEND'
Sigma Love,
l.ori
SIX : "We are marching to Sisterhood"
New Sisters get rsyched'
Lori
SIX No . I
Wild Woman:
weekend"

Ready

for

a

wild

L.B.
SWEENS: Happy Birthday!
Lori
SIX- The Best is yet to come!

Sheryl- Meow baby, we've had a lot of
good times: hope we have some more .
Thanks, so whoop-de-doo . - Love
Alway s , Mike .

I .ove
" Z iggy"

To " H arpo", "Te x" , "Shelly", and
M aury:
Have a great summer and I'll sce you
a t 0-7 next semester.
"Ziggy"
I.aurice,
The Pond is nice this tim e of yea r'
Brian
To "Missy Rea Munchkin :
Had to write you your vcry own
rerso nal. Alii can say is thank you for
being such a good friend .. . Well you
know'
Love ,
"Ziggy"
From Ma to all the kids : Have a
wonderful summer.
Paul C
You've been a greal R .A . and a
wonderful friend. I wish you the best
of luck in your new job and a verv
succe ss ful future . Alw'ays stay just a"s
you are .
Love
The Pest from A-4
"Pinky" Williams:
Just a little so mething for the man at
the co rn er o f th e produc t io n tabl e .
Always remember, the sports page
wouldn' t be th e sa me without you a nd
the good ole U.P, 1. machine , Don '! get
too lIluch sun and ke ep rracticing that
g uitar.
"T he I.illie Red Haired (iirl "
Tris ;l,
I ,et's make this weekend one we will
remem be r forever .
\ ,1i ha c!
I cis mol e th t, ,ummer be the
beginning of a "new" relationship that
will last forever, t oge ther.
Love,
Michael
G~)!lI- Bein g your roo mm ate sure was
somcthing e ls e . Ma y be you should tie
your slip[lc rs around your neck so vou
won't h avc t o search for them ne xt
year.
~illv

Bob D- I wish for you only the best
after g raduation , Keer your
wonderful smile alwavs.

' ,A ,
Caro l G- You will always COUIlt
hecause the w o rk yo u have done will
be remembered even after you leave ,
Cindy A .. i\ancy A .. Debbie c. , Shcila
N .. Sharon N .. Ellen M .. Karen A ..
Paula V .. Sue S .. Nancy L. and Laura
T.- Thank yo u for helring to make my
first year the wonderful exrcrience
that it was.
Nilly
Karen A., Ellen M .. Sue S. and Laurie

T. Graduation is just around the
corner. I wish you the best of luck in
whatever you do .
Nilda
To the future occupants of,Townhouse
F-7-After living in the pit:"things" can
only go up!
Guess Who

Pat : What are you wearing Friday
nite!?
Spaceshot

Toad: Sorry to leave you behind. Look
out for the Z's next semester.

Whimpy- I need my gold earings ... Do
you know where they are!?
l.ori

Dennis: Good luck with the Squad
next year.
The 4 year man

Pegeen- I really do miss you'se l

The Sox are great in '78!
Bill: Can we call you collect?

Nancy - Did you make use of your
single last weekend'!?? - Your Roomies

Pegeen- What do you mean you miss
me sleeping, coming home
drunk,singing songs. and bringing
guys back!l!

Corinne, He who hesitates is lost (or
dead) - Your back seat driver

Beth-Ann: I'm NOT turning into a
jock'

Dennis - Thanks for making my
weekends possible - Yourthird roomie

To the basketcases (only a week late)
We did it! We knew we could but we
really didn't think we would. Let's
always keep the spirit and enthusiasn
we have , and we can't help but to stay
No. III!

To Monsieur Dalpe - BRAVO!
Thanks for all the good times. - Best of
luck, "Ziggy"
Lori. Terri. SU7.anne, Welcome to
Bryant College, I hope you all have an
excellent time. Thanks for coming
down. You're all the greatest. Bet you
thooght you'd ' never make it into
Bryant's newspaper. - Carol Ann

Leigh Ann - I love you - Jeff
Pam - I plan on making a lot of waves
next semester, so go over your seven
steps,

o the stars of K i\Cup Place:
Thank yo u all for my initiation to
Bryant and the support and
friendship I needed to get through my
fi t 'emester "a way at a big sc h oo l."

obe on')

Does 'lobe rese mble his mother or
fa ther"

r>el>l\l~

( lI .. hier..

Holly - I want to wish you the best in
anything you do , Get Psyched for this
weekend. - Love, iz.z.y .

ox: Ho pe you learn how to fly the
Stearman.

Happy \ineteen'

Carol - Remind me to nt\ er take
another Abnormal Psych course'
Have a super summer!

KI~KY

r a kc hom e S720 a monlh a rlus more ,
Stan wh cn \ ' ()lI ",'anI , Tuitinn A id
pr,,!!mm I' ;lrl IIm" ... I"IiI"lila hk C all

Bill and A I: You're the greatest- best of
luck in -the future! What more can I
a} 'l

Catman - Happy Birthday!
Fred--Happy Graduationll l.ove and
Kiss!:!s, Gerry

R.G ,G ,: Thanks for moving in on such
short notice. There isn't anyone else I'd
rather room with on campus. We've
had a good time together. I know
you'll , become First Selectman, but
don't wreck any desks doing it,
Benny : Some night before graduation
. you'll have to drop anchor in my port,
even if it isn't stormy, and stay awhile .
Love,
Morris
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Janet- Where are my sheets? I found
my pajamas.
OVERALL
OVERALL
better.

it was a good yea r.
next year should be

Rick.
"Check it out." I still have to break you
of those habits. I'm working at it.
Don't forget to write. "Have a good
time"
P.J.
BobSo I guess this is the beginnng.
Love. Karen
To Dorm 8. Suite 433I wish you all the best
Love ya
Karen

AI.
Congratulations on making R.A.
Bert.
But just because you have to leave us
for dorm 1,1. doesn't mean you won't
see, fight. and tutor us anymore. For
we will always be around to ha unt
you.
Your suitemates
CVL
What more can I say than thanks.
dHs
Dear Annie.
This past year has been great. I sure
hope that we can relive some of the
good times that we've had. Best ofluck
with the freshmen this summer.
Love, TW.
To Bulldog
I wish you the best of luck for the
future. But most of all you should be
happy.
Tush
Bulldog:
Someone is knod,ln!1 111 ~ our door,
Wh) wo n'l } au let them i n. 1 hey won't
hurt you. I promise.
Tush
Bulldog:
I thank you for the things you have
taught me and made me understand. I
hope there will be a chance for more in
the future.
Lo ve
Tush
Bob H.-Give your belt to girls much?
What's a matter'! Do you like to hang
loose?
Hey Bob-Ya know what easy stands
for- elegant, attractive, sassy, and
young. Yup-that's me.
.
Cindy, Can I tell your mother the next
time you get three?
F--tface
Congrat'ulations on your first point!
Ugly
Bob,
I'll miss you this summer. I love you.
Cindy
Robin,
I tried to think of things to write, but
I couldn't. You know how I feel and
I'm glad that we will have one more
year of living together. This one's been
great. The Best of Everything Always.
Love, Sharon
Lisa,
Little Boy Blue is going to miss you
this summer. Is there somewhere at
home that you can do strange things?
Your mother
Large,
Odometers do not go backwards!
Will Tuesday nights be dull!!
Ron,
How about as a graduation present,
give you some incriminating
pictures? Love, Sharon
Dorm 8, Rms. 211,212,and 213-1t has
been great living with you and thanks
for all the times you have helped me
when I needed it!
Carol L. - Good luck in San Francisco
and it was great having you back into
the suite for our final year.
Cathy F. - You have been a great
roo mie despite the mess: Thank you
for listeni ng wh
it was needed. I'll

reall} mIss _a u
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of fun partying with you for the past
two years. I wish all of you the best of
luck in whatever you do. Maybe we
will all meet later in life for one more
party!!
Lynne B,
It's been a great year and after this
past week I realize that it's coming to
an end very fast. You've been a great
friend, always being there and trying
your best to understand even if you
couldn't. I'm really going to miss you
next year. Thank you for making this
one so good.
F.W.
Thanks so much for the shirt. I'll
wear it real soon, I promise.
Donna R.
P.M.- It's too bad it has to be this way
but WHO CARES, right"
PM.- You can say you know what
happened, you can say that I was
wrong, you can say most anything you
want to, you can say I just say SO
LON G
To Dorm 9 Suite 230: You've been the
best neighbors ever! Best of luck to all
of you next year. (-15) Graduating
Tender Chick.
Muffin--It's been great dining with
you this year. I'll always remember
you by your sweet smile. Keep the
Bible in a safe place. Good luck to you
and Andre'--Bumble Bee
Beth--The library kid--Didn't see you
much; but when I did it was fun--Deb

M.

Have

fun

during the
BIG MAC

summer.

D.T (-5)--We've come a long way in
eight months and I've loved
every minute of it. What do you mean
you weren't supposed to meet me at
the disco mixer? Love ya, the girl in the
yellow shirt. (-15) XXXOOO
Brian-- You're my first; my last , my
ev~rything.

Brian-Everyday is special when it is
spent with you. Thank you for the
everydays, made special, by your
presence.
Brian-ll<1ved you yesterday, I love you
today, and I love you for all our
tomorrows.--Donna
Lynne,
I wish I could begin to tell you all
that you have helped me during the
year. Whether it be trying to tell me
how to spell a word or just listening.
I'll always remember you for it.
Lisa,
Just because you aren't living here
next year, I hope that we will still get to
see you. If we don't there will be
trouble.
P.S.-I'II miss having you around.
You made a great roommate and a
great listener when I needed one.
Ed,
Thank you for helping make my
first year so great. I hope that you get
everything that you want out of life
(within reason). You deserve it aIL
Good luck in all that you may do.

Cindy:
Where are we going to fit six guests I
?nd a keg this weekend?
Maureen:
Love those knee-hi's!
Nancy:
Hooray! You finally got your
Economics and English paper done:
Now go on to better things!

To Mik, Jim, and "Tessy":
Good luck in myoid suite and don't
forget to visit l
The "Polski Bookwormski"

Toms- Please don't stop being my
shadow.

Rick - Like to awaken at the break of
day?

Monica:
Thanks for being there when I
needed someone. Thanks for all those
gossip sessions we had in the midd Ie of
the night. Thanks for your good taste
in music (especially Pink Floyd and
Led Zeppelin) Thanks for the use of
your vest and other assorted
belongings. But, most of all. thanks for
being you.
Mary-Ellen

Mona- This year has been great. We
have had our disagreements, but we
have always talked openly. Thanks.
Sis

Is Bruce coming up for grad uation'!
Micbael , I had a great weekend and
I'm looking forward to this weekend
Love, Cindy

Cottle, are you going to be able to
handle wearing your own clothes next
year?

Yeah, Yeah... We heard those clothes
flying!!!
The Two-Man Party

To the best roomyever--Remember all
our late talks about that subject. It's
been a great year and I'll always
cherish its mem o n cs_ Bes t o f luck
a lv. ). a nd lake care LO\l' . De

Andrea, How did you say you could
get points in Steno'!? Doing what!!
Cottle, pop 'em out

Henry, Mo, Bob, Vince, and Mat,
I loved every minute and I'll miss the
crazy times.
Lo ve, Helen

P.S. I don't know who's going to get
you up for work. Good Luck!!
Paul M.--Italian Stallion--It was great
getting to know you this year. Best of
luck to you and Jud}. Deb 11.1 _
C a rol A nne-- o u ld we pos Ibly lno
~ach other. Anon)mous
Bet h and Je nnl -
I am go ing to m iss you bot h ~
much. You are two of the nicest people
I have ever met. I'll never forget yom
Love, Mel
Jeff M. and John B.-It's been great knowing and beirtg
friends with both of you. You are,
truly, both great people who I'll really
miss! I wish both of you the best of
luck in whatever you do.
Love, Mei
TO.K., etc.-
You're all a great bunch of guys who
I'm really glad I got tC' be friends with-
a little crazy, but great! I'll miss you all
during the summer and am looking
forward to the next two years of
having some outrageous times!
Love, Mel D.
Karen-
You're such a beautiful person who
has been a great, true friend. It's really
going to bcdifferent without you, but I
know I'll see you a lot. I wish you all
happiness in the worldl. You deserve it!
Love, Mel
Karen and Lou-
I've enjoyed living with you guys
a lot. You've been great friends. We
had a lot of good times together! I'm
really going to miss you two. Mayall
your dreams come true.
Love, Mel
APK - Thank you for making these
lour years so memorable. Donna

J ~ •.
L - AA AA fore\er, '
Pit of 7
Jim G.
If it's 2 knocks, it's gotta be you at
the suite door!
Jo Anne. \\fhere' We w renchdnve(l'

C.L
To Harvey and his car:
Have a great summtr and I'll see you
both in the fall.
Your Neighbor,
"Ziggy"

To Monica, Cindy, Nancy, l ynne, and
Maureen
A BIG thanks to all of yoU ~<?~
making my second semester here such
a great experience. We've all been
through some really good times and
some bad ones, too. I'm going to miss
all of you very much. But, don't worry,
I'll make sure to visit. Have a fantastic
summer, and I wi ll' be seeing you all in
September.
Mary-Ellen

M.H.--The suite wouldn't have been
the same without you. I'll always
remember that you are watching over
your little chicks. (-15)

much~

Cloud 9- I hope you're all prepared to
put up with me again! If not, well,
that's too ba,d!!

!»1 i K- If we ca n'l be lo\\'r~ li t lea st I
wan t 10 be i1 s up eT friend. I am \ery
serious.
ur ole ski buddy
TeeTee- Our end is our beginning. The
sun is our new horizon. It will be a new
da wn

To A-4:
Glad to be your new neighbor. See
you next semester.
Love,
"Ziggy"
Teke- How can you not know who the
Basketcases are?

Peej- Guess what! I might be able to go
down that weekend. All I'll have to do
is stop working.
Peej-When does the Thon start? Who
will be the first to go-you or Scrub?
Merle- Too bad I won't be able to see
your boat. I'd love to see it go under.
Well everybody, this is it. Until the
next semester starts. If all of us get
together over the summer it will be a
miracle. Take care of youselves, and
try to behave.
Love,
Ami
J.H.P - Shall we have the hamburger
special or the traditional English
muffins and bacon-on the table this
time-perhaps
Bruce- How was that swim in the
pond? I'm sorry that I missed it, but at
least I didn't go in.
BasketCases -We have had a good year
with hree better ones t loo k fo wa rd

o BUI ho

m

be'lV" a

e

lou,
\\ ben ~ ou ' re down and lJoubled
and you nttd .. me I tng~, and
nOlhlng, no nothing IS gOing n ghl
C lo~e

yo ur eyes and think of me . and
soon I will be there to brighten even
your darkest nites ... You've got a
friend.
Love you always, Gina
Sweeney baby, Hoping for 2 beds or
what?
Amil, La, Rolly, Marie, Martha, Suzy
K., Suzy N., Renee,
I'm gonna miss you guys so much.
Please come back and visit.
Remember SIX is always #1.
SIGMA LOVE, MAMA
Ames,
I'm glad we got close this last
semester. I'm really gonna miss you.
Don't forget me 'cause I'll never forget
you.
LOVE YA, JANICE
Patty & Glenn,
KINKY SEX experts at SIX Pledge
Formal.
Studly Smith- The campbell soup kid.
Budder,
We'll miss you! Best of luck.
Suite hearts
Mare,
Future roomie, we'll have the best!
Love always,

P.
Ma (C.W.),
Thanks for all the good times, we're
gonna miss ya. Best of luck at Lowell.
Love63lways,
Your kids, (P. & M.)

APK-How can you say goodbye to
those you love? It isn't always easy to
let go but sometimes it is necessary.
Every day spent with you was a
growing and
loving experience.
You've taught me a great deal about
myself and others. I hope I've given
you something in return. Remember
always the sisterhood that is instilled
in each of us. Strive always to keep
APK #1. Now I am gone--Donna

Ellen,
Happy 19th Birthday! Who is
coming home again? TWO DAYS!!!
Love always,
Patter

AP K Grads--These were the times of
our lives.

Dorm 7, Top Floor,
M y poste r isn't perverted , is i t?

Lynne:
Beware May 10. The pond will then
be your good friend. Just wait...

I e Holltd

m

T o Dorm fl, 34:!-3: It's been a great
, e mester rooming with you. K and 0,
I'll be around to visit. A and N, good
luck at graduation.
Love, Candy
To all my Brothers:
You know the old saying, "It's better
to have loved and lost. .. ?" Bullsh-t.
Thanks for your support.
Boomer
L.aurie "Z".
What do you mean you'd never go
out with me?
The "Big H"
To the Archway,
We must be the only group to
operate on a six day week. Every week ,
we seem to miss Friday. Oh well,
maybe we'll find it next semester.
Jay
J.W.,
We're rooming togetber next year?
Bryant College wift never be the same!
Jay
Laurice,
You try typing personals sometime.
It's really a Comp Set of laughs.
Jay
To Janie:
"We're going... we're not going...
we're going... we're not going." You
know damn well we're going!
Guess Who']
To Lorrie:
Wintersession was a blast! Come up
and visit me in 0-7 next January!
Love,
"Ziggy"
To my blond German breakfast
companion:
Thanks for letting me "join you" this
semester. Will you be a four-year
major? Both Harpo and I will miss
you.
Love,
"Ziggy"

I always")
Love
Your Daughter
Coaches AI and Bill- Thanks for
supporting us when we needed it. Just
look at all that we accomplished. We
are No. I!
A Basket Case
Scrub - Do you remember anything
from Saturday night') Mis s
Massachusetts came in first runner
up.
Judy- Try to remember what you were
talking about Saturday night; I'm
dying to find out. Especially since it
concerned me and you-know-who.
Jay,
Here is a personal for you in return.
The only thing I can think of saying is
that basketball games were surely very
"strange" and "loud" when you were
around. Have a good summer.
LP.
Tennessee:
The nickname and the personal were
not exactly appreciated, but I 
understand that they were all in good
fun. Sorry again about the late night
call. You're a good kid and a great
friend. Have a wonderful summer.
Hope you find a job.
Ma.
Brian D.
So sorry to hear that you're leaving us.
You're a real true friend. Thanks so
much for being there when I was down
the night at the mixer. Thanks also for
"caring".
LP.
Jeffy,
I've met many wonderful people this
year in the Archway, and you can be
sure that your name rides high on the
list. You're a great person with a super
personality (a little hard to figure out
sometimes, though). Best of luck in the
future, and don't forget to come back
and visit us next year. Keep on smiling.
Laurice

--
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Jeannie.
Don't ewr let anyone destroy that
""(lung-at-hean" personality which
"ou possess. You're a beautiful person
imide and out. Remember always--BE
SEI.FISH~ l.ove. Ellie
Sal Ii .
Your friendship has been lik e a ra y
o f sunshine in m\' life . You've
bri g htened up m y darke.'! days of
d es pair and depre ssion . I hope that
\'Oll arc happ" at , 'o ur new schoo l. I
know that our friendship will endure
the (Iis tance. I.()\ c. Ellie

Pal.
It has been greal rooming with you .
Y,HI a re I he ~ ,n de,L sweetes t a nd m ost
conside ' a hie pcrson I know--I ho pe
lilal some .. : Ihose ljualiti.:s rubbed off
o n m e. YOLI have an open in\' itati o n to
come down In m"I'ownhouseanytime
Loyt'. Ellie
Suite 320 & ClI1d\,.
The t;mc thai I have spent Wliit "ou
girls is a part (lf mv life I will t .~ asurc
·llwavs . If I could have but one wish it
would he to have all of you remain a
major part of m,' life . I don't know
how I will face a crisis without all of
"ou to give me advice . I I.OVE ALL
OF YOl'. Lliic
Hamb i.
I wi.sh '-1ll1 weren't graduating so
,,'o n. '1(1\, that we ha\'e discovered
how much we have in common. You'd
hener comc visit next semester. I want
our friend,hip to contine. L.ove. Ellie
BUCK\' & Bernahueci.
You havc an open invitation to
come ,·isit me next semester anytime at
(i-5. Good luck during culmination
and ha\'t~ a great summer. - I.o'·e. Ellie
.ferry R .
THA'IK YOU formovingmeout of
Dorm 5 in t o Dorm !L It's good to
knl''' th at wh e n I ha,e a prohlem.
h re' • mC'O nt" .n1und ho' 1\\ 01 \
! 't "
On
10 . I H \, ...
"01 . I lIie
T o my suitmates: Dorm H Suite 330.
We had the best s uite on campus . l.ot s
of love to all of you. Have a great
slimmer and take care. -LO\'c, Lori
Valarie F. is coming from N .J. to sec
us and graduation! Yea!
Jude-- rhanks for the picture. I'm
going tu miss you after you graduate .
(jood ! lick always. Love. Paula
Kathy . Sam. Judy. Julie & Beny-
Y ou',e I he greate~t. Thanks for all the
lun and laughter vou've given me this
past semester. 1.0\·c. Paula
.kannc--Florida is just the beginning
of goud times to be shared. Don't
wo,ry aobut keeping in touch because
"Best of friends never part"
Love. Pa ula
Sam, Kathy & Beuy --You'll have a
blast at the Cape. I know you'll find
some great jobs. Get ready for some
weekentl guests' Lo\'e. Paula
Sally M .
I won't forget all the good times oyer
the past two years. especially Douglas
Plan and M .S. Rudb . Good luck and
happiness always. I know you'll be a
success . Love. Paula
Ultimates are the best!'
Julie--Nice clogs kid. But when are
you going to take them off!
Katie: You'rc the bcst roomy I could
ask for. Love ya lot s . P .
The Union Street Boys are the hest'
Thanks for the cookout.
Dawn S .-
Bryant won't he the same without
you. Good luck always . Deal on them.
Dawn-baby.
Julie R-
"Thank you for being a friend" "If
it's a car you lack, I'll surely buy you a
cadillac"
To all my friends that will still be here
next year. Don't think you've gonen
rid of me so very easily. Be\.ause you
haven't. I'll miss you all to much.
Remember all the great times we've
shared together. -I.O\' e . .I . I. . B.

THE ARCHWAY
Gina--I hope you can handle this
weekend .
NAP TIME FOR EVERYONE
What are you people doing tonight? Is
the group organiled') Who are the
group leaders? Somebody take head
count. W ho's m charge .

C. B.--It's been great. We've had man\'
good limes . 'Remem ber M onda\'
'lights and our bli7l.ard vacation.
l.ooking forward to Wednesday nights
now. Have a great summer. You
deserve it. Love . K. B.
Wobbles: 'Is this yo ur weekend herc')
W o bbles: Rememher our long~tal'ks
where vo u did a II the talk ing and I just
nodded .
Who ewr said yo u are supposed to
sleep at night and stav up dur :ng the
da y"
Wobhles: Will
progra ms done"

ever

get

these

Lori G.--It ';; been rcal'
Bill--Practice your tennis'
Bill--Alwavs Pan y Hardy'
Andrea. Ette. Gina. and Linda.
I\'e grown to know yo u more and
more each da,·. You have f!l\'en me
'more than y,)ur \aluable friendships.
YOU"T gi\en me confidence and
awarencss of m~ self whieh I never had
hefore. I hoiti a place' in m\ hean for
one and all. uood times arc in the past
but the future is open for man,' more.
I'm looking forward to a good summer
and an even greater coming vear.
Thank "ou for being mv friends.
Kath~

To all the "Groovers" in Dorm 6.
Thanks for all the good times this year
it's been fun. I hope you all have a
great summer. Love. Lee-Ann
P J & Pals . Thanks for everything. This
year was the best!! Remember. Basket
Cases are tt l forever . Ah yes . the
werewolves are ho wling ... AH-woooo'
(and I'eei . I' ll get ~ lU ye t')
Budd. ,
- I ,I n
• Ul I here
aren't you glad'! Congratulations and
best of luck to you always. Thank-you
for all [hc good times wc'Vt' shared
together-I'll neve r forget you . I'll miss
vou-don't forget to write . Lo ve. Lee
Ann PS--Remember, Red Sox are # I!'

Jim ... Arc you BAGGED'! Has the
feeling of bagginess taken o\'er your
body'.' But seriously College Buddy,
thanks for all the laughs this year-have
fun this ,ummer.
PageClHl--What is your purpose in life"
(um .. hello)
BASKET CASES ARE !\'UMBER
O\E'~

Harry-OVERALL. [ PHIL fine (how
about \,ou Kathy'»
Ellen-Is it time for another popsicJe
\'ct"

PB - FRISBEE' FRISBEE'
FRISBEE' (um .. Hello)
Kathy and L.inda .. 1 couldn-t have
a , ked for two bener roommates or
(riends. Thanks for all you've done for
me . Have a super summer and
remember Linda. you're still the
smany-pants of the outfi!. (and that's
because Kathy never wears a ~' hin!!)
But seriously roomies. thanks . I'll miss
vou this summer. l.ove Lee - Ann
Bill.. Thanks again for your coaching
and support and for being such a great
friend. I hope you never forget me
because I'll never forget you. I wish yu
all the luck and happiness in life. I'll
miss you . Love. Lee-Ann
Pam--You're just jealous and you
"know itl But I'd still likl: to know how
you got into that magazine. It's
probably because I have someTHING
and you don't. Oh . and anytime you
need my star earring. just ask. But I'm
warning you now, it will be more than
enough room ...
Hello Mom!!! I'll be home soon-[ miss
you. Love , Me (L.A . K.)
Too bad we never put Plan A into
effec!.
To a fellow cowboy : Maybe someday
in the future our paths will cross out on
the desert. Take care!
Bue-Bue
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T. W.--I never met anyone who has to
put so much peanut butter on their
crackers!--Bucky
Happiness is listening to a John
Denver Album while watching the
cloud s sail by.
We're going to come to blows someday
Sweetie.
Irma.
I'll miss our link tea panics at 7:00.
Say hello to the grandchildren for me.
will you')
Estcl
Ken . Kathy. Torn. and Annie .
I'll mi ss our midnight Monopol v
games .

D.
Tom W .: \0 . you can't put hotels on
railroads .
Annie--If the pu zz le piece docsn 't fit.
force it in.
Friends. games. and vodka and
lemonade with all you guys made it an
excellent year. Dana
Dana--When will you empty out your
bubble gum machine so that I can get
m y pennies back ') Kathy
Why don't you get fresh gum balls next

Do you think he'll want to meet me?
John-John. Tut, Mass. Joe
Thanks for the Joint effort this past
weekend.
Invalids
Jayne .
Because you wanted a personal. abd
because I'm easily swayed by preny
faces .
Jay
Ginger Rogers.
Just because this is the last
AR C HWAY. doesn't mean we won't
pass by each other again. There's still
two weeks! I will miss you'
Fred Astaire
Jane. Laurie, l.ynne.
Who will I eat lunch with from now
o n" Even though I' ve known you only
one year. the friendship will last
rUln"r. Definitely miss you all!
Ja,'
FRANK WONG HAS HIS NAME
IN PRINT!
Mama-Are you psyched'? Jellystone
Park will never be the same! Love.
Mona
S haron-How did you manage to blQw
up the computer"

\Tar'!

Sharon-Thanks fo r being there last
Friday night. I .ove l.iisa

T . W .--You are a great friend'
Why don't you
on your bed')

ha\'(~

any teddy bears

Sign up now for Harvey Bixon\
Mixology Course. All choked horses
welcome- - J . M .
A. &. T.-H ow come everyone was
included in vour wedding pany but us')

D. & K.
Debi and Denise--Stan your diets
tomorrow. Remember: tomorrow
never comes. Your Sweet mates
A. B. has his founy thieves. T. W . has
the camel's Oeas.
To Peggy and the cast 01 Pla7a Suite.
"Y n u're the REST ." Your Stage
\I n
"'ent B.--The b.:,t
California. D. K .

0'

Iud. to ~(lU

Meg: lJoes Uncle Sdm think that you
are only worth 54.1)9') At least it came
hack to yuu ..
Rohin: Ones javwalking run

\0

your

Joan-Some night at 3:00 a.,n. when
you are sound asleep in Atlanta ...
Janie-Once obnoxious .. alwavs
obnoxious . Tap..Tap... Tap ..
AM L has become a wino!
Robin-How would vou get roast beef
out of ,'our shirt')
Becca--Preny soon it will he time to
bUll and
tJ

In

Strange things

happen at the c.c.

Mike M.--T he be st to you always .
There's always friendship.

Do pansies reallv wear red shoes')

Margi and Robin : I t was a fun year.
hope next year will be even bener.

Sharon blows up computers'

Maureen : I'm looking forward
being roommates next year.

lJeb-Glad I found my long lost cousin
Mona

I'm so confused ..

to

Ed. don't worry. we'll do something.

In sa nit~·

Bill. you made a great President and
I'm sure everything else you do wil l be
just as great.

Lori.
It I didn't ",i,h 'ou happ' hirthdav.
you'd kill me . But that's not why 1'0,
doing it. I'm doing it because you are a
special
friend to me.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY'
Jay

Ed. I hope the practice you got doing
the books was the right kind. I know
you will he great tit everything you try .
Lynne-What can I sav')
POLISH POWER WILL liVE O\"
Hi Mrs . Benso n. "How d( ,in· ...
Dana K .. do you always end the day at
6:00 in the morning') P.B.
Dana K. What time did the pany end
and when did your last guest lea\'e')
P.B .
KZ : To the Greatest Big Sis... Thank
you for caring so much!
Little Sis. LAS H
Mama: Get those horns down!!
SIX: "Let's hang on to what we got!"
Kath.
Let's start again right where we left off.
Kathi,
Let's get together more often--It'11
work out.
Company C.
Thanks for a fun-filled year. Hope
next year is as good for you.
•
Dawn
Who's Frank Wong'!
Who Cares?
I don't know who Frank Wong is.
Let's have a contest. and see who does
know .
Why is Frank Wong')
What is Frank Wong'?
That's the Wong question.
I sure wish I could meet Frank Wong!

reigns at the top 01'9.

Donna R ..
I still can't think of anyth ing to write
about you. I'm gcning the distinct
impression you're indescribable.
Jay
Jay.
Whatever you do. don't tell the
world to smile all at once. The glare
will make you blind.
Your Conscience
To all the depressed.
. No one is allowed to be more
depressed then me . So on the count of
three. smile... I. .. 2... 3.S MILE'
Jay
Paul.
You are a great guy. I'll always
remember our fun times to gether. I
wish you the best of luck next year at
Bryant.
All my love, Ellen

D. B. To the best roomie ever! Thank~
for everything, especially as my
secretary during first semester!'!! Good
luck next year. Love, S . C.
Mary. Janice. Tina, Libbens, Carol.
Panv, & Mart--Gook luck you guys!
You all helped to make my two years
here at Bryant the best years of my life .
I'll always remember all the good times
we had! Mary & Janice: I hope you
two don't drive each uther too insane
with your analyzing each other! Love,

S.C
Barb (mom). To a really great person.
I wish you happiness: let's keep in
touch always & congratulations. we
finally made ito-but it has been too
short--remember the crazy times
forever. Your #1 daughter , Sue
Sue N. It 's been a quick and short two
years but it has been fun and will
always be memorable . Don't forget
our plans with Europe'li' Good Luck
and Happiness always! Love. S.c.
Bift·--Thanks for an excellent time last
weekend--I really enjoyed it! Love.
Sue. P .S.--Don·t forget to catch a
seagull! "
It is Bubs or Bubsy wubsey"
APK--Respect to you always--May
APK live on forever' l.ove. Sue
Hutch--To a special friend--hope to
., ee you this summer. Love. Sue
T.E.--Thanks
formal'

for

a

great

pledge

Barry--To a great dado-Good luck
next year'! Love. your daughter, Sue
WI~iner--To

forever and
YOJng!"

the best sis' Happiness
"Only the good die

TO THE ARCHWAY STAFF--To an
excellent bunch of people' S .c.
Bryant III
Pany & Steve--Happiness always' Sue
Victor III--Good luck next year! Love
Sue
.

•

ro,1r' ,'r ~hould I a~lt. ",hat ",cre ~ou
duing in the room'? S.c.
W . W . Backgamm(ln. Bost o n the
Beach . I wish Sunda,' had nevcr
llrri,"ed .
'Miss Ruppert :
The past two years have been just
"S l : PER" . Always remember the
good times. the panies. Bravo. and all
that "German talk". Keep in touch and
have the best of luck. Just go easy on
that "Cream Cheese"'"
Love. The Linle German
Dear Suite 410
Thank yo u for everything. The past
year was fantastic . I'll never forget you
or the good times . And don't forget to
write--I'II miss you. L.ove Candee
Pany-l.et\ get some "baby bonles!"
Cheryl & Patti--Figured out a way to
Jack-In-the-Box ver'
7-420--Thanks for being great
neighbors and for all the personals.
Chick--Good luck next year!! I'll miss
ya .
Louisenumber'

Thanks

for

the

phone

Linda--I'm going to break that finger.
Ette--Will you ever be)\ble to pull an
a II nighter'!
Andrea--Not in the movies . I get
embarrassed easily.
Anyone for a pre-theater bun'!
Andrea, Louise, Pauy and Sue--Good
luck in the future. K.B.

Sav.
What's going to become of our dark
room conversations? Thanks for being
there when I needed you. Miss ya.
Love, Beau

Susan--This is not the end! It's not
goodbye! You're the greatest sweetie!
You're the best friend I've ever had.
You've been a very special (and
interesting) par! of my life and always
will be. I'll always treasure the
memories. We've had so many good
times together. I can't express what
our friendship means to me. I'll miss
you a hell of a lot. I love you. Barbara

Tom, Steve, Tom c., Phil. Jack, Mils.
Bruce, Stubby, Bobby, Geno, Donny
and Ron : Thank you for all the good
times and happiness. You've all
proven what friendship really is. Love,
Lynne

Jillian--Remember next year to keep
our couch warm. You're the sweetest
kid . We've had some good times
together . Always keep that chin up .
Keep in touch with me. I love ya!
Always. Barb

Peg W.,
SPB won't be the same without you
around . Thanks for being such a great
friend . I'll miss you. Love, Jane
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Pamie-It's been a great second semester.
We've gotten cl oser and I appreciate
it'
Love, Roomie
Contact Bob I-Let's make contact on the floor,
again. It was cold, b ut it was real.
Please, though , don't keep me on mv
elbows' Code Name
Kent-I wish you'd sta y awa ke du ring vour
show. Clac k
To the Boys in G 2. G3 G4--G o od luck
in the futu re. T he Bloc w ill never be
the sa me . You ne'ghbor,
Mike D .
Is it t ru e the Bu rge rs are cha rcoa l
broiled') Love yo u .'aga Ba he
Dean, Bill), .le n. Bra d , Corry , Ma rk .
QU'""
be,n ~ u ch greal
Br uce-friend s . 1.0, k ' ng forward t n next year
an d wha t it hold" . Ly n n it'
To the bes t uitemat cs'
Na ncv. R i" E . , ance & C indy'.
Th anks'-or all th e go od ti mes. M ien
T o the AR C H WA Y--I'm haVing such
a G EAl time typ ing the s ~ .
Jeff T. --! wish y ll U LOT ( If luck in
th e f uture. I hope you gGt everything
you strive for. (Boy is that gonna be
hard,,) I'll mi ss :a'
Paul D.--What excites yo u"""
Michael. Ron. F ra n - Loo~ III am
laundrv rooms latch"") l'm ~ooo
embrassed!' e.G.
Here's to
Weekend ,

a

bender
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or,

Spring

Bunky, Run around the pub latelv"Go
get him' Now'
Nest o r. I need nde ttl bnng t he t y
bac . YOl call him.
Oakie,
Next party try to stay awake until
ten. Want to make it a half gallon next
time?
Stella Dora,
Thanks for putting up the S4S. Too
bad someone stole t he keg
Bunky,
I got up at i:OO a.m .. so I really did
stay up longer than you ' Next time
let's just pay to get into the mixer!
Eunky , Grab any live w,res lately?

Joyce J.
Sorry I disturbed you. It won't
happen again. Are we still friends?
Spidy
'.~'

Kathy
Did you dance till the cows came
home? Best of luck in the future.
Keep in touch will you?
George

Joyce P.
Good luck in yoer finals. They are
.only the beginrling. Take care and get
some sun.
Spiderman

W.1.
We still want to count yourfreckles .
Do you think Paul will mind?
Maine-e-ack

C arol
Be careful. Jogging is hazardous to
your health.
specia ll y around
motorcycles.
Evil Kn evel

J.W .
You're a great friend. Thanks for
putting up with me. Have a wonderful
summer. See you next year .
Racine

M om
The he lp is appreciated. I beiieve I
understand.
N umber one son

Sue L
You are funny.
enjoyed our
fr iend ship for these two years. W e
shared a hellu va lot together. I'll see
you ,h i" s ummer. Be good if you ca p't
be good. be careful. If you ca n't be
carefu l. name her a fte r me .
Jea n M .

M om
Kee p p ra cticing and ma ybe you'll
whump m e ag a in ... Ma ybe
o. I S Oil
P hantom 2
I t h in k I ca n ~af e h say ha \'~ an
ink li n g ot w na t you 're a bout. Ye . . I'm
interested .
Phant o m I
D onna A 4
Its nut all a lie is iI"
anywa y.
Web Slin!!cr

enjoyed it

Ellen
What did you thIllk I'd write? My
Gosh! You write 22 personal s !! No
wonder tnere are so man y .
Back-u p i eo rge
FIIen
Alwa ys remembe r tht' ... o nd erfu l
times we had . Best of luc,k in all you
do. Keep in l ouch .
Racint'
Jayne
You're a great frie nd Alwa y ~
re member th e great tim es v. e have
tJarect II: up in touch
H" the

ummCT

Darlene,
I'm not sure if I spelt your name
right. Anyway , remember all the g reat
times we shared. Keep in touch over
the summer. See you next vear.
Racine
Yours truly . What calls at midnight')
Tom
Laurie,
You're a g reat friend. Best of luck
alwa )' , Keep in louch, o, k.
Donn!! R
J dJ ~.

Donna P .
Thanks for being there when I
needed you. Always remember the
great times we share,d. Best of luck
a lv.a~s:.

R

You're a great friend even though
you say I have no personality, and I
never smile, etc. Anyway, Best of Luck
always. Keep in touch. Visit us next
year.
Racine

.I oanne and Lisa
You both have been great
roommates. I'll never forget all the
times we shared whether they were
good or bad. Thank you for them aliJ.
There's nothmg like fakmg feelings
that aren't r~ally there .
Lvnne , Plea ~e read the poem that goes
with the mont h of June on my
calenda r.
Jay, Swiller's St ud. Wei I. at least he
thinks so , too bad nobody else does'
HuckWa nna get c nsp ton n e'.'
Where ar vo u from, l){o rrr r-b v"'''',
Jo , h o ' do ~ the rot 'l ing mach me
wo rk" D on't wear it out t o(1 >oon'
ScottW e wish you t he best of t uc k~
Lo\e ya, the pit o f 7
PattyGood smokin' huddy_
Bean

.loWe fmalty found our shuttle to e.e.
CattleI'm convinced that you can chug'!
Ikelt ha ' been officially proven . We
definit ely d " like Ike'!
John D .
Thanks for putting up with me this
vear. You're a reatly great gu~ Best of
luck to yo u alv.ays. Keep in touch.
The Good ye m l
Jo

nn
It' b« n rea l. it'> been good, but it
hasn't been real good.
Phil. Kath, and
buddies always'

.... eel it'

Bean-

Bucky, When you make it through a
door you can graduate to something
bigger. .,
Dana, Don't forget to wave when you
pass by th e st0l' and shop'
Carol
Kathy ,
S?

iV1

& M is just fine . How's T &

Windy . I hope we can be roommate,
again next semest~r .
Mindy
Katie , I'll never tel'l anyone what you
do with scissors in the middle of the
night.
KB, Thank s for bein g the be st
roommate i could have e <;r asked fo r:
Love, C B
K.A.B .
If the PR i~ ri ght. I'll m ee t yo u again
next Decemher at our fav o rite store
CAB .
Ka th y. Set: vo u on the court, every
Frida) at 2:00. M ike
o rm 12, Rm. 330s- Tremendou s
part icipation' W hen's the alumni
celebration. Le t's buon some future
qua" s. We'll miss you. D orm 9, Rm
130s
Deb and Jan e, t he pa, t two y e ar~ were
meaningful. Sorry \(l see it a ll co me to
an end, but we' ll keep in touch . Much
success and ha ppiness alv.ays . Love.
li e a nd K,1th
JoanWhat can I say? You' re a grea t
friend and we've had a lot of good
tim es - Best of luck in Georgia. Please
don't forget about me and aiways sta\'
in touch.
LO 'i e .
Janie
Congratulations on the job offer Peg' I
knew it would come through.
Don
L~nne B- 1'f1 ne\er to rget a ll the go od
times we had together. II:eep in touch.
Love, Ed

Smoking

bout lime \ au got messed

Holy Terrors: Aren't you glad this is
!he la st Archwa\'o

on

u.r'

C1O C'

1 ~cu Ion I Ie bern

Piche
I don't

reall\

flCJ1ona. (/

~

nted

to v. nll"

u, but I don't v.

[r ~ m_ 10 llj!ure
v. bo v.r te "II:a1-\ u' rc 0.11:_ for
me after aiL" Don'l leave me hanging .

OUI

01 ~ ou

fee l It II OUI. \\ ~ h ~ u he be
always ,
Racine
Pat,
Why do you always call me Gail??,)
ll)

Kare n J
Thank vo u for being the best
ro o mm a te . T han k you fo r being
unde;'standi ng of my immat u re way s.
Yo u were t he only one t here wheneve r
I needed to talk to some one, and yet
vo u never interfered in my life. For
that I than k you and' for that 1 love
you. llove you for the part of you that
you gave me. All the bes t to you fo r
next year. I'll be up to vis, t.
I.ove always, Jean M .

IL ynme- I know it's early but here it is
anyway.
Happy Mother's Day
Love,
Your son
Tom S. Spring has sprung and love is
in the air.

t

Cho\\'
1 hope you find yourself this
summer and everything works out
O. K. You know I still love ya. CG .

SOPHOMORES! TRY THE
BASIC OUTLOOK ON LIFE.
If you're starting to look at life after college, try our "basic" outlook, Apply for the
special Two-Year Army ROTC Program during your sophomore year, Attend a six-week
Basic Camp this summer and earn $500. It's tough. But the people who can manage it are
the people we want to serve as officers in the active Army of Reserves. Do well at Basic
and you can qualify for the Army ROTC Advanced Program in the fall. You'll earn $100 a
month for 20 months your last two years in college, And the opportunity for a two-year
flJn tuition scholarship, You'll also receive the extra credentials that will distinguish you in
whatever career you may choose, Try our "basic" outlook on life.

OR
TRY OUR ON-CAMPUS
SUMMER PROGRAM AT P.C.
FOR YOUR LIFE .
AFTER COLLEGE.
(CHOICE OF TWO 3-WEEK SESSIONS)

CALL: 865-2471/2472
ARMY ROTC. THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

Sue. you and your v.ine and cheese
nights will live on forever !
Ette, Did you find the excitement you
wanted in your')
Gina and AndreaPickle lovers forever'
Elte- Hojo or Bust!
Nancy, wherever J.B . is, we'll see him
together'
Bean
Ette,
Remember C-6 wi'! be our 2nd
home next year and i-131-1J3 will be
your 2nd home. Don't forget it'
Mr. and Mrs. G.
Are we invited to the big day')
Pit i
Snuffle-up-agus: You've got a friend
To Peggy,
Even though we haven't always
gotten along I am glad that I met you,
and I wish all the luck in the future. We
will miss you .
Barry
To Kilcup Hall A (321-2-3)
Good luck after you all graduate.
Thanks for all the laughs, good times,
and parties. Take care.
Barry
To Ann .L.
Keep smiling like you have the past
twO years. We will really miss you!
Barry
Hon--I'm the only girl that I know who
would colot in just one letter of
"LOON". Through thick and thin it's
been the greatest. Don't forget our bet.
I still think that I'll win. Just always be
there. I will. Here's to fishing! Love &
Kisses, your Babe
Lag, Speak up now, it is nearing
graduation! "KiJcup Place"
Deb M oo It's been real. it's been mer
and it HAS REf'" real nlc':! "Roomi ~

Will the Coxmobile make it home
after graduation?
How about vne more monster
waterfight before we get out of here"
T : Why do you come in in the earl\'
morning and pretend you slept in \our
own bed when eve ryone knows where
you spent the nigh to
Dick N: Remember the blizzard'
L.B.: I hope you'll stick around the last
week of the semester. We\'e got aiot of
things to get in.
Holy Terrors: This marks our final
days together. Its been unreal.

"13 A RED LEG" : I bet thesuiteturns
into Sodom and Gomorrah on Mav
19.Corruption at its peak.
Billy: After living with you for three
years I still can't figure you out. I'm '
just glad I surviveo.
.
Dead Ed
Anne: Nice p.:rsonals last week . We
know Tom didn't write them.
~
Lynne: We still ha\'e to listen to my
record some night. Tim.: is running
out.
Rick : Did vOIi "check it out" yet"
Nick M.
Thanks for the picture of Dr. Palter,
Michael B.
The Archway
Jay,
Have a wonderful summer. Best of
luck always.
Donna R.
JulieHow are the snows of Kilamenjaro
falling')
Lee Ann- Better weight lift over the
summer or f'lse. Have a good summer.
,
P.J.
Bill-Keep in touch after you lea\·e.
Write much Love and thanks
Basketcases

--

iii

And More Personals
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Dodi. Eileen. Jill. Darlene-I'll miss
\'ou all so very much. You've been the
greatest 10 live with" I love you!
Alwavs. Barbara Ann
Bean :
Thanks for being so understanding
and patient this Year. You've been the
best roomie! I'm gonna miss ya. Take
Care . Love Weu
To the Girls in Pit 7
Thanks for all the love. help . and
support you've given me. You girls are
the GREATEST' I'll never forget you
and a,tl th ,; ~reat times we've shared. I
love you all. Take care. Love. Weez
COllie:
To my best buddy : Take care this
summer. Thanks for listening and for
being there all t he time. We've shareu
some cra7Y times. Don't forget them.
Remember. "being friends was part 01
God's plan." I love you.

Weu
Doug S.
Things are gonna work ou!. You
know why"
have you. I love you .
I.ouise
I'alli :
Congratulations on the Greenwich
job. Good Luck . Wee/
Space Cad ellS ill!!'
Paggy--we all had a nice time in Cape
Cou. Thanks .
The Pillens
Mama Dog--I saw your message on
the desk in the studv room .
L.ove alway~ Woodie
Pam--Your suntan is really sexy. You
should show everyone.
Lori--I promise I won't tell Kevin you
put a dent in his new MGB .
Judi--Th e word is out a bout your
swol! " n ankles. , guess we will just
ha\t: to walt and see fo r ourselves.
"Say:\O"
Peter--Pass the cheese and crackers,
oh don't forget the wine.
"Say NO"
Pat B.-
I t's been a great year. I sure am glad
you came along. Sorry we were on
opposing Ua\s. Have a good summer
and keep in touch . There is an l'xtra
room waiting for a visitor. anytime-
come to Cal. I'll miss ya!'
Carol
Sail\' :
(jood luck at Eastern . "Get your ass in
gear." with Steve. Don't let a good
thing get away . Take care. It has been
a good year and you've been an
excellent roommate.
Carol
Dorm II. Suite 21D:
You have all made my senior year
complete. It·s tough to say goodbye.
Please keen in touch or don't hes'.itate
to come and pick up a California tan
Carol

Darlene- I rc a lly am lost for words.
This isn't the end--at least we ca n get
IOgether am't ime we want. even
though it won't be the same. but it 's
something. 1.'11 a lways cherish our
memories (how can I forget them)
Love Ya! Always. Barb
Eileen-- You're a wild woman. but
sweeter than hell. Never lose touch.
Love Ya'! Always. Barbara Ann
Dodi--Even though we just started
gelling closer this semester. I feel as if
I've known you forever! I'll miss our
talks so much. You've always been
there for me. and I just want to thank
you for everything. Always keep in
touch. don't let those fingers get
arthritic. You ' ll always have a special
place in my heart. I'll miss ya. Love
Ya!! Always. Barbara Ann
Kath--I don't think I have to say much.
I think you know. We've had some of
the best times together. God know~
how I can forgetthemY ou'rethe best!!
I'll AL. WAYS be there for you to ta 'ik.
or anything else. Always keep in touch
with me or I'll kill you ... 1 Love Ya.
Always Barb
Cins--What can I say'!1 can't even put
into words how I feel. It's been the best
two years with you. but it doesn't end
here. We are not going to say "good
bye". but just "see ya later". There are
still alot of good times ahead of us! I'll
miss you a hell of alot kiddo. You've
helped me in so many ways. it's
unbelievable. Never forget the good
times we've shared. ( how can you!)
You'll always be a special part of my
life" Thanks for everything. I love ya!
Always. Barb
Kathy. Donna. Patty. Michelle. Mare.
Cindy-Same goes for you girls
100'!Barb
To the Pres. and Vice Pres. of the
Backgammon Club.
Remember Thursday afternoons
at least when we showed. One day
"the blonde" will shine at the
game! ')! Wishing you luck next year!
Lo\'e. the Secretary
Fred A staire (Pinball Wizard)
You are a riot. Remember all the
fun and mixers when you open up
your dance studio.
Your dancing Partner
Ginger Rogers
Suzanne.
Good luck in yOIU' la st year at
Bryant. Yes. Boston is not too far
from N.J .! I'll be around.
L.ove
Ellen
Laurice
We have laughed so much
together' Like the night we were
deciding who to invite. Good luck
next year and "habe eine gute zeit!"
Love. the Fraulein
Donna R.
It's been a lot of fun being friend s
with you. Never forget aU the times.
Best wishes for next year and always.
Love, Ellen
Chris,
Do you know what's out in Ohio??

PLOYMEN
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Fire Marshall and my fellow
Directors.
Remember all those crazy times(the
fires. the "business". the clowning
around ... ), our suite . is unique and
never to be forgollen .
Lots of love.
Your Inspector Director of the Pits
Hey Prosecutor,
Remember all the "ragging" and
"busting" on each other. By the way.
we all know how to play the piano!?!?
As ever,
Helen.
To Mark, Hutch, Scott, Peter, &
Mike:
After the 20th you can have all the
battle royales in my room you
want.. it's been fun . Chris.
T.E .W.--What can I say? Three years
as roommates and now you're out of
here. How'd you put up with BS. Take
care and keep flying! T.J .D.
RGG. EB. KAZ-Men, it's over, just
wanted to let you guys know its been
great-best-T.I D
Harv, next year will be okay! T JD
Sandra Lee P: Just wanted to say
love you, the summer will be fine-I
know! Love. T J.
Scott-StienHey Boy. remember not "Bryant"
just regular--one of my best. .. thankx.
take care. please and have a super
summer--we'll get together.
Peace. Fran
Pez--Boy--Take Care-eBe good
thanks for soooo much, I appreciate it.
Have a good summer. Peace, Fran
Debbie: Thanks for being the best
roommate ever possible . You're not
only a f()Ommat",
but a true friend.
Love-ya
Jean: i can't tell you how much our
friendship means to me. The closeness
will always be remembered. Best of
luck in the future. Thanks for all the
partying.
Monti: Thanks for an excellent time.
YOU'VE GOT IT!!
Congratulations on Mr.
Barry:
Bryant. Just remember you're wrong
about drinking and smoking!
Sharon : How about a date with the
11 :30?
"Night," "The FTD man." "Nights of
Pumpkin Light." "Clocks on the Wall,
Girl Under the Table"
Love, Patty
Candee-I'll save you my reserve spot
for your SAGA tray when you visit
next year. Nesta
C.C.--What were you doing under the
table of the Ground Round?
CANDEE--You should never do
anything that you'll be ashamed of
later. Why do you feel so guilty?
Good Luck Patti C.--From G . E.
Thank you note fairy. G.E.
Candee: I'm so glad that you and
Tommy have a mutual agreement.
Just m'a ke sure that he gets supper.
Love. Patty
Cheryl: I'm look;ng forward to next
year. Have fun this summer. L.ove,
Patty
L.ouise: Don't be a d.f.. have a great
time this summer. You.have to rest up
for next year. Love, Patty

Summmer Help Wanted
Groundsmen aQd Pointers
8 Openings Available
Must qualify for Work Study
Ho using available in Townhouses

CONTAG RAY QUINLAN
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Suite 420--'LE BOOK' will return in
September!! Love, Suite 410
Judy. Marylou. Nancy, Debbie,
Sandy and Jeannie.
It's been a great two years and we've
had a lot of good times since we've met
at Bryant. We all share many
melbories and thoughts of these past
years. Good luck to all of you . We'll
always miss you. Love. The Ultimates
David :
It's getting close to the end 01
the year. Then we will be separated for
a couple of months. I know you'll miss
me, and Florence and Celeste too.
Maybe next year you'll get smart and
come over to Dorm 7 to meet me, (and
my cute sisters) Alice
Judy--It's been a great year. I'll miss
you nex t semester.

Paula--You've been a ereat.,
roommate this semester. I'll mi;s you
this summer. Love, Katie
Julie--The prophecy has been fullfilled
Is your deck of cards fully stacked?
What a year. But we've made ir
through it. together. Love. Your lill.)e
Bumbi
SamThe prophecy has been fulfilled. the
RA in Dorm 6, 2nd floor will die next
year. L.ove, Your suite
BettyAs the sun slowly sets over the
horizon and the sky is full of glowing
colors... reasons, the reasons that we're
here. The reason that we feel are
feelings that won't disappear. .. Bet :y,
we go crazy (and we don't mean it
George!!) Kathy & Julie
Julie--How are your marbles?
Nancy-Good luck next year. You
Know how much I'll miss you.Come
up and visit a lot. Love Kathy
Paula--Benji had a shower last
Saturday, and he didn' t bite me!!
Love, Katie
Scott, Jim, Tom. Mark, Doug, Kel.
Jeff--The Insane--Guys its hard to
write what I feel--just know ' I
app"eciate all of YOU and that your
friendship means a great deal to me...
me.. .jus!. .. thanx ... and know that I'm
prouder than Bleep' To be "even an
Honorary" Insane member--have a
Super summer. Peace. Fran
Hey Buddy-Smile-What will the new
numbers bring? Let me know huh!
How good could it be--trou ble huh!
The ex-pit man
Buddy-Are you ready for what? Stars.
Golf-Course.. and so much morc.. it
will be excellan(! Peace, Fran
George--You know that little kid? He's
pointing to his cheek again. Will you
take care of him? Buddy
Beth. George. Buddy-Hey we' ·· ~ . I got
through it. Some have been great
some have been the pits ... It's over-
Who knows. maybe we're beller for
it. .. The summer is here.. L.et's get to
it.. Let it continue to make it REAL.
And Buddy, Thanx for. ..
Peace-12 / 9. 7/17.5 / 20 ...
PJ--lf
were a trivial person
concerned with acceptance. I would
write a personal to you.
Love, Pat
Patrick-Get psyched for 5 / 5-5 / 7 The
BEST weekend yet!!
Dorm 8. 121-123. Thanks for a great
year--Jaybird
Patrick--Thanks for understanding.

SIX-#I
Big Ram, It's been a great year. I love
you. Little Sheep

Den-Den,
It's been great knowing you. Thanks
for being such a great friend. I'll miss
you , but I'll still be around . Thanks for
everything. JLB
To my friends in the class of'78: I wish
you all the best in life. Congratulations
keep in touch. Darleen B.
Roomie:
Congratulations,
knew you'd
make it! I hope you get exactly what
you want out of life. Experience it to
its fullest, go everywhere you want to,
but always keep in touch. Tell T.c. to
have a happy from me. Good Luck
always, D. M .B.
To the other Brown,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY . You finally
caught up to me (ha! ha!). Have a
Happy 20th and a long life to follow it.
The Short Brown
Pac-Walk in on Scratchardon lately?
To my friends at the ARCHWAY-
Thanks to all--the times will never be
forgotten--Take care and think of me
when you hear Van Morrison's
Moondance. Peace. Fran
Patty, Nancy, Bernadette, & Maggie-
I could never ask for better friends
than you guys. We've had a helluva
good time together. Thanks for the
good times and thanks especially for
helping me through the tough ones. I
love you guys. Maureen
Bernadelle and Nancy--Wanna do a
thirty bong salute?
Sue and Kelly--I wish you the best of
luck in California. Enjoy. Maureen
Happy Birthday. SUE L.
Nance-Believe it or not, I might be
satisfied this time.
Greg & Jeff--When is the bong-athon?
Are you guys lightweights or what')?
Maureen
Patty--What are my margins')
Joe. Dave & Leroy--I'II never forget
",hat an excellent time I had in Boston
and every other time I've partied
with you. I love you guys. Maureen
So Bernadelle. where would you like
to go this summer?
Inspector Director of the Pits--Have
you been doing your job lately')
Brian & Mark--Wanna
Monopoly?

play

Mag--Wanna a shot of .ID?
Patty--What am I goin~ to do without
you in Ari,ona') You are the best
friend anyone could possibly have.
Maureen
Bob--I could never repay you for
everything you've done for me. but I
want you to know I truly appreciate it.
I don't know what I'd do without you.
I love you even though you're a wimp.
Maureen

Chick, Keep in touch this summer.
Good luck next year in whatever you
decide to do. T.W.

Michael M.--When are you going to
cook dinner? I like Rice Crispies.

Cuz. where are we going this summer?

Barb--Have a hot S.. t of a time next
year.

Mr. Chips. I'm really going to miss
you" .Ie t'aime, Boots
Bob. I'll see you in New York this
summer. S . L.
Dorm 6, suite 430. Have a great
summer, we'll see each other next year.
Love, Tina and Laura
B.C. You can reach your goal!!
Dear Code Name:
Lets compare our hard you know
whats sometime on the floor. Contact
Bob I
Ron: Since when do you drink
martinis with a hamburger III a
sewerrotter shirt?
Michael K.--Where are you living this
summer--Alaska or Jersey?
Steve S ..
Let's make these last few weeks the
best. Everything so far is perfect, I
hope it's like this a,lways. ME
Bill A.
Hope "Hardees" has desert like me.
Love you, SAGA Babe
Still I-
We've only got a month: it may be
too lat c. We'lI ha e to d it fa s!. Let's

Colleen-This place may get you down
at times . but the hell with it. just keep
on partying and enjoy. Take care.
Maureen
Joe--Thanks for everything. Hope you
make your millions some··day. Good
luck no matter what you do. Maria
Muldower
Sid--I still haven't seen you dance
while Pally sings. This I have to see.
Mitch--Good luck' with business.
Thanks again for Mitchell. He just
grew another leaf.
Carol.
You've been my closest friend there
last two years. Thank you for your
advice when I needed it. for
iatroducing me to all you friends (100
times). and for all the good times we've
had . I hope we always keep in touch'
Love, Moe
To Debi K.
I'm glad that we are back together.
I'm sorry for the mi stakes in the past
but now we have a future!
Love you.
Tommy
To m ' ello\\ nCln -e ntit\,.
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And More Personals
Joe - I know what you played with
instead of your Rubber Ducky.
Jeff - Is that all you shared with
Laurie. just your licorice.
Eileen. Dodi. Barbara. Jill. and
Darlene - You have all definitely made
my two years at Bryant the bestyearsof
my life thus far. We've shared many,
many good times and some bad.
Believe me. I've learned a lot from you
guys and experiences a great deal. All I
can say is "Thanks"! I love you all very
much and will miss you so much! You
will always be in my thoughts.
Love always, Susan
Debbie - Enjoy your last semester
here. Don't let anything get you down .
You're too cute and sweet. I'll miss ya!
Love always, Susan
Sonny - You're a very. very special
person to me, and I love you very
much! - Always. Susan.
Phi Ep - You have made my two years
at Bryant very memorable. I'll
especially miss your Friday night
parties and the crazy things we do.
Hopefully. I will be back for some of
them. Seniors, I hope you find
happiness and success in all you do. I'll
miss you all. You're the best'! - Love
always. Susan (Yak-Yak)
Donna - I'll miss ya, but don't forget
we'll be sure to see each other over the
summer. Righr' - Love always, Susan.
"Ride": Thanks for all the good times
and teaching me to hyperdown.
Remember these: It's not funny. Barry
and that you're a SLOB.
Fraternally, "Flex"

To all thc people that have made this
year special for me: I'm so glad I go t
the opportunity to get to kno~ ~ ou
you're all great!' This year wo uld
m~ without 'ou
never e\er be the
guys. I'll alwa~. remember the 11
we've shared laughing and r~ mg .
Always stay the same and get psyched
for next yearli - Love, A. M .
Special thanks to Carol Ann - I can't
express how much I appreciate what
you've done for me. Thanks for being
there in a special time of need . Without
you I could have never made it.
Always stay the way you are' Yo u are
very special pe rso n. Have a great
summer, and write! - Love. A. M.
Dear Bud: Are yo u ready for a close
encounter of the fourth kind?
Love always, Janet
Debi: Good luck and best wishes with
everything. Keep in touch, we love
you. - J . N, S.
Gary: I love you. - Always, Nancy.
Susan and Bill : Don't miss each other
too much this summer. We'll see you in
Hartford! - Love, Janet & Nancy.
Susan: Have a nice summer! Be good!!
Love, your roomie
Boomer: Smile, please?-Love, J .
Big brother: Don't forget me when
you're living in the warm, sunny
climate. I'll miss you.
Love, little sis, Janet
Boomer: You've been a great friend .
G ood I' k wherever you go an d I
wh.ate:llcr : Oll do. - Lo ve. aney.
.~

x·o (lOOoo:
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J nel,

T . nk you f' r a ex II nt ,car. AI 
go,yj uck at l nlled . Ti m - ha~c lu n
bagt,;r,'!t ;iu,· I , (;" <:1 BriAl -, II . :
those 13\10
K~ n - have:
UII dt
Riverside . Tim - n('X t semester, are you
bringi ng the d eluxe set back 7 Ha~e a
greal summer!' ~ - Nar c,'
To the 1. S
Y ur friend'ihip

r .

~ \ IU

r

,j

r

e.. Peace

wne -

t

K. 
ml'3n~

r

~ ran

Basket Cases - Dinner was good, but
we were expecting more for dessert.
P .S . Tom Congratulations on your
graduati o n. The best of everything....
good luck .... take care (thanks for the
mkt. help)
Hoop : Next year keep your hands off
of my property in Dorm 5.
Laura N.: Happy Birthday to the best
timekeeper (every 45 seconds) Dorm 4
ever hand!
Gary J .: Hear from Pratt & Whitney
yet?
Large: You and Janet make a nice
couple. Why don't you adopt Fish?
Gerber: Despite being an alcoholic
and a bearded slop, you've still been a
great roomie! Between you and
Skinner I can't get a break . - Fred.
Fred : We'll miss you next year!
Love, Lisa, Maria.

Bill E: Friends talk occasionally'! 
e.G.
Nancy: I did it!
Mr. & Mrs. Primy: Thanks for the
excellent munch out. - Your eight new
daughters.
Laurie - Thanks for a great year.
Accounting is finally over. Have an
excellent time in Spain this summer.
See you in September' - Sue
To the new secretary - Good Luck 
from the old secretary .

Candee - We had a lot offun Ihis year.
Don' t ever forget : "10"".
Lots of luck Patti - Love, Patty.
Cheryl: We had fun times this year. 
The Little Italian Stallion
Lauren - Face it, you're very easy'
Lauren likes to see the sun rise every
morning as she walks back to her dorm
from the townhouses.
Waldo idealizes John Travolta.
Hey Lu, do any of your friends have
cars?
War Clubs is a nurse.

Rudy, you were the nicest guy in
Florida. How come you're so rude
here?
Lauren, you deserve every space in the
Personals.
Is this THE ARCHWAY Personals or
a booster book?
To my Little Sister Janet - We've been
through quite a bit. You've made
college quite endurable for me when I
was down. Remember, if you f,'ver
need your big brother for anything
just call. I expect to see you at
home.sis! Regards 10 Mom.-AII
my loveBoomer
To the liLt::- Remember ZBP - Ray

S.
To Janet's Suitemates: Goodbye ,
good luck, and good times to come. 
Boo mer

n' t

I

To m:. hilullerur  T
tbe
great trip> and adventure" to and from
school.

Zack - It will be a long, hard summer,
but with determination. love and
understanding we will make it. - Sue

bek.
ue

P.e. - Good luck in the future .

Cindy - We're off to see the wizard .

Snake: A couple of innings weren't
that bad . At least you could oi said
"hi." - Your fans

100

Invalids - Thank you for the Banquet.
We had a really nice time. - "The
Maid"

Joe M. - You're the cheapest S.O.B.

Vic & Deb: Sorry to see you leave our
great suites, wish you could be here
next year with us. Good luck out in
that big, wide world. - Sue and Carol
Ann .
,

Drop the "c" and dd ·'jng" . It d

TEP - THA N KS FO R HEI PI G
METHR O GHTHI
I
-\;\"
I'I I .l ~)
thert: If <I :1y ne
needs me. Remember all the good and
the bad times we had together. Good
Luck in the Futurc. - FLEX

RUd :
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on gr tutaHon

R. D. - Lo\C: .

lac.k - I ~ our bug feehng an}
lIeT'.'
D ~c)u tlDol he'll m
It through
the ummer" - \ our bu ' 10\ r
Zack - I hope distance
our way' - Love. Sue

do~'t

get in

Sal - It's been really great. Good luck
with the job. Remember to keep that
smile. I'm gonna miss you. - Love. D .

Ben - F rom one (ifnI roomac to
another. Th n . It nalnl' ~ Illn.
\ ou can \I I ~ hene\ cr , ou
for no ~ . - Lo\iC: Regt

~an

B~e

. PB. Bro' &. " - It' bee n g reat fun .
G ood luck 10 you all. Don't forget me:
here at B.e. Remember, SPB works
for you. - W.W .
John - You going to stay healthy. this
May 4th') The happiest of all
Birthdays!
Love, Vic

Joanne - You've m ade these last few
months so enjoyable . Thank you for
yourself. - Love, Bill

.I .E. F. - Thank you for sharing, giving.
and loving these past two years.
They' ve been th e best. Love you XXXOOO, V.L.P.

Ellen - Having you as a friend for the
past two years has been the best .
Congratu lations on graduating and
best luck always . Let's get together
over the summer! - DJP
Jol)n - It's been fun going to BWlvo
with you and the others .
Congratulations and best of luck in the
future . - Donna
George - Best luck to you now and .
always. Don't forget to visit us next
year. Darleen and I are waiting for
another exciting evening. - Donna
To the whole gang - Thanks for a great
year. Come on down to the island, the
more the merrier. - DJP
De l er - Don't forget ne t ear we're
going to. ha,?
h ig T:ln giving
mt t_, - An
dillner . Eni()~ 'v ' .11"
occupant oj A-4.

C C - Th e, a st tw year<; have been
f'reat Remem her- ''I'm Ii It'ning in
nglash" MHE L UFf. : 'rD', " 140" ,
'"M u -klt,,~. Good luck inlh e tuture . 
" Mom"
Ca rol H Hal (" a rea lly gllod ~ u mme r.
Next ) en " . be o ne o f th~ be t.
'Primo'
H ve: 1I grear
rmuevou

Bob: Take it easy with the new go-cart.
Mom says you are really burning
rubber. You are the bestest brother a
girl could ever have. - Love, Bra

Oed  To a ramblin' and crazy guy, best
wishes for joy, peace, and succe'ss in
your life. Much love. Phvic
Fuzzy - Have a happy last semester;
then you can join the ranks of us cool
people who have graduated! - Love,

Vic
Rene - It's been quite an experience!
And they call you an innocent farm
girl! I'll never forget you - you've
shown me the way more times than
you know. Thanks - Love, Vic.
It was great having you as "one" of my
roomies, I'U remember all our talks on
those worldly subjects late at night.
Let's keep in touch! - (Vic) Drop
P.S. We have the best water fights huh?

Little Chick : Why can't you learn to
hand the ph o ne up right?! Enjoy your
la st year here - it goes by so fast! - 21

To Wild Bil l - Best f Luck to a good
friend - L l\ t: . Bra vo
Beth' He 's wi:hing you many more
""hoople" afternoons! (Nudge ,

d6 e) - \

Lauh: Thank you so very much for all
the time you put in with me for the
·play. You'll never know how much I
appreciated it. -Maggie
Ml\fc B: Love those enchanting blue
eyes.

A.M . L. :"Mother of the Year"Award.
Do you think we're capab le of being
on our own next year?

I love a man with a hairy chest.

Janie: You recieve the "Cra p of the
Year"Award . You're the only person I
know that could fall asleep in the
middle of any party.

Cliff: It never felt so good, it never felt
so right.

Joan: "Student of the year" Award.
Your unique at!endance record has
never been reached by any other
student in the histroy of this college.
'Becca': "Crazy Person of the Year"
Award . If you think you're crazy now,
wait until you finish the full four years.
I'll still come to visit you on Sundays &
Thursdays.
Lisa: "Resident Chinese Midget of the
YearM Award . Would you be willing to
do my laundry next year?
Deb: "Surfer of the Year" Award .
Never in my life have I ever seen such a
unique sense of humour. Always
remember, surfs up! Hang Ten'
Sharon: You already know that you
recievc the "Best Roommate of the
Year" Award. From the first moment
we met , I knew you and I would be
friends . I can't explicitly explain all
that you have done for me, all that you
mean to me & the ways you have
shaped my life.
Babe : This semester has gone by too
fast!! I'll miss you next year. Bryant
will never be the same without you and
that cra::y floor of yours.
Congratulations & Best of Luck ...
Your li ll Ie C heru b
T o p of V ne ~ fo r cral~ & Insane
people only! '

Holy Terrors' It's been real to say the
least! Thanks for four great years. 
Bill

See Ed K. - No harsh remarks or
insults! It is possible to write nice
personals. I know this may come as a
surprise. - Lovingly, Bill y

Donna : Hope you have a good time
this wee kend . Bet yo u won't want to ~o
back to high school aga in
Love, your big sis, De b

P .S . Carol 'Annie , can we possibly
know each other?'

Being a Leo is better than being Polish
My weekend was great. Thank you .
And yours1
Than ~ou fOT the t~pe\\nu:r. the:
T, enoL the
the nee lace. the
cm elopc • tile sur l), et _

Kathy S.
Thank you for making my two years
here interesting. I wish the best of you
always. You have gone through a
number of changes . Keep changing
and learning.
Love always, Jean M.
The Big Six.
Debi , Debbie, Jean. Kelly , Nanci,
Cathy, Cathy, Jean , Best of Friends' .
Love Always,
The Max!
Stu-- Watch your mouth on the field
even if you can't see the ball, you a---

Big Red Kills

Sonya : I still love you, even though
you ate those smelly garlic croutons all
weekend . At least you didn't burn like
me.
Loving Roommate: Please take care of
Bob (your current boyfriend) during
the summer. I'll miss you until July 14.
Do you find that annoying? -UglyMaMa Dog: Thanks for sharing the
pillow. Just be thankful we made it
there safely. -J udiPeter: This is your personal. You
really are persistent.
Flying Cadets - #1 in softball!!
Eileea: I'm really looking forward to
next year. being your roomie. Keep the
confidence, and save those bottlecaps.
Amy 0: See you over the summer and
good luck vith whatever or whoever
you wan t
Love, the little 'birdie'

<""

Wild:
me up next year for
excur,,1 ~ tn O'Brien's and Wing Wah
Lau at all hOll rs of the night.
Love, A 'chink' food lover
Sweens: Things started off rough. but
as I got to know you, I found out how
much fun you really are. Thanx for
teaching me the real meaning of the
word PARTY. - L.ove. Le-er

L 8. : There i ~ no wav to describe YOU
except good luck ~ lIh ~our room~at~
next semester. You'll need it.
Karen & Pam: Thanx for the bong
outs. and my first four-footer.
Love, the Candlclighter
JEO: I'm gonnam' hav ing you m ~
roommale ne. } ear. bUI I {l
II'
time I r u to g (I r pe Ie
,\ 11
c rt: and m cmo ne:~ arc til c pt in
con Idence. - LO\e alwa~ 's. Enzyme.
Ed K.: We'll lose one poet-laureate
when you graduate - D. K
To Dalpe - Your "good riddance" ca ke
is on its way - Bra YO
Mike M . - Are you planning to finish
the keg [his Friday Night with the
guys'!
Farewell to all. L.E.B.
Mary (Rosana Dana)
May your future be full of happiness
and joy. Thanks for being such a super
friend. Love. "The I.ady in 9"

SUMMER JOBS
AVAILABLE
Top Incentive Wages
Earn up to an Average of
$3.25 to $3.50 per hour
ASSEMBLERS HOURS
7:00 a.m, to 3:30 p.m.

ALSO

4:00 p .m. to 10:00 p.m.

IC

De b' H a ng in there kid - only three
mo re yean; to go. You'll have to give
me your add ress in "Essex"! -21
Dor m 9, . uite 230: It wouldn't have
been the same wi thout you guys next
door. T ha k) or the bachelorette
\\'eekend. 'Here ~e go, 5wingin'Iow,
lI:r
thaI count y line.. ... Here's
~ IS hmg ~ ou all J O} and suc«ss in your
II
• Lo~ V' the: chick .

HASBRO INDUSTRIES INC.
1027 Newport Avenue
Pawtucket RI
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F - - - -_ _ _ _..
. - - - - - - - - Public Transportation Available at Door
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Keep it low!

Still l"lore Personals

Open House Party: When: all summer
Where: Seaside Heights. N.J.
Hostess: The girls from Wayne

%S%~\%%%%\%%%%%%%%%\%%%

Bill - 1 hope vou appreciate the way I
got thru PA. this semester.
W . R . E .: Well. Bill it's been a reall y
great \ear and I just wish it didn ' t have
to ene!. Take care of vourself. and the
best of luck always - H . B.
To Kilcup A. 221-.1: It's been real. It's
heen nice. but it hasn't been real nice.
Kalh\' Onlv Iwo books.. Love, Annie
Estelle· Two neams and a sugar .
Dana· You ",ould -fail any Jewish
mother Inspection for cleaning up
after a party·. but thanks a lot for all
~(!ur help. We couldn't have done it
without \·(lli.
EK . Sorn·. we won't be arOUIll' on
Ma\ 2X

Harry - I don't want to hear about it

Sam: Don 't leave me, please. - Karen
J.S .: ~ext time 1[ will cost you to have
your laundry done.
I'm off and on my way to insanity-
don't laugh because you're all coming
with me . -MaggicTJ D. 1[', nice of you to decide to go on
your honnmoon so close to May 20.
GG • Will you solve all the world
problems this Frida\ Nigh! at the
Newport "0" Club?
Erma . S ince we don't have any
bedpans, will a coffeepot do? . ZEB
To Bi'll E. - It's Dorm 5. third floor. .. ·
not fourth floor. - YGur Host and
Hostess

Russ - Just scratc hing?
Dorm II Third Floor dominates the
Second Floor.
Kenny - ,I hear you
roommate next year.

have a gay

Savage· Thanks for the party'
Har'r y - What does SK mean')
Jerry - Sox are the best. face it! - Yal
Mark - How is Bonnie?
H.C.B . - When will you officially open
• your school of mixology')
W. R. E. - l.ong distance will not be the
next hest thing to heing there . Best of
luck - TW

T.J.D. - Will you make my breakfast
for me tomorrow morning?

Scrubb: Resident
going

Prudy: Do you like bathroom walls? If
you do, I have a picture of one . You
nearly gave us away Saturday. Prudy
drunk at last.

D . E.K. -I hope it wasn't 100 much ofa
sacrifice lor \'ou to donate your leisure
time (() PlaIa Suite.

"Lord, help me' I can't change-ange
ange ... Lord I can't change. Oh, won't
you fly high. Oh FREE BIRD Yeah!"

The Holy Terrors are about to crucify
the business world after May 20'

Next time we have it partv let's not
invite people. let's invite other,.

Rosey - Thanks' I had a good time
- Kath)

To my harem· Thanks for all the fun
and laughs over the past year. I'll miss
you all - A.B.

K.. I. is no longer I he fi nest. 1\1 i" /'cn 11
is the finest. K .J . wears onc sock! K.J .
IS really the hulk'

SIX· GO WI LD'

1'.1.1'.1 .. How was your harn dinner')
Was it reallv 10\ c at firsl sight') Sure
wcnt hog wild .
Mil.l'ing : -I wo telephone books . if
found. plca se return to B-Cup. 443.
Missing' One suiternate, if found.
please return to B-C up. 442. Hint:
Subiect last seen In vicinity of
townehouse E- J.

AriLOna's not that far

care of voursell
Br vant College ha
.-\~m
lui.!. h.~ II

J.D. - ''I'll have a Young Tycoon on
the Rocks with a twist of lemon'"

WILD WOMA:\i - I'm five. I'm five!
R.S. - We didn't know \OU were that
easy to get to bed!

.I.B.: Thanks for the encouragement.
This one is dedicated to you. A. F.A.
e.L.

Dianne and Angelo - Make the most of
it'

The 230's in 9: I t has been one h--· of a
year' [['s hard to believe that next year
could he any beller. With neighbors
like you. how can it be anything but
great '! -Co L.

awa~

.lak e: You 've been one hell of a
roommate. I'll miss you. Take go,)d
't ee n the la- , o(
h~ bu" .

Eric and Shep: Our faithful coaches.
Joker's Babes

Buc-Buc - There's no way you can go
horseback riding this weekend with
that bad back of yours!

Lori and Drew - have a great weekend'
Ray - get psyched for this weekend,
best partv ever!

Sweens - What the #'*@II
Top of 6 - You guys ha ve been so much
help this year. Thanx for making dorm
life great. Love, S. O'S
Girls - Thanks for the steak dinner 
Bruce
Doug - 't our rap

I.

\\eak

Pat: When do I get my backgammon
lessons?

D & 0: You both were a lot offun and
it was great getting to know you. I
hope the future holds everything you
both desire. Congratulations on your
"pre". ·84.

R.G.G. - For! Sill will encounter their
first R.,K.,P., and B. this fall .

E.K. - How come is the weather always
nice when you're not around ')

Erma - You may not have any teeth
but you have a big mouth - Zeb

Dianne - As the poem says. "What is a
friend" - S. O'S

Vic the Chick: You were one of the 1st
f met a '. Bryant and I'm sure I'll never
forget all the memories we have
shared. The list is too long to include
here . Good l.uck in everything.
Remember I'm only a phone call away.
Stop by and say hello on your way to
Providence! -Mother Hen.

John & Ed: Sorry to see you guys go.
Envious may be a beller word. It's
been a long time coming. I wish you all
the success and happiness you can
handle. Never gtop laughing. Rene

neVL'r n~cc..!~ ironing.

.'\1'.10 - Your rug is permanent press. it

Beth & Deb: It has been fun liVing with
you two. Your late night sessions were
often heard and appreciated. It's nice
to find people that think like me.
A .F. A. Rene

Little Chick: Looking back. the year
seems Oar too short. It has been great
knowing you and living with you .
n't cvcr
n . n)o
11 d
come by to \Isit. The home of the T.c.
will always be your home. too. 
Mother Hen.

Sex

Award--nice

Kathy : What day does the weekend
start on this week') -Peej
A . M .: Why do you sleep during the
day? What goes on at night"
Carol Ann: Why didn't you ever go to
slimnastics? You can tell me.
Lee Ann : A handaid mighl be heller
than a tennis racket. No holes. Take
care of THiNGS over the summer.
Don't forget all the good times we
had .. Peej
Ann Marie: Stop the disappearing act.
Keep us company sometime.
Remember I'm watching Roomie.
Nancy : How late did you stay at
Kenny's'? "Bye see you" Another guy?
Do you like spilling beer down
people's shirr.'.

hm.

'herr' m

Kathy: Keep in touch. You don't
live ihat fa~. I'll come vis'it if you

promise not to crawl around in your
nightgown or walk on chairs , Ethel l
Let's talk in the bathroom or else I'm
jumping. THUMBS -Miss ya , Peej
Midget : I'll be waiting for your lellers
a.nd visits. Don't be late. Know my
address? I hope the electric blanket is
turned on high , the bed leaks and you
electocute. "Lillie One" I have some
shoes for you. Keep in touch .
Miss ya, Peej
Rick: "What can I say'?" Which
Sunday. Friday, or Saturday') We've
had a lot of good times. It won't be the
same without you. Keep in touch over
the summer. I'll miss you.
Have fun. Pam
Scrubby: Your going to have to get
used io a new floor next year especially
when you're drunk . Thanks for always
listening and for everything you've
done. I don't know what 1 would have
done without you. You're always good
for a laugh _ Take care - Love , Pam
Gimpy: YourT.L.e. isinthemailwith
your present. Conn is not such a rOllen
state. Practice your Backgammon.
Jeff: Has it got to do with sex') Have a
nice summer.
A.M.L.: Help, my zipper's stuckI
Harry: Did you eat
EOOW' Take care.

KAWOLSKI!
Basket Cases: Thanks for everything.
I'll miss you guys over the summer.
Keep up the enthusiasm. Together
forever. Don't forget all our good
times. Next year will be oeller. Keep in
touch . -Peej.
Boh: Where are the sand dunes')
Vinnie : We'll get a nickname for you
yet'
1)(" '

TI

hl1h~

noug h i

.leff: You'll make somebody a nice wife
someday!

(ONLY NINE SHOPPING
DAYS UNTIL GRADUATION!!)

GIFTS
Mobiles-Seagulls, Airplane, Skiers
Ceramic Mug Sets
Wine Racks
Backgammon Sets
Ice Buckets

JEWELRY

,. Jewelry Boxes
8. Music Boxes

9. Bookends
10. Cheeseboards
II. ~eramic Soups Mugs

12. Ceramic Tea Sets

NAPIER EXCLUSIVE LINE
25% OFF

ALL STERLING AND STERLING VERMEIL
I. Bracelets

..

2. Earrings
At the BRYCOL BOUTIQUE SHO
Across From the Dining Hall.

enO \Jg h ~

h IIln hi'

GRADUATION GIFT
SHOPPING LIST

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

yet?

Urucie: H ow was yourdip in the pond')
Pinkies ONL Y from now on. I'll be
there to watch.

~ooooooooooooooooooo

I. Beach Bags, Tennis Bags-25 0/0 OFF!!

dinner

3. Necklaces
4. Stickpins
Sta ting M d ay, May 8
HOURS: 1 1 :00 to ,7:00
Monday through Friday
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Lee-Ann: Thanks for waking me--you
could have let it slide: I wouldn't have
minded. P.S. Enjoy "tennis"!

Janet,
Thanks for being a good friend
Have a great summer. and I'm sure I'll
see you around. Love, Nancy

Judy: Thanks for that sub!

Bud,
Congratulations on Delta Mu Delta
and your Graduation. Best o f Luck in
the future' Nancy & Susan

Ja net: Please don't step on me . O . K.'

John: I still owe you a beer! Nancy

Kath\': Szzzz .... LOUDER. LOUDER

Susan:
Through all the ups and down s this
year has bee n great! Thanks for being
there. See you next yea r and maybe
even this su mmer. Take ca re a nd keep
in touch' Love ya. Nancy

Hope all you g uys ha ve a super
.ummer' Gonna mis~ you all!
,\ick\' and Tommy:
Thanks for co ming! It makes this
v. eekend even better! Love Ya, Ann
III

!- \ CTO RY
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sof tball

III

D B.
Thanks again for a great time that
Friday night. They wi ll never know for
will they')
, d \OU l'lluld finally mak e it.
II lpe you have a good timc hen:' at the
u ow~ me a trip . Love. P.J .V.
lr/-

Linda.
Thanks for all the advice. You were
the greatest "Mother" a girl could
have. Best of luck with your job! I'll
come visit you this summer.
Co ng.atu lations on your grad uati o n.
Love ya. ;\ancy
To mv suitcmatcs: It s been a great
yea r' 'Than x for all the fun! Love.
. 'ancy

mgratulations on your engagenl.
ope \'Clli and Rocko ha\'e a
I' li fe together. Love. Paula

Bill.
You'd better start bringing me
flowers too or I might get jealous.
Have a gre at summer, ' Love. Na nc y

",n', "Cltt until next Septem ber
n \ou're back in 223 .
L\l\'c Tltt U It imates

Laine\'. Claire . and Chris:
Th~nx for lots of good tim es and
lot s of rap sessions. It was a grea t first
year and I couldn't have lived with
anyone more terrific th a n you guys.
Love Ya All. Ann

\' P.
'nu real l\ Im e your cherry at the
Il~hall lnn ·.' Hope the Pina Colada
P&.1 ( the nev.

\' er find ,

Betty Boop. Are \'o u going "crazy"
\ r (jeorge') Lo\·e. Sam
j ulie R.. The propnec~ has been
ulfilled that pooh bear ha s been
idnapped aga in'

To Oscar:
See you in the Townhouses. And
don't forget me. we will have to
continue to party as has been the past
two years. Love. Cookie Monster
Stacie S:
It ha s been a super year working
together. And good luck next year .
Budd\' .
I'm' trying to accept it, plea se be
patient. Please d on't feel guilty. Thank
you for everything. If you ever nc:ed
so meone to talk to I'll always be
around. ( hope you will always be
happ y."Smile 1
l.ove. Chris (Banana-brains)
Joyce,
Remember my midnight fantasies of
pepperoni pizzas.
"'ancy.
Going to be out of bed fo r our
gra d uation"
Patty

A~(' you going to a ppl y for a job

wit.h the Florham
Department"

Park

Fire

Mo .
Your "Iover" is on the phone!
Barb.
H a e a good time nex t year a nd
watch out for those guys!
You Guvs.
What 'are we goi ng to do with our
Master Charge? We'll have to go out of
business! '
Dear Carol.
( have rea ll y enjoyed having you as a
roommate this year. Thanks for being
there when ( n~eded someone. ( wish
you the best of luck in th e future. Have
a great time in Ca'lifornia ..

Linda--Don't you want to eat that
Swiss Roll--NOW'l How about a
butterscotch or two or three..
Barry--Will Bonzo pass P.V.'s class'?
AH-that's a good one.
Hey Kasim--Where's my flowers 1
Kasim--Well maybe tonight. You
never know . On the other hand. I
really don't think so but then again-
we'l l see.
To B-7-
['m going to miss you. Thank you
for all the fantastic times . Remember.
those on the top of six 1 You'll be in my
heart always. Have fun in Florida.
Good luck in the world. ND
Carol-
You'v e done more for me than you'll
ever know . Thank you for always
being there as a frie nd . It won't be th e
same without you. Your friend always.
Sue K .-My Polish siste r is graduating'
Although we haven't seen much of
each o th er since the top of six. I'll
always remember you. Thank you for
the good times . Best of luck in th e
future. Nancy
A-6 and P . D.-It's been a great year. Th a nk s for the
laughs. Good luck in the future. ND
Hoe--Ch eryl Tiegs is waiting for you
hanging in Spencer Gift Store at the
Lincoln Mall. Robert Redford Lover
Jack--Hello Big Boy, out of the shower
yet" Low Sexy Voice
PSN Man of the 3rd floor of the
library. I tak e grea t picutres . Try it. It
will save yo ur eyes and my sanity.

Kath~,

Get psyched for our great
escape to the Ca pe. Now all we need is
aJ
t
. The moment spent with
ha ll never be forgotten... thank
you . Get v.ell soon.

V.

, ( h

I", Ing for me-

The UltimatesJust think- Career Day '79 is only
351 days away. Love, Your Personnel
Director (your only hope to make i in
the business world)
Paula . I'm looking forward to
rooming together next year... you've
made a great new Ultimate, exCept can
the career day .

qUIe

cau ts Cancer.

our G reml in Interior-

Peg-a-Ieg. Happy to have you visit.
although the time is too brief. Love.
Sam '
" Lil Rap"- good luck in Dorm 12

Feu! see cat and mow see

IIctw;l,·./a

ne maniac bully who wears
on hiS chest.

You
ng

li\ e

are

the

a

true

Portagees

• cr n w .

To Lisa- The best roommate I've ever
had . I'll really miss all our chats and
most of all I'll miss you.
Love Always, Karen

Sniffle-up-agus- Best of luck to you
and keep in touch after graduation.
And just hang in there. Things will
work out okay.

Gary--Next year I'll have to start
charging a weekend rate. Love ya.
Nancy's crazy roomate

Snuffle-up-agus: You've got a friend
Cookie Monster

Linda--Congratulations on the job!
Thank you so very much for all of the
love and advice. You made my first
semester here so much easier. Best of
all things always. I love yo u. Susan

Big Bird : I wish yo u all the joy and
happiness the world can bring. I don't
know what I'm going to do without
you. Love. Cookie Monster
Big Bird: Thanks for being such a good
frie nd and understanding m y
' uniqueness" Cookie Monste'iTo the four nuts at Saga:
Thank s for making the year so great
and I'm lo o king fo rward to an even
better summ er.
Secretary II

hel per /1:. the

Dear Cathy. Cal, and Sanoy.
The last tWO years have been really
great. I will always hold fond
memories of the times we have shared
together. I wish you all the best of luck
in the next two years at Bryant. Keep
in touch .
Love, Sally

Zack .
:'-iext year will be the year of the
"sm Ol II" and congratulations on the
T ov.n h o u,,~ Job. Love. A mutual
fllllower of the "small"
Donna (Bl ue Eyes)
T han ks for being there whenever I
n ~ed someo ne to talk to. You're a true
rie nd . Be t of luck. Keep in touch over
the ummer.
Donna (BrmAn Joes)

Janet--Thanks for all o f the advice. I
hope that next year can be just as
good. Don't stop talking. Love ya ,
Susan
Bob-- You're all right: that is if you can
stand Steve Martin. Monty Python.
George Carlin. and various others at
all times. If there should ever be
another blizzard. please don't fall out
the back window again. Beware the
Mad Masked Mou se kapilOner. Love.
Susan
Brian--Tha nk you for introducing me
to the world of compu ~rs. Well.
maybe I sh~uldn't thank you.
Remember that good times arc the
best t imes. Love. Susan
To all of you crazy people in th e
computer center: Actually, I have
nothing to say to you. e xcept. "Why
d id I cver get to know you"" Love
eve r\- one of yo u' Susan

L.S . of T.E.--Wishing you the best of
luck after graduation . I..P.
Bob of A I--Sorry about not being able
to help you with tha t paper. Well.
maybe next time . Hope you got it done
on time . Linda's friend (A-4)
Racine: Thanks for the personal.
You've always had a st range "way with
words." Piche'
Chick--Well. babe, we've made it this
far . but we still got a long way 10 go .
We'l l make itl Wejust have to keep on
lovi ng and trusti ng each other . It's you
and me forever hons" ~ I love you so
very ve ry much! All my love . IiI' chick .
Jay
Try th e l. F.A. They m ig ht
some information for you .
remembe r.. Flip a frisbee with
firm phalange s to form
friendships l
Frisbee eorge

have
Just
your
fast

Nancy R.
Thank you
or b eing a n
understanding sultematc a t times. You
are a beaut ifu l person inside. Best
wishes for next year and your life with
Vesa . Love you alwdYS. I' ll be up to
visit.
Love. Jean M .
Pam: Thumbs and pinkies up '
Mike : Is it prime time yet' Hope you
have a great s ummer. Keep in touch'

o fte li .

Darlene,
To the Backgammon Queen, I know
you can't be beat but one of these da ys
I will catch up . Trust me as ~I trust in

Sharon, Colleen, Pete & Jimmy:
Thank you for helping make these four
years the best of my life. I have a lot of
memories. and I love you all' Maureen

01 ~ au

I'm

Dear Laura.
Your friendship as a suitemate for
the last two years ha s meant a great
deal to me . I will always hold fond
memori~ of our time s together.
Thanks for being there when I needed
someone to talk to. Best of luck in the
future.
Love. Sally

Pat W . and I are touchy, if you know
what I ntean.

D.B.
Thanks again for a great time that
Friday night. They will never know for
Sure will they"
Spiderman

all \'Ou graduating
h '
ue. <; II}. It's

r ne 't year. S mIle!'

Mike-"Bigfoot" shot a 94 on Tuesday.

' ancy

e . all
II II:01n

Tom T .--Lt's been a great year. Have a
nice summer. Love. A.C.

you"!?~

Luck and Lo\
Ellen .
Jeffy,
I know Long Island has more water,
but you have to swim back to the
pond.
Big Mac
TA-TA

Tuna ,

Come

back

J. W .
Have a nice summer. Hope we have
more good times next year. If the
TUNA comes 'back we will have to
keep him away from the pond. Don't
forget you have to train to be aDJ .
Big Mac
JAY .
I must say you don 't meet people like
you everyday. It was different. Have a
nice summer.
Big Mac
Spacey Janey,
I hope you & JW have a good summer.
If you want we can give you back the
nickname of the CAT. Donna don't
like it anyway.
Big Mac
Might y Joe.
Have a good summer. Remem ber yo u
car.·t shower in the girls DORM
when the shower is down the hall.
Big Mac
TUNA COME BACK AND DO A
' SHOW FOR JMF BRING STEVE
MARTIN WI T H YOU . OK

Ph illi ps: We've 5harcd the good and
the bad-- ro m panie to 10 t contact 
You're a really great friend! Ha\'e a
super summer. Party!'!
Lots of Love, Jayne

,

Darleen : You're a nice kid. We had
some interesting experiences--driving
to get linguica on Rt. 7--Have a great
summer. - Lots of Love , Jayne
Brian D.: A true intellectual. I'll really
miss yo ur unique talents next year.
Best of Luck in everything.
The Feature Person
Laurice : You're a unique individual.
Remember our weekend excursions in
my car. Hope to see you this summer.
Lots of Love, Jayne
"Ziggy": Thanks for the personal.
Looking forward to partying next
semester with the suite. -A-4.
Jeffy: Beneath the craziness lies a
really nice guy. Keep playing with your
slime and singing in a rock n'roll band .
Best of Luck - A puppy-dog lover
(J .W.'s friend)
Jay: Just to console your sensitive
nature. I am writing this personal
especially for you. Have a great
summer and be prepared for some
heavy writing next fall. -Jayne
Lori: So as not to disappoint you-
HAPPY BIRTHDA Y!' Have a great
summer! - Lots of love, Jayn e
Sam : The girls have a "Top IO"list and
You're number 2.
Happ y Birthday Laura

Kevin
Ke~p

In tou ch. We had so me good

'.tmes .
Big Mac
MARK
MARK

COTE,
COTE.

MARK COT E.
IN PRINT OK

Rick.
If you com e to Conn .. stop by . Hav e a
good summer. I can't wait for next
year's RICK & THE BIG MA
SHOW. Have fun. Bi g Ma c
'a ncy D .-- I've only known yo u for a
me~ler but it 'eems like it's b-:-en for
four ).ours, I'll mi ' you and Mike a lot.
ut rll be bee 10 sre Lhat Mike ' eats

Jerry: For your upcomi ng se nior year.
I leave you --Lisa. Maria. Grapes ,
Freshman. Rabbit . and Suzy'
C ongratulations No-N ames on a great
baske tbal l season . Next year you'll
shut ('Iut the High Rollers. PS.-
Thanks for the Molson.
Gina--Pass the ma.llomars . Who's got
the dip1 Where's the chips" Who wants
catsup" Any popcorn left" Wh o ate all
the cracker~" Doesn't a ny body have
anything to cat')
Joyce ,
You have been a great roommate, and
I wish yo u good luck next year.
I

____

~_.

.
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Personals - The End

Mountaineering #4.

,,·%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%S,
Sand\' P--Life without vou next vear
\\ill . be impossible . We' ll al~ays
"t'member yo ur circus gun, Pres. of
\\ .E.M .. nirtee. S.S .. pigg ing out
\\ hen we're bored , borrowing clolhes,
dllt'~ing Wayne. Micke\' and Pluto.
\\ '.' ~ now you' ll re member the good
tin lt" hecause the\"re in our hearts
fnrt'\c l' All we can sav is vou'rc "the
hcst" and life will be "the pits" without
\ ·,lll. \\c'll mis s vou so keep in touch .
Good luck--Much love. Cindy. Karen.
Carcn. Carla and l.eisa. P .S . .lust
rcmt'm her thi S is vour home too. We
expec t \ OLi lO check in ever\' once in a
while .. ion·l iust be a voice on the
phont' , r a note in the mail. "I reallv
didn 't t'; ll that much .....
.

pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk of being labeled
social climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored
They are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.
Similarly, the ambience
of an athletiC aft.ernoon (e.g.
The Big Game) is another
~ro;:;~ ideal moment. Downin.g
the mountains elevates
the morale of the fan and,
hence, the teaJIL There
fore, if you care at all about
the outcome, it is your duty to
mountaineer.
When should one not
enjoy the invigoration of the
mountains? Here, you'll be
happy to learn, the list is
much briefer.
Mountaineering is
considered
declasse
with
dessert,
-...~""'" improper
during judi
. cial nrQCj'lAC1-l
.ings andjust
foolish while
crop dusting around
. power l:in8s. Otherwise,
as the hot-heads of the
sixties used. to say, "Seize
the time!"

Mountaineering 1 is a skill
of timing as well as ~JI
nique, The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method.,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
aficionado. So the
key to successful mountaineer
ing is to choose the occasions
wisely and well. When, then, is
it appropriate to slowly quaff
the smooth, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer?
Celebrations, ofcourse,
are both expected and ex
cellent opportunities to
test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is virtually ·
. mandatory
.to do so.
, -.......

S;lli l"i l's been great rooming with you
til" sell1c., ter. I'll miss yo u (and yo ur
\ ()IC L··.'~ I ne\! vear--bc sllre to keep in
tollch. I ()\L'. C ,lnd\·
rhe semester is over ;dreadv . I .L't\
st<ln all over ne.xt \·ear--if \'()~ know
what I mean'" c'(, .
.
Heat~

and (irccnc\':
Dldn 't \\C Il<l\·c I·un this \'car!'
Rca I'" I'll mis.s \ a Chri.s .. J ak L' ('arc
.lean P.
You arc the best. the tunniest. and
the best partyer. You definitely made
,his year a memorable one (or m~.
lhank you for everything that you
gave me . Thanks for the dumh
comebacks and the goofs. "Stay
young. keep vour wheels in motion."
You bet I'll be up to visit you.
Love always, Jean M.
Debbie D.
Thank God there's another me up
here. Keep your head up high and
think what you are doing. You'll make
it. Thank you for making my last year
an enjoyable one.
Love you always. Jean M.

····Imagine

Kath." L
Friends don't always need to be with
each other to care for one anot her. I
think our friendship is deep and will
last. Wc had good times. and many
more to come. fll see you this summer.
l.ove alwa ys. Jean M.
Fire Marshall Donna of Dorm 6 was
seen throwing a lighted cigarette into a
bush.
Nancy and Jeff. I hope the toughest
decision vou ever have to make is
between soup or macaroni and cheese.
Fire Marshall. of Dorm 6, left the iron
on.
Bryant College is losing the most
beautiful girl in the world. l'il miss
you sweetie pie.
Sweetie Pie.
You're the sweetest girl I ever met in
my life.
S.P.- Whate\'er has happened. I still
love you.
S"'eetie- You're so cute.
Benson; It's just not going to be the
same next year.

I

Week without the
benefit ofBusch. A
disturbing pros
pect at best.
On the
other hand, not
every event H.Ovu.._
be as signifi
cant as those

'~~~M

outlinedabove.~~~~~~~~~~~
, Mounta.lneering is the SCience and art of drinking Busch. The term originates due to the snoWy, icy peaks sported
by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inside. (cf. lessons 1, 2 and 3.)

Joanne T- Spring has sprungand love
is in ~ne air.
Preds .
Who are you" How do you feel?
II. nees and ankles. 6:00 a.m. I can't
bllieve you know him' You're the best
roommate in the world. I love you
Diets
Suite J41
To the best suitemates
Remember all the good times'
Love. Diets

ever!

Tommy.
You're the max! Next year go to
J'IIew York for an audition! Beaches at
night arc great and so are choppy
lakes. Backgammon, YOU'lIlearn! See
you at Cape Cod'
Love ya,
D.D. The Nut'
I.alney:
You've heen the best roomie. I can't
wa it tor next \car. Thanks for listening
to all my grief. And also for the
"rac·t ical jokes. Clairse~

Don't just reach fbr a
~

John,
"
You have brought a lot of laughs to
us all. 'Remember all the good times-
the Bravo and the Wild Bills!'
Love, Gigglepuss.
Jayne.
Never forget all those nutty times . I'll
always rememb~r you for being right
on time!')' I wish you and JW much
luck and happiness . Gut schlafen!
Love , Ellen.

Jo THE ARCHWAY:
It\ been real and it\ hccnF U'\. hUI
It hasn't been R E AL FU\,,'

Fred :
Thanx-you are a sweet "heart" . I am
!!Iad we got to know each other.
buddies
forevcr--"wink".
.Jogging
Good luck in l.ake George.
Carol

KJ is the linest - and Ihat's the final

I don't want to wait until dark.

beer.

BUSCH~ad

fbr the mountains.

•.•..••..•.•.....•......••......•.•
ENROLl. NOW

"_-----------

KSM
CHARM SCHOOl.
l.earn 6 to be Cultured. Charming. :
Couth, & Sophisticated from the:
Master of Masters.

....................................
Viv - Getting ready to score more
points and have a great time! 
Shorthand Susie
Joan;
Enjoy yourself on Fishers Island this
summer. i pray everything turns out
for t he better wit h you and vour secret
friend . I look for~' ard l() ', er ing you
uite a bi t i n the lu t ur l:' .

Would YOU buy worms
from this man'?
Ron E.--The two-bit worm
dealer
Cut Rate Bait
Niantic, Conn.
Dial FU2-0000

( unn",U,U I

-
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Track

Team

By Jerry Gaynor
La s t Saturday, Bryant
wrapped up its intercollegiate
s eason in the tri- s tate
Campionship at Johnston High
School. The team's I'5-6-1 final
tally is by far the best in recent
years . With only o ne senior. Co
captain Chuck Tencza ,
graduatin g. next year's squad
sh o uld be even stronge r. Here's
how th e entire team fa red durin g
the :' ea ' o n:
THE R U ~ING EVE TS :
Sprinters. Topm o t a m ong the

Photo by M. /Jrandt
sprinters was Joe Cahill . The
freshman was the strongest and
mo s t con s istent performer
throughout the season. Joe
anchored two successful 440
relay team in addition to running
the 220 (23 .2) and 440 (51.6). He
took first in the 220 and 440
seven out of eight times he ran
them . Mike Kearney was
Bryant's number two quarter

Ends

miler behind Joe. Mike was
invaluable in the anchor spot of
the mile relay and clocked a
52 .6 In that position on
Saturday. Co-captain Mark
Ertel led off the 440 relay with
the best start on the team . He
also ran the 220 in which he did
very well, running in the finals of
the event often. Kevin Donnell y
wa s the 100 and 220 ma n and ra n
well In both . F ros h S teve
oso Lito started th e sea)) on in the
100 an d 22 0 b ut lat e r
co nce ntra ted hi effort. to the
220 and high j ump. in hich he
did ext remely
ell. Harris
He rm a n ~lepped int o thc 440
relay midwa , th ro ug h the s ea~o n
a nd added to t he team's
q uick ness; he also ran well in the
100.
Middle Di stan ce . The most
consi stcnt middle-di stance men
were F ro sh Jack O'Co nn o r a nd
Bill Va rney in the 880 yd . run.
They took one-two in many
races and top four in all. Jack's
best was I :59.7 and Bill's. 2:00.2;
both times are very good for
freshman . The two also came
back to run a strong leg on the
mile relay . Also in the 880 were
Jerry Gaynor (2:07 .9) and
S o homoTe R i h
lig L : 9.9).
Lon!! Dl Ian c. Phil
ro .
Sam Blackmo re and Dr. Ba rry
Proctor were the early season
distance men for Bryant. Phil
later suffered back problems and
"Doc" got s hin splints. Before he
left. though. Phil was the 1\0. I
miler 3 miler and Doc was the
No . 2. three miler. Sam was the
number two miler behind Goss .
When Phil and Doc were forced
to leave the action. Sam stepped
in and took their places. He ran
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Successful 15-6-1 Season

the hardest double in track (I
and 3 mile) and got personal
bests in both--4:46.6 in the mile
and 16:41 for the three mile
Sam's determination and
willingness to step in an
unfamiliar even is major reason
for the team' s success.
Hurdlers. Three Bryantonian s
concentrated on the o bstacles
this seaso n: co-captain C hu ck
Tencza . M ike Farra r and h uck
C assoli . C a pt. Te ncza I d the
crew in the 440 I H; h is best is
59.6 M ike Farrar also ran the

Guy Durot. Mark Nickel has
been the leading javelin thrower
for his three years at Bryant. His
best this year was 184'6". He was
challenged this year by Guy who
tossed the javelin 183 '; both
distances qualified them for
post-season competition. Also in
post-season co mpetition is co
captain Ertel in the high jump .
Mark's bes t of 6'5" in the first
meet quali fied him to take a
pl ace in t he c w E ngland 's . T he
6'5" ties th e sch ool record Ma r k
se t la st yea r.
J oini ng Mark in the High
Jump were fre:hma n Steve
Co o li to a nd Kevin Bonnette. In
maybe their stro ngest sh wings
of the yea r o n Sa turda y. S teve
and Ke vin finished seco nd and
fourt h . res pect ive ly . T heir
performa nces hc lped Bryant
along to it s second place finish .

In the s hot put. Dave
Belhumeur has been the iron
man. Fini shing near the top
every meet. he capped off an
excellent season by winning the
event at Johnston with a
personal best of 42' 8 Y:! ". The
hammer crew was Warren Alper
and Gil Howard . Gil led the two
with a be ·t o f 14~ ft. Smed lev
thre\\ II ~ t. The discus wa's
Photo br M. Brandt propelled b~ Smedle~ A lper and
Belhumeur. Dave threw it 135'1"
440's and clocked a 66.5. Cassoli
and
Smedley, improving
was the 120 H H specialist
steadily, tossed it 121'4".
finishing near the top frequently;
his best was 17.8.
The triple jump was
Paul
THE FIELD EVE~TS : This Rocheleau's
territon· . "The
year's iield team "'as the Phancom" mi ssed the :\ew
strongest Bryant has e\'er had . England's~standard of 44' by 6 y:! "
The squad was led by New but-still may qualify . Mark Ertel
England Championship jumped well also, with a best of
qualifiers. Mark Nickel; co 42'10". Paul was also the main
captain Mark Ertel and Frosh man in the long jump with 20'2"

nrljant Sports in Review

and Harris Herman was not far
behind .
In the pole vault were John
Graham and George Dahlback.
George's best wa s 11'6"; John's
10'6".
Al o t of praise and thank s i~
owed to Coach Reinhardt. He
not o nly deserve s ' credit for the
number of runn ers he h a ~
recruited t o Brya nt. but th e
mo ralc a nd qua litv of th e
runn ers has impro ved tremen
d ou Iy during hi tenure as

Photo br M. Brandt
coach. The team no longer lacks
purpose or enjoyment under the
" Reinhardt Regime ."
Thanks a ,lso to Laura and
Betsy ~ewberry. Pat Pellitier.
Fred Tanguay and P,H Haskell
for all the help they gave the
team throughout the season .
Thanks 'also to the spectators we
got for the home meets--your
support is greatly appreciated .
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THE SPORTS
The Gym: Inadequate at Best
By Peach Viertel
It seems that the planners of
the Bryant campus were eithe r
very shortsighted or felt that the
onl y sport around is basketball.
The gymna s ium is a perfect
example. Along with the (tee
heel Bryant pool and tennis
courts, there just isn't enough
spa ce for anythillg . Although
many of the indoor sport s were
never even planned for in the
gym.
There do exist such s ports as
handball. squash . and
racketball. However . these were
apparently completely ignored
in the planning of the athletic
facilities. Many times I have
heard the complaint that the
gym is being used for other
endeavors than the ones
preferred. Oh sure, the gym is
sufficient if all the other people

who would rather be doing ball
Oh sure, the gym is sufficient if
all one wants to do is play
basketball , but what about all
the other people who would
rather be doing someth ing else?
The gym has a weight room
which is undersupplied and just

available to the students . In the
winter with basketball (both
~men

and women's), and
intramural basketball going on
the only time available for gym
use was 10 to 3 p .m. not exactly
prime time for tho~e who have
classes to attend, which I assume
the majority of the campus
residents do .

about useless . The exercIse
rooms are empty and are good
for nothing unless a class of
some sort is being conducted

Perhaps a small extension or
another building would solve all
the problems . As is done in most
other s'c hools , a separate
building is used for intramural
competition and the main gym is
used almost exclusively by the
varsity sports. Hopefully, this
issue will be resolved before long
so that future students here at
Bryant will be able to enjoy fully
some degree of athletic
endeavor.

the re so one can obtain the use of
some material. If anyone can
dispute the fact that these
exercise rooms are good for
something. I hope they do . Just
write me. c / o the ARCHWAY.
Granted, the intramural
program here is well run and co
ordinated a nd a bravo goes to
Mr.
Leon Drury , but the
program uses all of the gym time

Also a Phys. Ed. Program
wouldn't hurt all that much. So
bite. Grinder!

Women's Softball

"Time to Change"
Debbie LaFleur, Marie
Cooper, Cathy Wall and Cathy
Treiger comprise the women's
running corps for Bryant this
past season. They deserve alot of
credit for the kind of season they
just finished . Their number was
small, but their dedication,
determination
and
patience
made up for it.
The girls started training back
in March along with the guys.
When the season opened in
April. their hopes for a good
season were high. Their hopes
were never realized. The girls
only got to three times all season
as compared to eight times for
the men . They were only allowed
to run in those meets that
Br y ant ' s men ' s opponent s
brought t heir female runners .
So, the girls were penalized
because the opponents had no
girls . This should never have
been allowed to happen. The
girls worked as hard as they guys
and should have been permitted
to compete as often as the men.
Something should be seen

from the fact that when the girls
were allowed to run, they took
first twice and tied for first the
other. This kind of talent should
not be wasted for any reason.
The girls deserve better than they
got. Hopefully. changes will be
made next year so they won't be
subjected to same disappoint
ment they experienced this year.

The New Bryant "Lax" Club

By Debi Luciano
Record 3-4
Thc Brva nt Wome n's Softball
team ha s been ha v ing :I great
season. Wit h a 3-4 Icague
standing. the girls have
displayed excell e nt skill in their
games. Thc schedule for this
season was a pre tty tough one,
but the girls kept up the spirit
and won the majorit y ,)1' their
games . Among the schooIs that
Bryant beat arc Dean Jr.
College. Nichols Collegc. and
Stonehil'l College . There were
somc very c10sc games among
tht: one's Bryan! lost. In the

Brya nt vs. Assumption game,
Assulllption wa s leading !O-O in
th e third innin g
Bryant
miraculousl y camt: back in the
tourth and fifth innings ty ing the
score
10-10. U Ilfortunately,
Assumption hit in two more runs
and the Bryant girls were unable
to catch lip .
The h igh batting averages thus
far this season are Linda
Holgerson ' s 5H3. Barbara
Schnell 's 565 and Do( , ie Pope's

522.
The Bryant girls should be
congratulated for the fine job
they ha ve done this season.

Ye Olde Sports Quiz
By Peach Viertel
I) What Atlanta pitcher hit two
grand slam home runs in one
ga me durin g the 1966 season'?
2)Who was the first black to
win thc Hc:i s man Trophy as the
outstanding college football
player of th e year'!
3) Which \iFI team first
drafted Johnn y Unitas')
4) Who was the only first
bas e me n t:: ver to win the Triple
Crown ')
5)
Who was the oldest
heavywe ight boxing champion')
0) Which of the original eight

...

In the ten years of the league's
existence')
7) Jim Brown led thc NFL in
ru s hin'g ei g ht times. Who was the
~Hl1 v othe man to leave the
lea~ge in ru shing as many as four •
times')

UBS

A"nswers
u::J J11 8 Ull" ::J"::J1S (L
Hv S;c)j::J;3UV SOl-0;J;}!O
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n01 (v
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1961 'SI"110 J1UJ3 (l
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Lacrosse, a truly eminent
sport, is taking precedence here
at Bryant College. The sport,
which is relatively new in the
area, is on the move with packed
action as the fastest game on two
feet. The Bryant College
Lacrosse Club encourages
rt from any ambitious

individuals who enjoy indulging
in contact and competition with
the intention of having an
exciting time. As we approach
the Fall semester of 1978. Six to
eight .scrimmages are being
projected as of now against
college clubs and teams in the
local states. With the help of the

Photo hr Mano Hr'W"T£J
Student Senate and the support
of athle,ic-minded individuals.
our first season can be a
successful foundation for a club
on the rise to become inter
collegiate.
Come out and see the "fastest
game on two feet" in action.
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By Paul Demers
... . And so I think I've figured
it all out. After a little thought, I
see the whole picture. It all starts
when people are born. After you
are born, you are prepared for
schooling . Schooling is
necessary to gain an education
that will get you a job. And ajob
is necessary if you' re going to
marry and make babies and
prepare them for school so they
can get a job and you can finally
retire and move to a warm
climate and talk about the good
old days when you were young
and were in school and how you
use to drink all that beer and
God. she was kind of homely
now that you thought about it
and I think I will eventually get
so old that' will....
Well, maybe I don't have it all
figured out. but I can give it a
good shot. heh?
When we stop and think about
it. sometimes life seems a little
futile . When we stop and think
about it. college seems a little
futile. When we stop to think .. .

•••
,-\ 1 . lhl ,, 111 Ix m:- last
art icle in T HE A RCHW AY
forever; whether , am writing
under my own name or my
disgusting alia s. Lucky Pierre.
The: lime ha -come for me to
lea\
81") n and
II t ho~
wonderlul thm
h
d rn hi
campus.
Imagine my despair at not
being able to stand at the Point
in the Rotunda any more
between classes. No longer will
my time be spend in idle
vacillation while watching
plump. rotund "Bryantonians"
in tight. bulging clothes.
scampering about after members
of the opposite gender. No
longer willi dine in the midst of
pseudo-cosmopolitans and
social dilettantes who. while
poised with cigarette and coffee
cup, study any well-formed Levi
bottoms with a practiced
precision that puts the men to
shame. No longer will' be able
to fabricate idiotic, babbling
articles for this glorious
pu blication .
Imagine my despair!

•••
Brrrr, YukYuk, Brrrrr....
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•••
Cold laughing people sit on
benches in protected environ
ments, gleely chortling over
pett y matters and events that will
soon be forgotten. Brrr, Yuk
Yuk, Brrrr. .. .

•••

"We're stiU not working with
actual figures yet. but i,t looks
like we might have to cancel
Parents' Weekend ."
'"
suggest we set up a
committee to investigate the
whole affair."
"Yeah... We can call it the
Piano Research Committee...
ahhh... wait a minute, that one
has already been used . Well, how
abouL ."

...And though you people may
not realize it , our organization
does a .Iot for this school and
we're cool. While everybody else
is fooling around, we're doing
the things that are really
You always strive to be an
important. You'd better believe . expert and a confirmed
that we are hard-core. Our
"cool" person. You know you
organization is the strongest one
have reached this status when
on campus. because we do the
you own a pair of red pants. I
most!
recently bought a pair of red
Who cares?
pants , but' don't wear them in
pUblic. Sometimes, though, late
at night when no one is around,'
slip them on just to see what it's
"you feel the class gift should
like to be an expert and a
be?"
confirmed "cool" person.
'" hadn't really thought about
it."
"Ahhh, come on . . . sa y
You are also an expert if you
anything. What do we need?"
have some type of plaque.
"Well...maybe we should get
Plaques are reassuring and
an Alumni House ... "
impo rtant to e lf-image. They
al 0 hlde na t ~ ho le in " all .
•••
You are rea II. peaking when you
.. , heard a great idea the other
receive a plaque.
day . Somebody suggested we
•••
donate money for a n Alumni
House ."
I had a plaque once. I used to
"That's a great idea . \li e could
han~ m ~ r
p n t on it.
Ii . it up. pla nt tu li ps around it.
•••
and \\ hen " e came
ck her
" Ith ur pou
and kid . we
I bet
9.9999999£"i of the
cou ld ho\\ Il o rr. Y ah . I thmk
people who read the things ,
that would be really useful."
write. have no idea what I am
talking about. To that other
•••
.0000000 I %: pretty funny. heh?
" ... and so we feel we should
have an Alumni House."
Once upon a time there was a
'Tm sorry to sa y this. but we
planet called Zoocol (no
already have an Alumni House."
.... Oh ..."
intended relation to Brycol) that
was a million. billion miles from
•••
here . The people who lived there
..... And though you people
were called Glucamoid s because
may not realize it. our
they were composed of glucose
organization does a lot for this
and cellulose. They had a thick
school and we think you should
skin. a hard core. and in some
give us some money to help pay
ways. looked exactly like the
for our banquet."
apples we find here on earth .
"Ahhh.. .1 know I'm a Senator.
Well. according to legend. the
but I ha ve no idea what is going
GJucamoid s were broken into
on.'"
several fractions. There were all
"Well you see. the Bevel Club
sorts of little groups who had
is asking for money for their
some important reason for
banquet and we have to decide
existing. The only problem was
whether or not to give it to
that after joining these groups.
them."
often the members went through
"How much do they want?"
a process called "de-coring."

•••

•••

•••

•••

What this involved was the
taking of the core out of these
little apple-like people, throwing
it away and substituting one of
the group's cores. The result was
that the little Glucamoid,. who
before was a wonderully social
creat ure, often became · so
organization-oriented that they
were miserable to be around .
Everything was "We did this," or
"You guys aren't doing as well as
us," and all that sort of nonsense.
The funniest thing was that these
organizations were supposedly
all working toward a common
goal. You would never have
known it.

•••
Everybody loves you on the
way up, but no one can use you
when you're done. Some people
can't accept that.

•••
There is no reality. For a while
, used to proclaim this about the
campus and no one ever knew
what I was talking about . , will
explain. The complete statement
is: there is no reality at Bryant
College. This means that we are
living in a sheltered and
protected environment and all
that "real important stuff' we do
here doesn't mean intestinal
discharge out there.

•••
... My God . have you ever
considered what a price increase
of grinders at the Country
Comfort could do to the world
econom~ .. .'.'

• ••
... He never even knew what hit
him. He had walked around the
corner in the hallway and there I
\\a . standing there in the wide
open ~ Ilh m\ im I Ible h bidogun
In hand . And he didn't e\'en
notice! He just walked on b~ and
of course , let him have it.
ZZZAAAPP!! He continued
walking, just like before, but the
difference was that now he did n't
have a ny will. , had taken it away
with one little shot. For the rest
of life . after that moment. he
would be ruled by society and
the majority and what mother
thinks best.

•••
Only the authorities are
supposed to have libidoguns. I
got mine from an unsuspecting
school official during a
newspaper interview. It was' on
his desk. right in front of me. so
as quick as lightning. r snatched
it up and blasted him so I
wouldn't get in trouble . All the
others in the room had no idea
what , was doing because
libidoguns are invisible and their
effects are not immediately
noticeable. Everybody thought
that I was just acting strange.

They remarked later, though .
how that certain administrator
has nFer resisted any of their _
suggestions since that da\
Burrr. Yuk Yuk. Brrrr.
.

•••
I was almost shot once. It wa,
during freshmen year when we
were signing up and registering
and going through the process to
make us certified numbers. A~
they were taking I. D . picture~. J
noticed that there was a
libidogun built right into the
camera. Every new student who
had their picture taken wa ~
blasted by the gun. I was lucky in
n.>ticing it and escaped . But
most of them lost their will and
remained obsequious for the rest
of their school days. A few did
escape and I later met them. but
most either graduated earl\' or
transferred to another scho~1.

•••
...So for the last few week s.
I've just been wandering around
the school blasting people with
my libidogun . , don't know what
would happen to me if I was e\en
caught. They would probabl~
force me to joi.n an organization
where I would be "de-cored."

•••
Do you realize that we are
almost halfway through 19 78~ It
seems like only yesterday that I
was filling out those forms and
paying application fees for
business schools in the wood~.
We're practically into the 19~O' ~
It kind oi ma kes you ieel old.

•••
I was mistaken in my letter la~ t
week. Dr. Fullerton inform.:-d
me that a ullege needn't h e .:
ne w paper ror accredita!\(I .
-.; ow the staff can quit without ~
quilt y conscience.

•••
" ... does your committee hJ\ ~
to report concerning the nwn;:, \
for the Be\el Club')" ·'.\hh .. 1
didn't even know I was on t h.!:
committee .. ."

•••
.. ,And when we stop to th lr.!-.
about it. was it a il ... "

•••
The robin slowly nudged lh,'
fl edglings out or the nest a n':
watched them cra sh w lh,'
ground. They squatted the r~
stunned. blinking in the li~ ht
Not sure of what to do ne:\!. .:
few attempted to try their win~ ,
Their first chance to tl~·. S i.~ m ,·
would make it. some wouldn·t.
Secretly, , urged them on .
"If you don't Illy now . chanl' e~
are you ne\'er will."
It was the last time I e\er sa\\
those birds .
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Memories
By Jay Metzger

(Dedicated to all my friends, for making this year
so special for me.)
In the beginning, lonliness and the fear were the
only companions.
They were everywhere, like a shadow.
No one paid any attention to the object that just
happened to be there.
It didn't deserve any, so why bother?
But there was life in that object, a human life.
Reaching his hands out to the world, hoping that
al10ther would hold them.
Hoping that this person would guide him through
the jungle of life.
But no one ever came for him, and so he stumbled
about, disallusioned of all that was around
him.
Fate had dealt him another joker, while everyone
else held the aces.
How he wished that just once fate would deal
the ace.
That very ace that would free him from his
cage of jokers.

Innervisions

By Donna M. Lampen

Time Gone By

When I am .Jonely,
all I have to do
is playa familiar song;
look at your picture,
or close m¥ eyes,
and the vision of you comes to me.
It takes me to another place
and I feel as though we are
together again.
I dare not lose this contact,
for if I do,
I'll find myself from whence I came,
alone and distraught

Where have the years gone?
Has it really been that long
since I came here as a freshman,
wide-eyed and eager to be independent
People have come and gone
They've all, in some way,
affected my being.
The time has come to say goodbye
to the old and hello to a new
facet of my life.
Remember me,
although I may not be with you.
And remember with smiles
all the times that we have shared.
Say goodbye to yesterday
All that remains are the memories left
behind.
It is now to grow up and grow away.
The time has come to go
and make a new life,
Apart from anything anyone has
ever known.

••••
The camera clicks as the pen busily
captures each fleeting moment
Then it's a hurried night shaping, refining,
starting again, till all is perfect.
It was his salvation; it was his life.
With much remorse, he had sank back into
himself.
With his writing, he wove a shield from which
he hid behind.
The world was to bother him no more, he
wou Id see to that.
So with his shield of depression, he started down
the path of inner peace.
He trudged on, never looking back, until he saw
his destination.
Spreading out on the soft grass, he listened to
the sun's music coming down to comfort him.
This land was just for him, and it beckoned
to his every demand.
The mountains stood guard over his personal
paradise, responsive to his orders only.
Finally, he was happy.

••••

*

••••
~enever he was down, they would pick him up.
If times were hard, they would comfort him.
When all was well, they would be with him.
He had gone through hell, and had risen ba1::k
to level ground.
All was not perfect, though.
There were still times when hate broke his will,
but now he had friends to heal him.
in return, he did what he could for them.
But he knew that he could never repay them.
H.e only wished that they would never leave him.
Ufe had a new meaning for him, a new
challenge.'
He would need a shield no more.

Poem
If you are absent, you will not be forgotten.
If we are apart, we will not be distant.
If I am alone, I will not be lonely.
I am sure that time and miles will not change
the beautiful things that I feel for you.
You have made me sure of myself.
The strength you have showed me
lingers long after you have gone.
I have felt a joy that explodes into laughter
because you have made me so happy.
All that we share makes our love secure and
our promises to each other easy to keep.

Koala
Up in the utmost timbers she liues
To the uantage point most concedled
She waits most contently seeking and taking in al/
Huddled high with soft, plush gray fur,
'
Her young one whines gently as nightfall sets in,
She knows that she's safe and secure.
For the dense green foliage prouides for many,
The way of life is straight and simple.
With her little teddy bear face,
And paws that handle with such grace,
She is true/y a nique sight.
By Chris Blasko

des

So~ehow, a small group of people had snuck into

hiS world.
Angrily, he shot up eith his shield, ready to
repel these intruders.
But instead of attacking him with hate, they
reached out their hands in friendship.
It stymied him, and turned his shield into dust.
He iust stared at them, confused, and afraid.
Then something inside him took over his thoughts.
Slowly, he reached out his hands and moved
.
closer to the group.
At first hIS strid~ was. steady, but the stumbling
returned, forcmg hIm to hesitate and regain
his balance.
Soon th~ hands were almost touching, when the
dust tripped him up.
Fate ha~ dealt him another joker.
Tears cned out to fate for just one chance,
as the group stood over him, hands
outstretched.
F~om the sky, a hand came down towards the
Joker.
With one mystical pass, the joker transformed into
an ace.

Rememberance

By Donna M. Lampen

The Unknown
By Kaz

Thanks, Corinne
You are my friend.
Because
you find the time
to stop
and talk to me
to listen
when I need an ear;
Because
you make me feel good
like I am
an important part of your life
like I have
a home when I have no house,
Because
you help me be the best
by searching for
all the good things in me
by bringing out
all the good I am capable of;
Because
you have shared with me
all those dreams
I have stored inside
alLthe good as well as the bad
that is so much a part of me;
You are my friend!
I wish you could understand
how much it means to me
for us t~be friends.
The greatest gift I know
is the sharing
of a friendship.
There is nothing I would want
so much as for us
to hold our's '
close and dear
through all the years.

Someday. all of us must face the unk nown.
That someone or something we haue ,1eard about
But haue neuer had exposure to firsthand.
.
What will be our reaction to this confrontation?
Will it disappoint us and leaue us bitter?
Meet or exceed our expectations?
Only after the encounter will the ambiguous become
certain.
What we refused to belieue can no longer be refuted.
The experience cannot be auoided.
It is only throughfacing the unknown that we learn and
grow.

It's Over
By C.S. Perry

Does loue euer stop?
.' ..
After all once you say you loue someone you can't
take it back.
If you can't erase the words can you erase thefeelings?
If it was really loue, I mean loue of person and not loue
of laue itself
How can you stop the warmth that glows inside you?
What if a major crisis happens, will that stop it?
Will it be ouer foreuer?
After all foreuer is such a long, long time.
What could be such a disaster to end this louing bind?
Is lack of trust a major disaster?
You bet your bippy it is!
Will this end the loue that is mutually felt?
I only hope that someday, not too far away a new
cornerstone of trust can be built to be the foundation
of a new and better building.
This will house our loue for each other. Once again we
will see the same sunset and'share the same laughter.
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Ed Kasinskas:
It seems like only yesterday
that I came to Bryant as a
freshman. Four years seemed
like a long time... then. After
only a few hours on campus, my
fears that college would be a
repeat of high school faded into
oblivion.
Freshman year was a year of
"firsts"; first mixers, first frat
parties, first all nighters. a first
time to hear controversial
speakers like Ralph Nader in
person , the first battle with
preregistration and culmination.
It was a time to exercise new
found freedom and independ
ence.
Bryant was a different college
way back then. Breakdown in
communications between the
Administration and the
students. surplus budgeting.
possible conflict of interests on
the Board of Trustees ,
mysterious donors. and the list
goes on and on. These problems
came to a climax on March 4
when the student body ,"ent on
strike and boycotted classes in
support of the faculty, who were
not h!aching in support of the
maintenance worker's strike.
It was a difficult time for the
freshman . The pr bl m had
been buildin '\cr the _ r , . and
ea h !>id _ had III own story. . ' 0
one knew who to believe. Most
students ~upported the boycott
and walked the picket lines in
Providence and on Route 7.
Some teachers continued
teaching IlId cnt t hat Yo' n t to
class; some clas -es \\o ere held at
O'Briens. But the apathy thaI

Harry Cohen:
It wasn't too long ago when I
remember asking someone
where Dorm 4 was located. that
being my first experience
entering Bryant College. And
now as I'm ready to depart.
Dorm 4 is not Dorm 4 and
Bryant College is not Bryant
College. As times change, Dorm
4 is now Gardener Hall B, and
Bryant College is now referred to
as the Bryant Country Club.
Looking back a few years. I
remember the times when the
Silver Truck and the Red Truck
were quite popular on campus .
Having a nightly grinder !Jecame
habit forming. But as usual when
things are going good. somehow
they come to an end rather
adrupt. And after about 80
grinders. the "Trucks" were
abandoned from our campus.
During my freshman year. the
most popular form o f recreation
was ta b le Ic nrll III the ga mt'
ro om. -h ' ab l tc nn i ~".: l uh bac k.
th "jj " va "~ ad {) f its 75 memhe rs.
But just a_ good th ing co me to
an cnd w Jld (hI: pin g p c n .
ta It- 1 a ~ [ l l I hc . ' llU :11
Affa ir;. nni e and LI ra t'
Jo r ~ n . t ht' ping p( ng ta bk I,\l a ~
ta k,_'n Oll l 0 1 l til: ga me ro o . nd
pu t into ~ t t l nJ g e;: . An th <l t W'
the d lH nhd l
tht.: cl uh lmd
I hle: ! 'nni~ It Bn ant. W Il till'
ne\\ ~ t u d c l1l (' cnle r bl: in-, h u ill ,
there were hopes jo r p ing p 109

or
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exists today was much worse
then, and many went home.
Not only have we had three
different presidents over t he past
four years, but there has been
numerous physical changes as
well around campus. Mixers
were held in the Rotunda with
beer being sold in the snack bar
(today's Rotunda faculty
offices). Offices now occupy the
spaces where the game room and
commuter lounge once stood .
There was no center for enter
tainment . just the Rat.

TilE

INQUIRINCr
P110T 0 Ci RAPIIER
WHAT DO YOt: REMEM

years, I'd have to say that the
wounds which were opened

BER MOST ABOL' T

rooms waiting to be called in.
"Take no t _: . I aid 0 m, _e lf.
"Y ou' ll be d ing that nt:x.1 yea r."
Before I realized it, next year
was this year. Decisions had to
be made. What do I want to do?
Where do I want to work? Where
my friends sat last year. I sat
now It was an eerie feeling,
What had seemed
far in :he
dl. tance v.: no .... ha r h rea hty,
Looking back over the four

during the strike, are slowly
being healed. It's much better
today than it was then . Some of
my other highlights which will
always stand out include the
Harry Chapin concert, playing
frisbee where the center now
stands, meeting the Governor
and Patriots, the snowstorm last
May, and the subsequent power
failure, which forced the only
cancellation of classes in four "A
I of paT/ring and Ihe old
years, and the blizzard .
Ral" - SCOI/ Komila
As in my freshman year when
the "firsts" intrigued and excited
me, this year was filled with
"Iast ~ "-last mixers. last
weekends, the last article I'll ever
write for THE ARCHWAY.
Seeing the finality of everything
which encompassed my daily life
for four years leaves a feeling of
emptiness and regret, like losing
your close friend.
!
Rather than looking on thel
final days with despair. you have
to look at the promise of the
future--a new job. new friends
and experiences , some of which
are beyond your present
imagination. College is just one
phase. brief th o ugh it may be. of
. "
li fe, You ca n nl) get out 0 'Kno~'/edge and Jacobs Drn'e
o llege .... hat you put in. Those - Ke\'m Lacy
who went home every weekend.
or never got involved in other
activities will never know how
exciting and rewarding Bryant
could be. The memories of the
good times and bad will remain
fore\·er. While it can never be
repeated. if I had to do it all
agam. I would .

tables in the gameroom. We all
learn from our mistakes and
Bryant College made one big one
by building the Centertoo smail,
and of course no ping pong
tables in the gameroom. It is
amazing to note that 99 percent
of t he colleges and universities in
America have ping pong tables
in their gamerooms and
elsewhere.but the other I percent
(Bryant College) does not. One
other feature which stands out in
my mind is the class gift of '76.
the two steel beams with a
miniature and defunct clock. I'm
glad that our class is donating a
gifdar more important than two
steel beams for $15,000.
Of the more amusing things
which have occurred during my
three and a half years here, I
found the lecturers to be
extremely interesting. I have had
the opportunity to listen to
Albert Seidman, former Chief of
Ddectives of New York and
aUl h or of lh ebc · t ~ cll rC H IE F.
a nd i1 1'o Vince nt BlIg lio si .
pI' . cu tlng atto rne) for th L'
Ma ns'. ' n ca 'c and a ls 1 W , lc rga!e
:.: o ns p ir:!!o r r . H o \\ anl HU ll l
hl'n "he n: ... as t he 'a t ion a
l am poo n S ho \' , th t: Lo nd on
M ad h ouse Compa n y . and
conce rts with names slIch as
Harry Chapin, Sihc rad o, A nd y
Pratt. James Mon tgo nl t:r .' . P ure
I ralrie League. E d S utli\ un . and .
u r course the S u nd ay and
Wednesday night at the movies.

In the past three and a half
years when talking about
Bryant. who can forget the
Student Strike and more
recently, the Blizzard of'78? And
who can forget the old
Rathskeller. now New
Directions. Yes. in four years
times do change.
More important than social
life and other activities, one
comes to college to prepare for a
future career. As a hotel and
institutional management
major. I plan on beginning a
career in the hotel industry.
During my three and a half years
studying this field here at
Bryant. I was pleased to be a
student of Mr.
Camper
- department head of the HIM
program. For a school with no
Hilton Hotel as part of the
program, I feel that Mr. Camper
has done a superior job. I have
really learned quite a bit in this
field because of Mr. Camper,
.l nU it.... not as ea<;y a, many
pel pie thin k it to be. I would
a lso lik e In Includ ' M r. Leo
Ban it I a a a jo r p lus to Ihe
HIM prc1g.r· . A~ ' s r Or! '," riter
fort ht:! he A RC H \VA Y,I hi, \'ill
be my fin a l a rticle . A ltho u g h Ihe
a rt icle d oe ' n't have 10 d o with
sports . th e ARC H W AY has
give n m e the p riv ilege to share
my r lle t iom with yOll I ho pe
man y o f yo u will find college as
m uch 0 a rewarding experie nce
as I did.

Sophomore year went by
faster than the first year. The
idea that half of my college life
had already gone by never
entered my mind . During those
years, living on campus Was
more natural than living at
home . I'm sure many of you refer
to your dorm as "home". We say
it wit hout realizing it.
At the start of my junior year.
something inside me warned that
college doesn't last forever. It
was time to start trying to get the
courses I really wanted (needed)
to graduate. I can still see my
friends, who were seniors then,
sitting outside the interview

BRYAl'\T?

Pholograpr hI' Karen Miller
Inter"ieH's hI' Jarne Morris

"The
made

. 11I1r!

ill/{ .

li·iendship.1 I hal'e
illI

ih e

Ihingl

I

experience, .. - Dehhie Greene

"Mac's" - Roger Williams

"The meeling of so many people
and mosl of 01/, 80h"
- Karen Miller

dar" 

" ,4 1/ Ihe \I '
anti Ihe hcalili/ill

l\'Omell

- Bill Ji-inqlle

"The ~'('(,lIriIY /i)r('(' (III Ih"J('
eli:;y lIighls" - A lOll ".-(,JU, ·/. .
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George Dooley
think I have changed as
much as Bryant has in the last
four vears . Luckv Pierre I am
not. but I would Ii"ke to reflect on
a few good and bad experiences
I have had at Bryant.
The one thing that has
annoyed mc more than anything
is how much so few do for so
many. I wish you could rcalize
the amount of planning and
effort that goes into the various
programs set up on campus.
Although the SIP.B . did poorly
on t he Pure Prairie League
Concert. they worked long and
hard to give you the best concert
possible. They succeeded. Those
that went thoroughly enjoyed
themselves . Did the students
support S.P.B." I say no! Now
you bitch because you were
subjected to a "sub-par" spring
weekend. Tough .
Few of you realize the amount
of work that goes on in the
ARCHWA Y. Some even believe
that the staff is payed for their
efforts. The students could not
be more wrong. I have my
differences wit h many on the
staff. but I have the utmost
respect for them. They usually
work until 3 a.m. on Thursday
night so you may read the paper
on Friday.
Some people even have gall to
question what is put in the paper.
They don't like the articles. or
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the lavout, oreven the humorous
side tt) the paper. I think I speak
for the editor when I invite you
to pick up a pen. come to the
office and just put some of your
efforts forth .
A very good example. of who
is work ing very hard for st udents
IS
a Junior named Dennis
O·Cunnell. Dennis IS the
production manager of TH E
A RCHWA Y. He is usually one
of the last to Icave on Thursday
nights .
Dennis is also President of
"God Squad" and a membcr of
the Board of Directors of Bryeol.
Hc was also on the Awards
committee and God knows what
clsc. This is not a resumc for
Dennis O'Connell: it is supposed
to show thc impact ope pers n
has on your way of life here. But
you don't care. do you')
I leave Bryant with many
bitter memories . but have
enjoyed my stay here. i would
not have stayed if I didn't enjoy
myself.
The greatest acquisition this
school has made is Dr. and Mrs.
O'Hara. These two people d
seemingly
boundless energy
really care abut what happens
here . If everyone worked half as
hard as they do, there would be
not hing left to bitch a bou l. I
\\i h the O'Hara's and all of you
the best of luck. Add some imput
into Bryant. you and the school
will benefit!

Carol Grills

~

It is 6:00 p.m. on Mar 20. 197fi
in Bradford. RI. Mr. Grills i.i
help in!; his daughter. Carul.
unlo ad the Ford Pick-lip that
traf1.lported the contents o(
Room I. Townhouse A-6. Carol
H'orks vert· slmdl' and is
chuck lin!; to hersel( as she
unwrap.\' trinkets cherished .lor
jiwr rears.
DAD : What's that'?
C AROC What does it look like')
This is obviously an empty
Schlitz can .
DAD: Why would you save
something like that?
CAROL: This canjust happened
to contain the very beer your
daughter got loaded on her
behind with during Freshmen
Orientation. 1974. In those days.
it just took one can to set me
nying and molesting every male
body I could get on hands on.
DAD: I don't believe it. How
many beers. may I ask. does it
take you to be. as you say
"loaded on your behind" now.

Jeff Tunis
It all started fou r yea rs ago:
\\e ll. actually it \\a. 3 years. 9
months, 20 da\'s, 5 hours. 43
minutes. and 3 ~econds ago (I'm
not in a hurry to get out of here),
when I first saw the town of
Smithfield and said to myself.
"Huh~" But I learned tolivewith
the cows and the rest of the girls
at this school. and I now can sa\·.
"Huh~
,
My
Freshman year was
amazing. My first night here I
was attacked by my suitemates
and had by bed thrown out the
window. After that it was the
usual shaving cream fights and
the bucket-of-water-on-top-of
the-door trick . Then we went
back to our suite' Seriously,
though. my freshman year was
generally uneventful. I didn't
join any clubs and watched a
heck of a lot of TV.

WELL, WELCOME APOARD HA5KER,
TASKER, M1LL~OUSE AND ff;LDBAUM,
l(O[JNG MAN, ENJaY YOUR WORK
AND I'LL SEE. YoLl AT tlOUR
REnREMENT DINNER iN 2005
~, Office Box 1523
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Ralph Hortenschlepper:
"It was the best of times, it was
the worst of times ... " This quote
from Charles Dickens"A Taleof
Two Ctties" summari7es my first
experiences at Bryant College . It
was a difficult period for the
school. but an exciting one for
those students who were
involved.
But the strike has past as has
the time for dwelling on it. Let
me speak instead of some of the
lighter incidents of my college
career.
I remember once when an
annoymous group of students

The most memorable
experience of my Freshman year
was "THE STRIKE". The thing
I remember most about the
strike was making the Chanel 12
news and sleeping until 12:00

decided ·t o develop a new form of
transportation around the
Koffler Rotunda. It consisted of
a platform supported by four
wheels. i.e. a skateboard. Our
meager efforts were over
shadowed by those of
Skateboard Wizard. Paul
Demers. whose nuid maneu
vering astounded us all.
Wh~ would be foolish enough
to stay up till 5 a.m. to make
students laugh (other than the
night shift Security guards). I
wa~; fortunate enough to be part
of such an endeavor a year ago
April Fool's Eve . (and it was
climaxed with THE ARCH
WA Y Banquet.)
Steel ruler drum solos at 3
a.m . accompanied by the famous

CAROL: Oh, about two sixes,
you become immune to this stuff
after awhi ·le. Of course, it all
depends on which beer you
drink. It could be Schlit7. Miller,
Michelob. Heinken. \1 olson.
you know.
DAD: You sure learned a few
things at school didn't you'?
What's that you are holding
now,?
CAROL: This is my goody bag
it contains my momentos of
sophomore year. This is my
computer date from the mixer
we had at school. Boy, did this
guy have a nice ... smile! And
this is my Burger Chef hand
puppet from our weekend visits
there . Here are various ticket
stubs to concerts. a game I went
to at Brown once. a movie guide
to movies at Rustic Drive-In
where we piled a keg and ten
people into a car to see a porn
nick. These are all the birthday
cards I have received from
various suitemates and
roommates for four years and
hear are some report cards and
old schedules. I don't even
remember being a classification
three.
DAD : What's in that box ?
CAROL: Old ARCHWAYS
and three Commencement
programs.
DAD: What about that one'?
every day. Of course it was not
all fun and games. It's pretty
hard getting up with a hangover.
Did you ever try getting drunk
for a week straight? 240 hours?-
You really get uuck-fuped.
Personally , I don't feel the strike
accomplished very much. But,
who cares, let's go to my
ophomore year.
My sophomore year was a
total reversal of the previous two
semesters . I came back from the
summer 40 pounds lighter and
three feet shorter; well. maybe
only two. It was weird because
nobody recognized me when I
came back . Of course, nobody
cared, but I won't go into that
now. It was at this time that I
jointed the ARCHWAY, It
wasn't too difficult becoming
Sports Editor. I wrote one article
and Larry Selvin, my
predecessor. asked me if I
wanted the job. I said yes, and he
started to laugh. I wondered
why. and I soon found out.
Forty hours a week without pay
and everyone ragging on you is
what the job is all about. But it's
been worth every minute of it.
It's corny, but true: the friends

quartet of Steve Sellers. Jeff
Tunis, Paul Demers. and Nick
Medynski often produced
severe migraines.
Also. thank God for WJMF
going to 2 a.m. thus replacingJB

105.
And who cannot forget the
arrival of "The Poet".
How about our irritable
Circulation Manager arriving at
2 a.m . and demanding the copy,
whether or not it was ready .
And then there's Dean playing
with the R2 02 unit. receiving
signals from stoned chipmunks
in Canada.
Last. but not least we list Paul
sitting at the comp set at 3:30
a .m .. pulling filler out of his ...

CAROL: Now that box is from
junior year. I can tell because my
w,itch's costume from the
Halloween Party is sticking out.
Here is my mug from the
Country Country Mug Club and
my 'Tm Part of the BRYCO[
'ream"shirt . Let's see. that year I
fell in love which is the reason for
all those "Ziggy" cards over
there. H ere is my file box wit hall
the tests and notebooks saved
from classes. These are the
twenty books of green stamps I
collected since moving to the
townhouses a:
a copy of my
townhouse lease.
DAD: Do I need to ask what is in
th a t box marked "1977 to I 97X''')
CAROL: You got it . Dad. Big
Senior Year. These are all the
nasty Ie't ters I received from Dr.
Fullerton when I ran BR YCOL.
This is a broken click e r we used
In
the Comfort to control
capacity. Let's see. name tags for
various events at school. ticket
stubs for mixed drinks at
Pa rents' Weekend , my interview
schedule. resumes and a scoop
file.
DAD: Where are we every going
to store this junk')
CAROL: Junk! We can store it
in the attic so I can go up there in
about forty years and remember
BRYANT COLLEGE. 1974 to
197R.
I've made working here have
made it all worthwhile.
O. K .. here we are in my Junior
year. Nice. huh? It was in my
Junior year that I met Bill
Huckman and learned clever
sayings like. "Eat my shorts" and
"Fellate my Elkin" . It was also
here that I got my nickname
"TU:\A". This came about one
weekend when Security found
me in the pond at 3:00 in the
mornrng looking for my buddy
Charlie. When they got me out
of the pond, they asked me for
my name and I said "Tuna." and
it's been a catch phrase ever
since.
Speaking of mixers. it was mv
Junior year that I saw an end t~
mixers in the Rotunda. The new
home for Bryant College mixers
is the spacious and luxurious
Bryant College Student Center,
designed by Squeeze-It. Inc.
During mixers. the Pub reminds
this reporter of a Pizza Hut.
except Pizza Hut dell ivers.
I got my second "D" in
accounting in my Senior year.
That was in Auditing. That
wasn't good. Luckily, I had my
resume done before that. But,
that didn't make much of a
difference. I've had five
interviews and I don't have' ajob
yet. It just seems that
McDonald's and Burger King
aren't hiring. So instead. [joined
W.fMF, Smithfield . (It's on the
hour now so I had to say that).
rve really had a ball since I've
been there. Meeting Frank
Wong was my most intereting
experience. Also, doing a show
with ~he "Big Mac" was a treat.
too . Mac's favorite sport is
bobbing for french fries in a vat
of~rying oil.
Commencement approaches,
so I' ll close now. If you don't
care for anything I've written,
there's only one thing I have to
say: "WELL, EXCUUUUUSE
ME!"

